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From bins to benches,  
cycle racks to street furniture; 
the full Wybone range is 
here in The Big One.

And it’s all manufactured  
at our factory in the UK,  
so why not visit us and see 
where it all happens?

We’re sure you’ll find what 
you need, but if it’s something 
more bespoke, we’re ready 
to make your idea a reality 
and start from scratch to 
make sure you get exactly 
what you want.

So have a look and see what 
we’ve got to offer. Quality 
assured, of course!
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WHEELIE BIN
COVERS

FLOWER 
PLANTERS
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Contents

We’ve grouped all our products together into categories  
to make them easy for you to find. Use this contents page 
to help you find what you’re looking for, and turn over for 
the story of Wybone from 1969 to today and beyond!

Key to 
Processes

Metal Glass Fibre 
Composite

Recycled
Plastic

Stainless
Steel

Glass Reinforced 
Cement

Glass Reinforced 
Plastic

Timber Polythene

Post Mounted Bins Dog WasteLitter BinsRecycling Bins

We are green when it 
comes to rubbish...

Every size, every shape, 
for any location,  
our range has it all!

Our range of post 
mountable litter bins.

When it comes to dog 
muck we’re head & 
shoulders above the rest.

9 - 90 91 - 138 139 - 154 155 - 164

Smoking & Gum Flower PlantersWheelie Bin CoversGreen Spaces

Litter and recycling units 
to blend into outdoor 
surroundings.

Hide large unsightly 
wheelie bins with our 
stylish cover units.

Solutions to the problem 
of cigarette end collection 
on the move.

Add a splash of colour to 
any area with our flower 
planter range.

165 - 178 179 - 202 203 - 212 213 - 222

Accreditations
We have worked hard to achieve qualifications that we believe will give you 
the confidence to buy from us, safe in the knowledge that we can ensure 
the quality of our products.

Quality Management System
Certificate No: FM 568187 Quality 
Management System ISO 9001:2008. 

Achilles Building Confidence
We have successfully achieved the 
Building Confidence Accreditation 
standard.

Constrcution Line
The UK’s largest Government-owned 
register of pre-qualified contractors for 
the construction industry.

Memberships In Support of...

We support Keep Britain Tidy and our 
recruitment practices support the 
‘Positive About Disabled People 
Programme’

Warranties

We are proud of our products and methods of manufacture, so much so 
that we offer up to ten year warranties to guarantee our work.

Our Galvanised steel products feature  
a 10 year anti-perforation warranty as 
standard. This guaranties the surface of 
our products from rusting through 
completely.

All our products come with a 1 year parts 
and labour guarantee as standard.

Our laser cut galvanised steel bases are 
built to last, so much so that we offer a 
10 year warranty. If the base fails we will 
replace the bin free of charge.

Storage Street Litter CollectionGrit & SaltStreet Furniture

Transform any urban 
landscape with our range 
of street furniture.

Engineered to withstand 
tough climatic conditions...

To securely store anything 
from clinical waste to clay!

Everything you need to 
keep the streets clean!

223 - 260

Our Services

Services, spare parts  
and our terms and 
conditions.

293 - 316

261 - 272 273 - 284 285 - 292
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HERITAGE
W Y B O N E

Exceeding 
expectations  
since 1969
We are Wybone; a family run 
business established by Mr Charles 
E. Wyatt in 1969. Today, his son 
Richard is the Managing Director; 
but the principles upon which the 
company was founded still stand 
strong. We offer made to order, 
quality products that are built  
to last!

Reducing our carbon footprint  
is very important to us and we 
strive to continually improve our  
business by discovering innovative 
manufacturing techniques.

We’ve been working really hard 
increasing our product ranges to 
offer you a wide choice of street 
furniture. The next few pages  
bring these ranges together and 
showcase our product families  
that are designed to include 

everything you need to transform 
any location, from city centres to 
university campuses.

Our brochure really is ‘The Big 
One’, and our product families 
feature throughout it in different 
sections. We’ve grouped them 
together to show you the benefits 
of each and make it easy to see 
what’s included in each range.  
All the products in each family 
complement each other,  
and grouping them together like 
this makes specifying a whole 
range of products easy!

1969

1973

1975

1980

1979

1984

1985

1988

1995

1991

1998

2008

2000

2011

2012

2014

Wybone established 
by Mr Wyatt and 

Mr & Mrs Bone

Production of sackholders 
first began

Moved to new premises 
in Hoyland, Barnsley

Production of Glass 
Fibre Composite 

products first began

Wybone received a special 
mention in the Queen Mother’s 

80th birthday awards

Wybone become the first 
company to manufacture 

metal litter bins in the UK! 
Celebrating 25 years in 2013

Tower of London purchase GFC 
litter bins, which after 25 years 

of service are due to be 
refurbished later in 2013

Mr Wyatt semi-retires and his 
son Mr Cooper is appointed as 

Managing Director

Mary Gascoigne appointed as a 
Company Director

Achieved contract for the 
supply of sackholders to the 

NHS

Elected as an affiliate 
of the Chartered Institute 

of Waste Management

Wybone launch website 
www.wybone.com

Achieved ISO 9001:2008 
Quality Accreditation

Mr Wyatt turns 80 years 
young, marked by a 

company wide celebration!

Achieved the Building Confidence 
Certificate of Accreditation

The new Wybone brochure 
‘The Big One’ is printed!

Mary Gascoigne joined 
Wybone as the first female 

sales representative

Mr Wyatt’s son Richard 
Cooper joined the company
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Suites of contemporary 
products, designed to make 
transforming any urban 
landscape simple.

TRIPLE WITH ORBIT HOOD page 29 SINGLE SWING LIDS page 23

DOUBLE TRANSPARENT page 25 SINGLE ON-STREET page 108 BENCH page 233

CONTEMPORARY
C O L L E C T I O N

TRIPLE page 26

BENCH page 233

TIMBER BIN page 172 BOLLARD page 259

THE WYATT RANGE

THE TORPEDO RANGE

CYCLE page 248
BENCH page 234

THE OMEGA RANGE

CYCLE HOOP page 247SEAT page 234

MEGA CYCLE page 191

BOLLARD page 258

BENCH page 241

THE LUTE RANGE

STREAM RECYCLING UNIT page 33

CYCLE page 248 BOLLARD page 258

Each suite features  
bins, benches, bollards  

& cycle racks
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Recycling 
units
We are 
green when 
it comes to 
rubbish...

Recycling units
Internal recycling
 10 - 18 Box Cycles
 19 - 22 C-Bin Recycling Unit
 23 - 31 Torpedo Range
 32 Console Recycling Unit
 33 - 35 Lute Stream Recycling Unit
 36 - 38 The Strobe
 39 - 40 Internal Recycling Solutions
 41 - 42 Office Recycling Units
 43 - 46 Metal Pedal Operated Recycling Units
 47 - 51  Capsule Plastic Pedal Operated  

Recycling Units
 52 - 54 GSH Industrial Recycling Units

Box Cycle Single
Transparent Body:  
60 Litres BC/60 £74.23 
80 Litres BC/80 £93.99

Coloured Body:  
60 Litres BC/60G £79.24 
80 Litres BC/80G £99.96

Single Message Board BP/S £29.99

The Box Cycle Single is designed to collect one waste 
stream and features a lift-off sack retaining galvanised 
steel lid. The transparent body encourages the correct  
use of the unit by making the waste stream visible.

Also available with a powder coated coloured body,  
ideal if you want your Box Cycle in your corporate colours 
or to hide unsightly waste streams.

The steel base is powder coated the same colour as  
the lid on a transparent bodied unit, but the same colour 
as the body if you have selected a galvanised steel body.  
The base is riveted to the body to secure it in place. 
Available in 60 and 80 litre options.

This unit features a flat lid as standard. A wide variety  
of lid options are available to suit various waste streams, 
please select a lid type from the options sheet.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Box Cycle Single

The Box Cycle is a recycling unit featuring interchangeable 
lift off lids and is available with either a transparent or 
coloured body.

60
LI T R E S
80
LI T R E S

Transparency 
eliminates any 

language 
barriers!

Group together to 
form a colourful, 

eye-catching 
recycling point!

320mm 
60 litres 
9kg

320mm 
80 litres 
10.5kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

320mm

700m
m

850m
m

80L60L

80L 60L

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

200 Clear bags RFG/21/Clear/S200 £28

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Box Cycle Double
Transparent Bodies:  
60L BCD/60 £159.48  
80L BCD/80 £175.13

Coloured Bodies:  
60L BCD/60G £175.13  
80L BCD/80G £192.33

Mixed Bodies:  
60L BCD/60M £167.30  
80L BCD/80M £183.73

Double Message Board BP/D £44.99

This double version of the Box Cycle has the option of 
transparent or powder coated coloured bodies, or a 
combination of the two. Available with each body having 
a capacity of 60 or 80 litres to offer maximum flexibility.

Base is riveted to the bodies to secure them in place.  
The base is white as standard when selecting a unit with 
transparent bodies, but when selecting coloured or mixed 
bodies the base is powder coated the same colour as the 
bodies. All Box Cycle units feature flat lids as standard, 
but slanted lids are available if required, please see 
additional extras sheet for details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Box Cycle Double

The Box Cycle Double is designed for the collection of  
two waste streams and features two bodies with individual 
lift off lids for easy emptying and one base to keep things  
in place.

60
LI T R E S
80
LI T R E S

Why not mix 
transparent & galvanised 

bodies for your wet/dry 
recyclables

320mm 
2 x 60L 
17.5kg

320mm 
2 x 80L 
20kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

640mm

700m
m

850m
m

80L60L

80L 60L

200 Clear bags RFG/21/Clear/S200 £28

All options applicable, see additional extras sheet

200 Clear bags RFG/21/Clear/S200 £28

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Box Cycle Triple

Box Cycle Triple
Transparent Bodies:  
60L BCT/60 £197.48  
80L BCT/80 £215.82

Coloured Bodies:  
60L BCT/60G £215.82  
80L BCT/80G £230.10

Mixed Bodies:  
60L BCT/60M £205.92  
80L BCT/80M £221.91

Triple Message Board BP/T £59.99

The Box Cycle Triple has three bodies inside one base, 
with three individual lift off lids. There is a choice of 
transparent or colured bodies or a combination of both 
(See options sheet for details). A choice of 60 or 80 litre 
bodies are available.

Units with transparent bodies have a white base as 
standard, but the base on units with coloured or mixed 
bodies are powder coated the same colour as the bodies. 
As standard, units have flat lids and the bases are riveted 
to the bodies.

The Box Cycle Triple is the perfect solution for busy areas,  
it can collect three waste streams in one unit and is 
available in a choice of capacities, so you’re sure to find  
the perfect option for you!

60
LI T R E S
80
LI T R E S

320mm 
3 x 60L 
25kg

320mm 
3 x 80L 
27kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

960mm

700m
m

850m
m

80L 60L

80L60L

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details. Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Box Cycle Quad and Cube

Box Cycle Quad
Transparent Bodies: 60L BCQ/60 £284.89 80L BCQ/80 £313.08

Colured Bodies: 60L BCQ/60G £313.08 80L BCQ/80G £343.08

Mixed Bodies: 60L BCQ/60M £289.93 80L BCQ/80M £320.82

Quad Message Board BP/Q £84.99

The Box Cycle Quad has four bodies in one base, with a choice of body type and size 
allowing you to choose the perfect unit for you. Many modifications and additional 
extras are available, see the additional extras sheet for details.

The base is riveted to the body and is white on transparent units and self-coloured on 
coloured units. Lids are flat as standard.

Box Cycle Cube
Transparent Bodies: 60L BCC/60 £298.99 80L BCC/80 £327.58

Coloured Bodies: 60L BCC/60G £327.59 80L BCC/80G £362.14

Mixed Bodies: 60L BCC/60M £307.37 80L BCC/80M £336.70

Cube Message Board BP/C £109.99 

The Box Cycle Cube is a square unit for the collection of four waste streams making it an 
ideal recycling point. Available in heights 700mm or 850mm. This unit has flat lids as 
standard and a riveted base that is white on transparent units, or powder coated the 
same colour as coloured bodies.

You can collect four separate waste streams in four separate 
compartments, conveniently housed in one base with our  
4 x 4 range.

Cube units can be accessed from all 
sides, ideal for canteens! Cute animal faces are 

ideal for children!

60
LI T R E S
80
LI T R E S

60
LI T R E S

60
L I T R E S

80
LI T R E S

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

640mm
4 x 60L 
33kg

640mm
4 x 80L 
35kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight700m

m

850m
m

80L 60L

640mm 80L60L

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

320mm 
4 x 60L 
33kg

320mm 
4 x 80L 
35kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

1280mm

700m
m

850m
m

80L 60L

80L60L

200 Clear bags RFG/21/Clear/S200 £28

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

200 Clear bags RFG/21/Clear/S200 £28

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Box Cycle Fun Bins!

These cute animal faces can be added to any of our  
Box Cycle configurations, making the units ideal for children 
to use in theme parks, schools, zoo’s and nurseries.

Box Cycle Animal Faces
Transparent Bodies  
Lion for recycling Mixed Glass  
60L BC/LION60 £129.93

Panther for recycling Plastic Bottles  
60L BC/PANTHER60 £129.93

Hippo for recycling Cans  
60L BC/HIPPO60 £129.93

Monkey for recycling Paper  
60L BC/MONKEY60 £129.93

Steel Bodies  
Tiger for general waste 
60L BC/TIGER60 £129.93

These Box Cycle animals are perfect for schools and 
venues such as zoo’s and wildlife parks. Different animal 
characters are available for specific waste streams, 
including Lion, Panther, Hippo, Monkey and Tiger. 
Co-ordinate these animal recycling units and mix  
and match them to suit your requirements.

Each of the faces have the mouth or nose cut out for  
the aperture for you to deposit your waste. The vinyl 
stickers create individual personalities for each of the 
waste streams. The lid slopes backwards with the 
aperture on the front of the unit. As standard the bases 
are riveted to the bodies.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

320mm 
60 litres 
9kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

320mm

910m
m

60L

60L

200 Clear bags RFG/21/Clear/S200 £28

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Choose artwork  
(Optional)

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose the body  
colour(s)

Choose the lid(s)

Choose any optional extras

LD/GW LD/OWL LD/FW LD/P LD/NM LD/CP

LD/MPC LD/PB LD/C LD/MG LD/B LD/MR

VR/GW VR/OWL VR/FW VR/P VR/NM VR/CP

VR/MPC VR/PB VR/C VR/MG VR/B VR/MR

VR/CPB

LD/CPB

Silver SIL White WTETransparent 
TRANS

mixed
paper & card

Liquids 
only!

Only available with a coloured body, please select a silver SIL or white WTE body

other waste

Liquids

PC18E53PC18E53PC18E53PC6024PC9005PC9005

PC2004PC4010PC16D45PC7016PC3020PC18E53

PC2004

Liquid Collection Tube 
required AP/LIQTUBE 
Add an extra £51.26

Push Lock can be added 
for security LKPL £14.55

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not  
be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact 
colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Transparent

Pre-finished Steel

Leather-grain Effect

Coloured Bodies
White Bodies 
A pre-finished galvanised steel substrate with a plastic 
leather-grain effect coating in white.

Silver Bodies 
A pre-finished, epoxy powdered galvanised steel in 
silver. Both feature a high corrosion and abrasion 
resistance, along with fire retardancy, tested to UKAS 
International Standards.

These bodies are ideal for hiding unsightly waste 
streams such as food waste. Selecting a coloured body 
will result in the base being the same colour, either 
silver or white.

Mixture
A mixture of coloured and transparent bodies are 
available on all Box Cycle configurations with two 
bodies or more. Simply select your bodies required 
and lids to create the perfect combination for you.  
On your order please state your bodies from left to 
right.  This option is ideal for hiding one unsightly 
waste stream, such as food waste, whilst leaving the 
recycling streams visible to help prevent cross 
contamination. The base will be the same colour as 
the coloured bodies selected, in white or silver.

Body Materials Explained

Transparent Bodies
Transparent bodies can help to prevent the cross 
contamination of waste streams by allowing the user 
to see the contents of each compartment. 
Manufactured from robust Polycarbonate plastic. 
Bases are white as standard on multiple units,  
but on a Box Cycle Single the base is the same colour 
as the lid.

Body colour options Other colours are available upon request

Standard lid options

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!
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Liquid Collection Tube
AP/LIQTUBE £51.26

This liquid collection tube includes an additional aperture 
on the lid for the collection of liquid. A plastic tube stores 
the liquid inside the unit and can be emptied easily. 
Please select the ‘other waste & liquid’ lid.

Lift up Aperture Flap
AP/LUF £41.50 Each

Lift up flaps can be added to lids to improve fire 
protection or keep smells contained within the unit.

Deep Slanted Lid
LID/DSL £22.50 per lid

The Box Cycle range is available with deep slanted lids, 
these lids make the waste streams visible from a distance 
but also prevent any rubbish being left on the lids.

Advertising Frame
A4 PF/CA4 £24.99 each 
A3 PF/CA3 £29.99 each

Advertising frames can be added to our products allowing 
posters to be displayed. The artwork is interchangeable 
by un clipping the sides of the frame and can be done 
quickly and easily without opening the bin.

Removable Bodies
RB F.O.C

The bodies can be made removable, so they lift out of 
the base for easy cleaning. 

Locking Lid
LKPL £14.55

Add a push lock to any lid style for security, ideal with 
confidential waste lids!

Message Board
Single BP/S £29.99 Double BP/D £44.99 
Triple BP/T £59.99 Quad BP/Q £84.99 
Cube BP/C £109.99

A message board can be added to any size Box Cycle, you 
can then add vinyl stickers, magnetic labels or even poster 
frames to them, allowing you to add your own artwork. 
Message Boards are a great way to make your recycling 
collection point stand out!

The Box 
Cycle Range, 
has gone from 
strength to 
strength, 
vastly 
expanding 
the range…

FACTS
Our Box Cycles are 
100% recyclable!

Box Cycle Range Features

Occasionally our customers 
want something slightly 
different to our standard 
products. We’re always happy 
to help and create something 
unique for them.

Most of the additional options in our 
Box Cycle range have been created due 
to customer requests, and now we have 
a wide range of extras that enable you 
to transform a standard Box Cycle into 
something unique to you, here are some 
examples of modifications we’ve made 
for customers...

We’ve created bespoke size units
We’ve added sinks for the collection of 
liquid waste
Advertising options are available too!
Slanted lids increase visibility and stop 
rubbish being left on top
Mixing the additional extras can result 
in something new every time!

Slanted lids & advertising options...

Advertising panels are a great way to  recoup the cost of new units!

We’ve created front access units 
for customers too! 

Vinyl stickers positioned on the front of the body at the bottom to show your chosen waste stream even when the unit is empty

Plastic Bottles VT/PB Cans VT/C Mixed Glass VT/MG Mixed Recycling VT/MR Paper VT/P

Waste Stream Stickers Extra £15 ea.

Optional extras

Collecting Food 
Waste? Keep an eye 
out for this symbol!
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C-Bin Single and Double Recycling Units C-Bin Triple and Quad Recycling Units

The C-Bin is an infusion of our Torpedo and Box Cycle 
ranges, it features a hinged lift up lid and removable  
bodies that lift out for easy emptying and cleaning.

Collect three and four waste streams in our C-Bin Triple  
and Quad recycling units.

C-Bin Triple Recycling Unit
Transparent Bodies: 60L CBIN/T60 £243.48  80L CBIN/T80 £266.53

Coloured Bodies: 60L CBIN/T60G £266.53 80L CBIN/T80G £284.17

Mixed Bodies: 60L CBIN/T60M £254.31  80L CBIN/T80M £274.06

Triple Message Board BP/T £59.99

The C-Bin Triple gives the flexibility of the collection of three different waste streams. 
Available in either 60 or 80 litre capacities for each body with a total collection of up to 
240 litres. One single hinged lift up lid makes removing the bodies for emptying and 
cleaning really easy. The transparent removable bodies allow the user to see clearly 
which compartment their waste should be placed in. Optional coloured bodies or a 
mixture of the two are also available. Artwork options are available to make your chosen 
waste streams stand out from a distance.

C-Bin Quad Recycling Unit
Transparent Bodies: 60L CBIN/Q60 £331.89  80L CBIN/Q80 £364.73

Coloured Bodies: 60L CBIN/Q60G £364.73  80L CBIN/Q80G £399.68

Mixed Bodies: 60L CBIN/Q60M £337.76  80L CBIN/Q80M £373.75

Quad Message Board BP/Q £84.99

The C-Bin Quad recycling unit has four 60 or 80 litre bodies allowing for the collection of 
four waste streams. Choose from transparent or coloured bodies or a mixture of the two. 
Manufactured from 1.2mm thick galvanised steel making the C-Bin extremely tough  
and corrosion resistant.

The bodies are removable to allow easy emptying and cleaning. Push Locks can be fitted 
to the lid for added security, making it ideal for airports and train stations.

C-Bin Double Recycling Unit
Transparent Bodies: 60L CBIN/D60 £206.48 80L CBIN/D80 £226.79

Coloured Bodies: 60L CBIN/D60G £226.79 80L CBIN/D80G £249.06

Mixed Bodies: 60L CBIN/D60M £216.65 80L CBIN/D80M £237.90

Double Message Board BP/D £44.99

The C-Bin Double has the same great features as the C-Bin single, but with twice the 
capacity. It is available in 60 and 80 litre options with two removable bodies. The unit 
features a hinged lift up lid and the bodies can be lifted out for easy emptying and 
cleaning. Other additional options include a lock adding to the lid for added security.  
The robust and corrosion resistant frame and lid are manufactured from 1.2mm thick 
galvanised steel.

C-Bin Single Recycling Unit
Transparent Bodies: 60L CBIN/S60 £119.86 80L CBIN/S80 £151.32

Coloured Bodies: 60L CBIN/S60G £127.57 80L CBIN/S80G £160.09

Single Message Board BP/S £29.99

The C-Bin Single is available in 60 or 80 litre options, allowing you to choose a unit to suit 
the space available. The unit features a hinged lift up lid and one body as standard.  
The body can be lifted out and is easy to empty and clean. A push lock can be fitted to 
the lid for added security making it ideal for high security areas.

The C-Bin frame and lid are manufactured from 1.2mm thick galvanised steel making 
them extremely robust and corrosion resistant. The frame colour is silver as standard, 
please see the additional extras sheet for details of all extras available.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Push Lock LKPL £14.55 (2 required)

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras Push Lock LKPL £14.55 (2 required)

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

60
LI T R E S
80
LI T R E S

x1

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Push Lock LKPL £14.55 (1 required)

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

320mm

910m
m

760m
m

80L 60L

330mm 
60 Litres 
10kg

330mm 
80 Litres 
12kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

80L60L
640mm

910m
m

760m
m

80L 60L

x2
330mm 
2 x 60L 
18kg

330mm 
2 x 80L 
20kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

80L60L

330mm 
3 x 60L 
23kg

330mm 
3 x 80L 
25kg

960mm

910m
m

760m
m

80L 60L

x3
Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

80L60L

x4

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Push Lock LKPL £14.55 (2 required)

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

1280mm

910m
m

760m
m

80L 60L

330mm 
4 x 60L 
30kg

330mm 
4 x 80L 
32kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

80L60L

60
LI T R E S

60
LI T R E S

60
LI T R E S
80
LI T R E S

80
L I T R E S

80
LI T R E S

Customer research shows that 
transparent recycling compartments 

encourage the correct use of waste 
streams

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details. Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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general waste

general waste

Silver
All lids can have the option of a silver 
body.

Certain lids have a silver body as 
standard (See Lid Options) to hide 
unsightly waste streams.

Transparent
Transparent bodies are available for  
all recycling lids, excluding food waste  
& general waste which have silver bodies 
as standard.

Silver  
SIL

Transparent  
TRANS

Locking Lid
LKPL £14.55 Each  
2 required on Double, Triple & Quad C-Bins

You can add a push lock to any C-Bin for security.  
A single C-Bin needs one lock, all other configurations 
require 2 locks.

Although every care has been taken for an exact 
match, please note that brochure colour shades are  
for guidance only and should not be used for colour 
matching purposes. Please request a sample where an 
exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and 
some colour variation may occur.

Frame colour Nickel Silver PCM30001

Message Board
Single BP/S £29.99  Double BP/D £44.99 
Triple BP/T £59.99  Quad BP/Q £84.99

A message board can be added to any size C-Bin, you can 
then add vinyl stickers, magnetic labels or even poster 
frames to them, allowing you to add your own artwork. 
Message Boards are a great way to make your recycling 
collection point stand out!

Advertising Frame
A4 PF/CA4 £24.99 each 
A3 PF/CA3 £29.99 each

Advertising frames can be added to our products allowing 
posters to be displayed. The artwork is interchangeable by 
un clipping the sides of the frame and can be done 
quickly and easily without opening the bin.

Choose artwork  
(Optional)

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose the body  
colour(s)

Choose your 
fascias

Choose any optional  
extras

Body colour options Colours shown are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes.

LS/GW LS/MPC

mixed
paper & card

LS/PLS/FW LS/CPLS/NM

LS/PB LS/MGLS/CPBLS/B LS/MRLS/C

Only available with a coloured body, in silver SIL

VR/GW

VR/PB

VR/MPC

VR/C VR/B VR/MG

VR/FW VR/P VR/NM VR/CP

VR/MR VR/CPB

Standard fascia options

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Vinyl stickers positioned on the front of the body at the bottom to show your chosen waste stream even when the unit is empty

Waste Stream Stickers Extra £15 ea.

Optional extras

Plastic Bottles VT/PB Cans VT/C Mixed Glass VT/MG Mixed Recycling VT/MR Paper VT/P
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Torpedo Single Swing Lid Units

Stylish circular recycling units, available in three sizes with  
a choice of waste stream stickers.

Torpedo Single
Small TORPEDO/S/SWNG £157.50  
Medium TORPEDO/M/SWING £167.75  
Large TORPEDO/L/SWING £170.00

Circular recycling units with sack retaining lift-off chrome 
swing lids featuring WRAP iconography to depict your 
chosen waste stream (Shown with customer specific 
artwork).

These galvanised steel units look great grouped together 
to form a recycling point and are available in three sizes. 
Using larger units for recyclable waste and a smaller unit 
for general waste can really boost recycling rates, helping 
you collect more recyclables. Weighted swing lid provides 
better fire protection and helps to contain unwanted 
odours.

Optional galvanised steel liners are available.

360mm 
82 litres 
10kg

360mm 
95 litres 
12kg

360mm 
108 litres 
14kg

Diameter 
Capacity 
Weight

360mm

700m
m

800m
m

900m
m

LargeMediumSmall

L M S

The counter balanced lid makes sure 
the bin stays closed!

VSW/GW VSW/P VSW/NM VSW/MPC VSW/PB VSW/C VSW/FW

general
waste

VSW/B VSW/MR VSW/CPB VSW/MG

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Small Circular Galvanised Liner L32/INT £62.25  
Medium Circular Galvanised Liner L33/INT £62.25  
Large Circular Galvanised Liner L34/INT £62.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Black  
PC9005

White  
PC9016

Silver  
PCM30001

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are 
for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample 
where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different 
materials and some colour variation may occur.

VR/GW VR/MPC VR/CVR/FW VR/P VR/NM

VR/PBVR/B VR/MGVR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Lid options Torpedo Single units feature swing lids with circular vinyl 
stickers depicting your chosen waste stream.

Choose any optional 
stickers

Choose the colour

Choose the lid

Colour options Lids are always Chrome

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Torpedo Recycling Units

Our Torpedo range of recycling units come in all shapes  
and sizes, from mini under-desk sized units to large capacity 
multi waste stream units!

Torpedo Double Recycling unit
Solid Body  
Torpedo Double TORPEDO/D £575  
With Hood TORPEDO/D/HOOD £695

Transparent  
Torpedo Double Transparent TORPEDO/DT £675  
With Hood TORPEDO/DT/HOOD £750

Curved double recycling unit features magnetic catch double doors and ‘WRAP/Recycle 
Now’ branding to aperture fascia plates. A security version is also available with 
transparent doors and liner which allows easy identification of any suspicious contents. 
This version also helps prevent cross contamination of recycling streams, helping to boost 
recycling rates!

A hooded version is also available for outdoor use.

Torpedo Mini
TORPEDO/MINI/D £75.00

This mini version of the Torpedo has been specially designed for use in small spaces. 
Ideal for under desks, hotel rooms or small offices. Manufactured from galvanised steel 
with a bright label clearly displaying the waste streams on the lid.

Available as a 70/30 split unit to encourage recycling as shown, or a 50/50 split. A central 
divider keeps the waste streams from mixing together.

The body and lift-off lid are powder coated in Nickel Silver M30001.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

70/30 Lid

Depth 430mm
Capacity 120 litres
Weight 45kg 

650mm

910m
m

Depth 305mm
Capacity 48 litres
Weight 8kg 

410mm

405m
m

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please select a lid

50
/5

0

TM/LDV5050

70
/3

0

TM/LDV7030

Torpedo Triple Recycling Unit
Solid Body  
Torpedo Triple TORPEDO/T £625 
With Hood TORPEDO/T/HOOD £750

Transparent  
Transparent TORPEDO/TT £725  
With Hood TORPEDO/TT/HOOD £850

Curved recycling unit with three compartments, a sloping 
top and magnetic catch double doors. There is a choice 
of apertures and colours available with ‘WRAP/Recycle 
Now’ branding.

The Torpedo Triple is also available with transparent 
doors and liners for added security and increased 
recycling yield. Optional castors can be fitted to liners to 
make emptying easier.

A hooded version is available for outdoor use, perfect for 
stylish city centres.

All liners come without drainage holes.

Torpedo Triple Recycling Unit

Beautifully designed and manufactured with three 
compartments; the Torpedo Triple is the ideal choice  
for public areas.

Depth  430mm
Capacity  162 litres
Weight  60kg 

1000mm

910m
m

A busy transport 
hub can collect around 

2 tonnes of plastic 
bottles per month !

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Developed in conjunction with

“I gave Wybone the specific challenge of getting a split recycling 
bin into our small clinical offices, where space is at a premium. 

They put the vision into reality” James Dixon, Waste Manager

60
/4

0

TM/LDV6040
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Torpedo Triple XL

Torpedo Triple XL
TORPEDO/T/XL £759

Torpedo Triple Transparent
TORPEDO/TT/XL £859

Extra-large version of the Torpedo Triple unit for busy 
areas that will collect higher volumes of waste.  
This XL version includes extra-large galvanised steel liners 
and has a total capacity of 270 litres. 

The unit shown features an additional liquid collection 
tube within the central liner that can be removed and 
emptied easily (See additional extras sheet for more 
details).

Also available in a transparent option, with clear panels  
in the doors.

This extra large Torpedo Triple has been designed specially 
for busy areas as it can collect large volumes of waste  
and be emptied less often.

Same beautiful 
design with over 100 
extra litres capacity

Depth  533mm
Capacity  270 litres
Weight  70kg 

1000mm

1065m
m

Torpedo Triple with Lift up Lid

Torpedo Triple Lift up Lid
TORPEDO/T/LU £525

Torpedo Triple Transparent
TORPEDO/TT/LU £625

This Torpedo unit features a lift up hinged top section 
with integrated sack retention frame system. The lockable 
lift up lid features a soft closing mechanism for ease of 
use. This unit has the same stylish look of the standard 
Torpedo unit but the lift up lid eliminates the need for 
doors to the front. The clever sack frames are easily 
accessible when the lid is opened allowing for quick,  
easy emptying.

See additional extras for details.

With the same stunning looks as our standard Torpedo  
but with the benefit of a lift up lid. You can have Torpedo 
style for less without sacrificing on optimum efficiency.

Depth  430mm
Capacity  162 litres
Weight  60kg 

1000mm

910m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras
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Torpedo Triple with Orbit Hood

Torpedo Triple with Orbit Hood
TORPEDO/T/ORB £989.00

This Torpedo unit is an XL version collecting an extra  
100 litres more than the standard Torpedo Triple.  
With larger galvanised steel liners the capacity of the bin 
is 270 litres, perfect for areas where large numbers of 
people pass through.

Designed specifically for external use this Torpedo 
features the Orbit Hood. The hood is positioned directly 
over the apertures to help to prevent rain getting inside 
the unit.

The Orbit hood ensures access is available from 360 
degrees, maximising the use of the unit and ultimately 
boosting recycling rates.

This Torpedo Orbit is accessible from 360° and features  
a rain-hood and can recycle three waste streams in an 
external environment. The stylish design is ideal for 
pedestrian areas where a functional recycling product  
is still required.

Depth  633mm
Capacity  270 litres
Weight  80kg 

1100mm

1245m
m

general waste

general waste

general waste

general wasteBlack 
PC9005

White 
PC9016

Silver 
PCM30001

Other colours available upon request

Torpedo Double and Triple units have a wide range of standard fascia plates available featuring WRAP artwork, iconography and colours with apertures to match.

TOR/FP/MR/LH  
TOR/FP/MR/RH

TOR/FP/CPB/LH  
TOR/FP/CPB/RH

TOR/FP/GW/
CENT

TOR/FP/FWLW/
CENT

TOR/FP/C/LH  
TOR/FP/C/RH

TOR/FP/GW/LH  
TOR/FP/GW/RH

TOR/FP/NM/LH  
TOR/FP/NM/RH

TOR/FP/MG/LH  
TOR/FP/MG/RH

TOR/FP/FW/LH  
TOR/FP/FW/RH

TOR/FP/PB/LH  
TOR/FP/PB/RH

TOR/FP/P/LH  
TOR/FP/P/RH

TOR/FP/MPC/LH  
TOR/FP/MPC/RH

mixed 
recyclables

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only 
and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. 
We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose artwork  
(Optional)

Choose the body  
colour

Choose your 
fascias

Choose any optional  
extras

Standard body colours Colours shown are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes.

Torpedo Double & Triple Fascia Options LH = Left Hand, RH = Right Hand, CENT = Central
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Liners on Castors
LINER/SC £15.00 per liner

Castors are added to liners to aid manoeuvrability 
Available on Doubles and Triples.

Not available on Torpedo Lift Up Lid.

Liners do not have drainage holes.

Liquid Collection
AP/LCF £89.00

This useful system incorporates a liquid collection 
container, funnel and circular liquid collection aperture.  
It can be fitted in any double or triple Torpedo unit and 
can be easily emptied as required. Substantial volumes  
of liquid can be collected making it ideal for cafeteria/
restaurant areas.

Message Board
TORPEDO/D/BP £100  
TORPEDO/T/BP £150

Curved back plate available on Torpedo Double  
and Triple, ideal for making waste streams visible from  
a distance. Not available on hooded, Orbit, Lift-up or 
Single units

Lift up Aperture Flap
AP/LUF £41.50 per flap

Lift up flaps available on the Torpedo Double and Triple 
internal units. Provides better fire protection and helps 
keep smells inside the unit, ideal for the collection of food 
waste. Not available on hooded or Orbit units.

Retro-Fit Transparent Aperture Flaps
Double RETROAP/FLAP/D £75.00  
Triple RETROAP/FLAP/T £100.00

Already have a Torpedo Unit? These transparent aperture 
flaps can be added to cover the apertures! Adding flaps 
also forces the user to engage with the recycling unit and 
think about which aperture their waste should be placed 
in, helping to minimise cross contamination. Fitted in 
place using our unique magnetic fixing system. Simple. 
Not available on hooded/Orbit units, or single units.

Liquid Collection Tube
AP/LIQTUBE £63.24

Liquid collection tube for collecting smaller amounts of 
liquid. An additional aperture is added to the fascia plate 
allowing one fascia to collect a waste stream as well as 
liquid. Collection tube is fixed within the liner using 
magnets for easy emptying.

Console Recycling Unit
CONSOLE/240 £530.00  
CONSOLE/XL £POA

The Console Unit is a curvy 3 compartment recycling unit 
featuring invisible magnetic door catches. Constructed 
from 2mm galvanised steel powder coated in the colour 
of your choice with a range of apertures to suit your 
needs. 

Liners with castors are available as an option to make 
emptying even easier.

Image shown with additional vinyl artwork which can be 
added to your order, please see the additional options 
sheet for details.

Console Recycling Unit

The Console recycling unit has a chunky feel with a curved 
front, ideal for those looking for something angular but with 
a curvaceous feel.

Depth 502mm
Capacity 240 litres
Weight 75kg 

1004mm

900m
m

FACTS
Glass that is thrown 

away will never 
decompose. Recycling 

it will give it a new 
lease of life!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

A wide range of stickers 
can be added to make your 

waste stream stand 
out!

VR/CVR/GW VR/MPCVR/FW VR/P VR/NM

VR/PBVR/B VR/MGVR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Optional extras
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Lute Stream Recycling Unit

The Lute Stream modular recycling unit adds a visual 
dimension to the art of collecting waste. With its curved top 
section and aperture plates, waste streams can be identified 
as the unit is approached, therefore minimising the mixing 
of recyclables.

Lute Stream Recycling Unit
Single LUTE/STREAM/S £263.43  
Double LUTE/STREAM/D £434.86  
Triple LUTE/STREAM/T £593.10

The Lute Stream is available in single, double and triple 
configurations to enable the collection of multiple waste 
streams.

Featuring front opening door(s) with invisible magnetic 
catches and 80 litre galvanised steel liners, these stylish 
units were specifically designed for use in shopping 
centres and look fantastic in contemporary interiors.

Supplied in a choice of colours with WRAP fascia plates 
showing your chosen waste streams.

Optional vinyl artwork can be added to the front of the 
unit to make the waste streams visible from a distance.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

455mm
80 litres
20kg

455mm
160 litres
40kg

455mm
240 litres
60kg

Depth
Capacity
Weight

1100mm

735mm

370mm

930m
m

TripleDoubleSingle

x3

x2

x1

general waste

general waste

Console & Lute Units

general waste

CON/FP/C/LH  
CON/FP/C/RH

CON/FP/FW/LH  
CON/FP/FW/RH

CON/FP/CPB/LH  
CON/FP/CPB/RH

CON/FP/MR/LH  
CON/FP/MR/RH

CON/FP/P/LH  
CON/FP/P/RH

CON/FP/NM/LH  
CON/FP/NM/RH

CON/FP/MPC/LH  
CON/FP/MPC/RH

CON/FP/MG/LH  
CON/FP/MG/RH

CON/FP/PB/LH  
CON/FP/PB/RH

CON/FP/GW/
CENT

Black 
PC9005

White 
PC9016

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades 
are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a 
sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches 
across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Powder Coating Colours

Console Fascias

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Liner on Castors LINER/C £15.00 per liner

Lift up Aperture Flap AP/LUF £41.50 per flap

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose artwork  
(Optional)

Choose the body  
colour

Choose your 
fascias

Choose any optional  
extras

Silver 
PCM30001

Colour options

Fascia options LH = Left Hand, RH = Right Hand, CENT = Central
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Liners on Castors
LINER/SC £15.00 per liner

Castors are added to galvanised steel liners 
to aid manoeuvrability.

Available on Console and Lute units.

Lift up Aperture Flap
AP/LUF £41.50 per flap

Lift up flaps available on the Console  
and the Lute units. Provides better fire 
protection and helps keep smells inside the 
unit, ideal for the collection of food waste. 

food  waste

LUTE/FP/C LUTE/FP/FW LUTE/FP/CPB/LUTE/FP/MR

LUTE/FP/P LUTE/FP/NM LUTE/FP/MPC LUTE/FP/MG/LUTE/FP/PBLUTE/FP/GW

The Strobe - The Interactive Multi-Sensory Recycling Unit

The Strobe signifies an industry first in interactive recycling! 
This all-encompassing solar powered, multi-sensory unit has 
been designed to encourage and promote recycling whilst 
engaging the user. 

Strobe Triple
Deluxe STROBE/DLX £2900.00  
Standard STROBE/STN £2400.00  
Economy STROBE/ECO £900.00

Strobe Double
Deluxe STROBE/DLX/DBL £2500.00  
Standard STROBE/STN/DBL £2000.00  
Economy STROBE/ECO/DBL £500.00

Features of the Strobe include solar powered audio-visual 
feedback, illuminated waste stream signs/deposit 
counter, inclusive tactile Braille, clear panels, advertising 
options and it even talks to you!

Transparent panels help to quickly identify waste  
streams on approach, whilst the audio messages ‘thank’ 
users for recycling. Placing an item in the unit triggers  
the illuminated waste stream signs, deposit counter  
and recorded messages making the unit very engaging 
for the user, encouraging recycling!

Triple unit features 2 x 100 litre recycling liners and 1 x 90 
litre central general waste liner while the Double unit 
contains 2 x 100 litre recycling liners.

A user survey showed that 60% of people who used it, 
thought the interactive capabilities of the Strobe would 
influence them to use it.

The Strobe is available in three models which feature 
various components from the list of features as described 
above, please see the options sheet for a full list of 
specifications for each model. Model shown is the Deluxe.

1053mm

1240m
m

Depth  
Capacity  
Weight  

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

An independent report 
shows the Strobe 
achieves an 88% 

recycling rate!

VR/GW VR/MPC VR/CVR/FW VR/P VR/NM

VR/PB VR/MGVR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Optional extras

Lute Fascias

Fascia options

1180m
m

713mm

514mm
290 litres
135.5kg

492mm
200 litres
000kg

DoubleTriple
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The Strobe Specifications

Black  
PC9005

White  
PC9016

Silver  
PCM30001

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are 
for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample 
where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different 
materials and some colour variation may occur.

Gloss Powder Coating Colours

The Strobe Deluxe The Strobe Standard The Strobe Economy

FeaturesPowerPower

STROBE/FP/C/ STROBE/FP/GW STROBE/FP/PB

STROBE/FP/P STROBE/FP/MPC STROBE/FP/MG

STROBE/FP/MR

External Use EXT
Solar power unit to the top of the unit that charges 
during hours of daylight and powers the electronic 
features. Position in a well-exposed, un-shaded area  
that is prone to plenty of sunlight and do not keep under 
cover of glass or plastic canopies.

Internal Use INT
Alternatively the Strobe Deluxe can be mains powered for 
internal use. Designed for use with (customer supplied) 
mains power, where conditions are not conducive for 
solar power.

External Use EXT
Solar power unit to the top of the unit that charges 
during hours of daylight and powers the electronic 
features. Position in a well-exposed, un-shaded area  
that is prone to plenty of sunlight and do not keep under 
cover of glass or plastic canopies.

Internal Use INT
Alternatively the Strobe Standard can be mains powered 
for internal use. Designed for use with (customer 
supplied) mains power, where conditions  
are not conducive for solar power.

FeaturesFeatures

Powder coated finish

Transparent panels to the recycling sides to make 
waste streams visible

Apertures within easy reach for wheelchair users

Five polycarbonate fascia plates, for three waste 
streams (3 to the front, 2 to the sides)

2 x A2 advertising/message spaces on doors

Galvanised steel central liner with castors

Two clear recycling liners with castors

Vinyl stickers on the clear panels to show waste 
streams even when empty

Braille on each fascia plate for visually impaired users

LED display with ‘rangefinder sensor’ that detects 
when an item passed through the aperture and lights 
up the waste stream fascia plate

Recorded audio messages that play when an item is 
passed through the aperture

Adjustable volume control

Deposit counter to keep a visual tally of items 
collected.

Slam lock to each end opening door.

Powder coated finish

Transparent panels to the recycling sides to make 
waste streams visible

Apertures within easy reach for wheelchair users

Five vinyl aperture surrounds, for three waste streams 
(3 to the front, 2 to the sides)

2 x A2 advertising/message spaces on doors

Galvanised steel central liner with castors

Two clear recycling liners with castors

Vinyl stickers on the clear panels to show waste 
streams even when empty

Braille on each vinyl surround for visually impaired 
users

Recorded audio messages that play when an item is 
passed through the aperture

Adjustable volume control

Slam lock to each end opening door.

For use both internally and externally, but requires no 
power as it has no electronic features.

Same stylish shape

Powder coated finish

Apertures within easy reach for wheelchair users

Five vinyl aperture surrounds, for three waste streams 
(3 to the front, 2 to the sides)

Three galvanised steel liners

Slam lock to each end opening door.

Select the unit with 
the right features for 

you!

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose any optional 
stickers

Choose the colour

Choose the fascias

Colour options

These vinyl stickers are 
only available on the 
Strobe Economy. 

Bespoke stickers are 
available as shown on 
the images. Please call 
for more details on 
how we can help you 
create the perfect look 
for your recycling unit.

VR/GW VR/MPC VR/CVR/P VR/PB VR/MGVR/MR

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Choose the fascias

Strobe fascias feature braille on the 
Deluxe and Standard versions.

The Economy strobe has vinyl fascias  
that do not include braille.

Fascias feature matching apertures.
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Body Colours

508mm
60 litres

Depth
Capacity

Depth
Capacity

60 Litre

508mm
87 litres

87 Litre

Eco Cup Unit BB300 £170.08
The Eco Cup Unit is a circular cup collection unit that can hold up to 700 cups. It features 
a liquid collection flask to allow cups to be emptied before being placed into the chutes 
for collection. This chute can then be emptied separately.

Eco Cup Units

This Eco Cup Unit has integrated chutes that stack cups up 
to save space. There is also a removable funnel for collecting 
liquid which can be emptied separately. This unit is ideal for 
offices, canteens and drink machine locations.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Base Colours: Granite GTE, Black BLK, Blue BLE or Green GRN  
Lid Colours: Black BB300, Green BB314G, Red BB314R

Standard Cup Unit - Charcoal Base BB200C or Silver Base BB200S

Diameter 495mm
Capacity  up to 700 cups max dia of 94mm per cup. 
 5 litre liquid collection flask
Weight  8kg

495mm

805m
m

Cup Units
Standard Cup Unit BB200 £91.11 (Main Image)  
Streamline Cup Unit BB400 £112.50 (Inset Image)

The Standard Cup Unit has a black top and either a charcoal or silver base. Features 
internal cup collection columns to stack cups and save space, reducing the bulk of 
disposable cups by up to 75%! There is a central funnel for the collection of waste liquid, 
ensuring only empty cups are collected.

The Streamline Cup Unit has been specially designed for the collection of cups and 
includes four cup collection tubes and a liquid collection section which can be emptied 
independently of the main unit. This efficient way of collecting cups reduces their 
volume by up to 75%. This unit is ideal for placing next to drinks machines or in canteens 
and can be emptied, dismantled and cleaned in under a minute! This model comes with 
a black top and a graphite coloured base.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Reduces bulk of disposable 
cups by75%

Waste Watcher Recycling Units

The Waste Watcher is a modular recycling unit that  
is perfect for use in the office!

354mm
Up to 500 cups 
max dia 79mm

420mm
Up to 500 cups 
max dia 79mm
Capacity of Liquid 
Flask 5 Litres

Depth
Capacity

354mm

335mm

570m
m

595m
m

Streamline

Streamline

Standard

Standard

Standard Streamline

Streamline Cup Unit

Waste Watcher Recycling Units
60 litre Waste Watcher AWS1101 £45.36  
87 litre Waste Watcher AWS1103 £51.27  
Please state body and lid colour on order.

Waste Watcher recycling units are perfect for use in 
offices, corridors and receptions or any other area that 
needs a slim line, modular recycling unit.

The Waste Watcher comes in two sizes with a choice of 
lid, apertures and colours available. These tough, durable 
units are manufactured from light weight polythene 
ensuring they are easy to move around and position 
where needed. Internal bag hooks keep the bins looking 
neat and tidy, so no plastic bag is showing on the outside. 
Optional signage is available as shown.

Please select your options from the list of 
interchangeable components below.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Lids  
Plastic bottle (Circular Aperture) AWS1104  
Food Cans & Drink Cans (Circular Aperture) AWS1104  
Paper (Slot Aperture) AWS1105  
General Waste (Rectangular Aperture) AWS1106  
Lift off lid (No aperture) AWS1107  
Mixed Recyclables (London Underground Aperture) 
AWS1108  
Organics (Triangular Aperture) AWS1109

Signage 
AWS1112S  
£17.99 each

Plastic Bottles  
Red RED, Blue BLU, Aqua Green 
TURQ, Yellow YEL, Grey GRY
Food Cans & Drink Cans  
Red RED, Blue BLU, Aqua Green 
TURQ, Yellow YEL
Paper  
Blue BLU, Light Blue LTBLU, 
Grey GRY, Green GRN

General Waste  
Black BLK, Blue BLU, Grey GRY, 
Dark Green DKGRN
Lift Off Lid (No Aperture)  
Black BLK, Grey GRY
Mixed Recyclables  
Blue BLU, Lime Green LIME, 
Dark Green DKGRN
Organics 
Orange ONG, Green GRN

610m
m

762m
m

87L

279mm

297mm87L

60L

60L

Black BLK Grey GRY

Dark Green DKGRN Blue BLU

Yellow YEL (only available on 87L)

Lid Colours

8kg 7kgWeight
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WH/21 & WH/31 Easi-Cycle Recycling Unit
WH/21 £70.19  
WH/31 £78.84

The Easi-Cycle recycling unit has a capacity of either 80 litres or 98 litres and comes with 
a lift-off, sack retaining hooded lid that is powder coated in a colour of your choice to suit 
your recycling streams. The base/body of the unit is made from plastisol (PVC coated 
steel) in white as standard but mushroom is also available. Shown with optional vinyl 
sticker to front of units.

RFG/ST Swing Cycle Recycling Units
28 Litre Swing Top Unit RFG/ST4/28 £48.93  
80 Litre Swing Top Unit RFG/ST21 £70.19  
98 Litre Swing Top Unit RFG/ST31 £78.84

This swing top recycling unit has a galvanised steel lid section that can be powder coated 
in a colour to suit the many different recycling waste streams. The lid lifts off for easy 
emptying and also acts as a sack retaining device. This unit is ideal for use in office 
environments. Shown with optional vinyl sticker to front.

Office Recycling Units

These recycling units are perfect for use in the office as they 
are versatile and can be colour coded to suit a variety of 
recycling streams.

202mm
28 litres
5kg

238mm
80 litres
11kg

235mm
98 litres
12.7kg

Depth
Capacity
Weight

450mm

415mm

202mm

847m
m

833m
m

645m
m

ST31ST21ST4/28ST4/28

ST21

ST31

ST31 4/2821

WH21 Easi-Cycle & RFG/ST Swing Cycles

Lid Colours

Plastisol Body Colours

G
lo

ss
Pl

as
tis

olMushroom  
MSH

White 
WTE

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour 
shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Black  
PC9005

Red  
PC3020

Turquoise  
PC16D45

Light Blue  
PC18E53

Pure Orange 
PC2004

Light Green 
PC6024

Grey  
PC7016

Magenta  
PC4010

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose your 
colour(s)

Choose any logo’s or 
artwork (Optional)

Colour options

VR/GW

VR/PB

VR/MPC

VR/C VR/B VR/MG

VR/FW VR/P VR/NM VR/CP

VR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

WH/21 WH/31

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

415mm

450mm

893m
m

Depth
Capacity
Weight

245mm
80 litre
11kg

278mm
98 litre
12.7kg 

WH31 WH21

WH31

WH21

880m
m
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Metal Pedal Operated Recycling Units

We have a wide range of pedal operated recycling units that 
are perfect for the office environment. Available in a wide 
choice of sizes, colours and styles.

These pedal units can be grouped together to create  
a bright recycling point that will look fantastic in any  
office space.

28 Litre Metal Pedal Operated Recycling Units
RFG/4/28RB £65.61

This slimline pedal operated recycling unit is ideal for use in corridors and small offices 
and can be grouped together to form a recycling station. The unit features a powder 
coated galvanised steel frame, lid and base and a choice of either a white, silver, 
mushroom or transparent body. These units feature a foot pedal opening system for 
ease of use  
and integrated castors for manoeuvrability. 

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options sheet for details of how to add 
these to your recycling unit

Food waste units can be created by selecting green frames and a food waste vinyl sticker.

42 Litre Metal Pedal Operated Recycling Units
RFG/7RB £86.78

This wider 42 litre recycling unit is ideal for use in offices and under desks and can be 
grouped together to create a recycling point.

Features of this unit include a powder coated galvanised steel lid, base and frame, 
integrated castors, foot pedal opening system and a choice of body colours.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options sheet for details of how to add 
these to your recycling unit

Food waste units can be created by selecting green frames and a food waste vinyl sticker.

Units are fire retardant and feature removable bodies for easy cleaning.

80 Litre Metal Pedal Operated Recycling Units
RFG/21RB £95.26

This large capacity pedal operated recycling unit is perfect for use in busy offices where  
a larger amount of waste will be collected. These units feature a foot pedal opening 
system for ease of use and integrated castors for manoeuvrability. A removable body lifts 
out for easy cleaning and is available in a choice of white, silver, mushroom or 
transparent.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options sheet for details of how to add 
these to your recycling unit

Food waste units can be created by selecting green frames and a food waste vinyl sticker.

Units are fire retardant and feature removable bodies for easy cleaning.

98 Litre Metal Pedal Operated Recycling Units
RFG/31RB £105.26

This extra-large pedal operated recycling unit collects a huge 98 litres of waste! Comes 
complete with an easy-clean removable body, powder coated galvanised steel 
construction, integrated castors and a foot pedal for easy use.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options sheet for details of how to add 
these to your recycling unit

Food waste units can be created by selecting green frames and a food waste vinyl sticker.

Units are fire retardant and feature removable bodies for easy cleaning.

Mix & match sizes 
& colours to create 
a recycling station!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras
Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Depth 340mm 
Capacity 28 litres
Weight  10kg 

210mm

640m
m

Depth 375mm 
Capacity 42 litres
Weight  10.5kg 

426mm

540m
m

Depth 375mm 
Capacity 80 litres
Weight  15kg 

426mm

800m
m

Depth 440mm 
Capacity 98 litres
Weight  16kg 

465mm

800m
m

80
LI T R E S
42
L I T R E S
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Size guide

White WTE

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, 
please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance 
only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is 
required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Silver Plastisol SIL Transparent TRANS

Please see dimensions under each product for measurements. Image not to be used for scaling, but as a visual 
reference for the size of the Capsule pedal operated recycling units.

White PC9016Pure Orange PC2004 Nickel Silver PCM30001Turquoise PC16D45Magenta PC4010

Black PC9005 Red PC3020 Light Green PC6024Grey PC7016Light Blue PC18E53

*Please note vinyl stickers will be a different size when the product is too small to accommodate an A4 sticker, such as CAP/28

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose the  
frame/lid colour

Choose the body  
colour

Choose any artwork 
(optional)

Choose any optional  
extras

Body colours

Frame/Lid Colours

Soft Closing Lids
S/LID/A fits RFG/7RB, RFG/21RB & RFG 31RB  
S/LID/B fits RFG/4/28RB  
Both £16.32

A gas strut can be added to our pedal recycling units 
which lets the lid close slowly and quietly to minimise 
noise.

We recommend adding gas struts to our pedal bins.

Bolting Units Together
B/IND £10.00

We can bolt two units together to help prevent the units 
migrating in an industrial setting.

Optional extras

VR/GW

VR/PB

VR/MPC

VR/C VR/B VR/MG

VR/FW VR/P VR/NM VR/CP

VR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Mushroom MSH
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Capsule Plastic Pedal Operated Recycling Units

The Capsule has a lightweight but durable ABS plastic lid, 
base & frame and a choice of a plastisol or transparent 
plastic body. Plastisol  has a high degree of corrosion  
and abrasion resistance.

The 80 litre unit not only features a large capacity, but also 
has integrated castors and an easy clean removable body 
as well as a non-marking plastic foot unit.

28 Litre Plastic ‘Capsule’ Pedal Operated Recycling Units
CAP/28 £65.61

This slimline pedal operated recycling unit has a white frame, lid and base as standard 
and is available with a white, silver, mushroom or transparent body These fire retardant 
units are manufactured from aerospace grade ABS plastic together with impact and 
corrosion resistant plastisol bodies (transparant bodies are manufactured from Lexan).  
Features include foot pedal operation, leak proof tray, removable body and integrated 
castors for ease of movement.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options sheet for details of how to add 
these to your recycling unit

Food waste units can be created by selecting a green food waste vinyl sticker.

Units are fire retardant and feature removable bodies for easy cleaning.

42 Litre Plastic ‘Capsule’ Pedal Operated Recycling Units
CAP/42 £86.78

This pedal operated recycling unit has a capacity of 42 litres and features a white frame, 
lid and base as standard and is available with a white, silver, mushroom or transparent 
body.

Fire retardant and manufactured from aerospace grade ABS plastic together with impact 
and corrosion resistant plastisol bodies (transparant bodies are manufactured from 
Lexan). Comes complete with foot pedal operation, leak proof tray, removable body  
and integrated castors for ease of movement.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options sheet for details of how to add 
these to your recycling unit.

Food waste units can be created by selecting a green food waste vinyl sticker.

Units are fire retardant and feature removable bodies for easy cleaning.

80 Litre Plastic ‘Capsule’ Pedal 
Operated Recycling Units
CAP/80 £95.26

This large capacity pedal operated recycling comes 
complete with a white frame, lid and base as standard 
and is available with a white, silver, mushroom or 
transparent body 

Fire retardant and manufactured from aerospace grade 
ABS plastic together with an impact and corrosion 
resistant plastisol body (transparant bodies are 
manufactured from Lexan). Features foot pedal 
operation, leak proof tray, removable body and 
integrated castors for ease of movement.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers, please see the options 
sheet for details of how to add these to your recycling 
unit

Food waste units can be created by selecting a green 
food waste vinyl sticker.

Units are fire retardant and feature removable bodies for 
easy cleaning.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras.

Depth 355mm 
Capacity 28 litres
Weight  6kg 

250mm

675m
m

Depth 390mm 
Capacity 42 litres
Weight 8kg 

466mm

570m
m

Depth 390mm 
Capacity 80 litres
Weight 10kg 

466mm

847m
m

28
LI T R E S
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Size guide

The frame is white on all Capsule units

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose any artwork 
(optional)

Choose the body  
colour

Choose any optional 
extras

White WTE Silver Plastisol SIL Transparent TRANS

Body colours

Please see dimensions under each product for measurements. Image not to be used for scaling, but as a visual 
reference for the size of the Capsule pedal operated recycling units.

*Please note vinyl stickers will be a different size when the product is too small to accommodate an A4 sticker, such as CAP/28

VR/GW

VR/PB

VR/MPC

VR/C VR/B VR/MG

VR/FW VR/P VR/NM VR/CP

VR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Soft Closing Lids
S/LID/CAP/A fits CAP/80 & CAP/42  
S/LID/CAP/B fits CAP/28  
Both £16.32

A gas strut can be added to our pedal recycling units 
which lets the lid close slowly and quietly to minimise 
noise.

We recommend adding gas struts to our pedal bins.

Optional extras

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, 
please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance 
only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is 
required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Mushroom MSH
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Guarded and Un-guarded Industrial Recycling Units

These GSH/4’s are fully guarded sackholders with hinged 
doors. Ideal for recycling in industrial locations.

GSH/4 Industrial Recycling 
Sackholders
Powder Coated Finish GSH/4PC £81.44

The GSH/4 is a fully guarded sackholder with hinged 
door, featuring an easy to use sack retention system, 
shown with optional lid.

Powder Coated Finish is supplied in Nickel Silver M30001 
as standard.

Optional artwork is available to the front of the units as 
shown. A steel plate is welded to the front of the unit for 
the stickers to be affixed to. See options sheet for full 
range of stickers.

Diameter 457mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight 14.2kg

457mm

890m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Lift up lid LID/LU £40.00

All the colours of the rainbow

Choosing the right colour for your products is 
really important, so to make it easy, we offer you 
a wide choice of standard colours that match all 
the waste streams available.

We offer our products in a wide 
range of standard colours to suit all 
WRAP/Recycle Now waste streams, 
allowing you to choose the right 
colour for your needs.

However, if you need a bespoke 
colour to match your company

branding or corporate colour 
scheme, we can do that too!

Just call for details on our bespoke 
colour matching service*.

*This service is not available on plastic products
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Depth  558mm
Capacity  84 litres
Weight  11kg

450mm

100mm

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Open and wall fixing sackholders perfect for use in industrial 
areas, factories and warehouses.

GSH Sackholders

Open Sackholder
Open Sackholder GSH/OPEN £75.00

This open sackholder is ideal for use with clear bags, making the waste stream visible.  
It features a sack retaining frame to hold the bag in place.

The galvanised steel frame is powder coated in silver M30001 as standard.

An optional lift up lid is available in a choice of colours allowing you to co-ordinate the lid 
to match your chosen waste stream. Please see options sheet for details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Diameter 457mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight 14.2kg

457mm

890m
m

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Lift up lid LID/LU £40.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Lift up Lid LD/GSH £40.00

Post 850mm high with ground fixing plate POST850 £45.15

GSH Wall Fixing Sackholder
Post Mountable GSH/PM £34.23  
Wall Fixing GSH/WF £34.23

This clever sack holding hoop can be post or wall fixed. It is ideal for the collection of litter 
or recyclables and using a clear bag will make the waste stream visible. Available with an 
optional lift up lid (shown) if required. The galvanised steel frame is powder coated in 
silver M30001 and a choice of lid colours are available.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose artwork  
(Optional)

Choose the lid  
colour Choose any optional 

extras

Frame is powder coated in Nickel Silver PCM30001

Our GSH’s are supplied without a lid unless you select one. The colour options are below.

Grey LD/GSHGRY Turquoise  
LD/GSHTURQ

Orange  
LD/GSHONG

Black LD/GSHBLK Blue LD/GSHBLE Red LD/GSHREDGreen LD/GSHGRN

Lid colours Extra £40 ea.

Screw Seal Strapping
S/SEAL £12.35 per set

For use with GSH Wall Fixing units. Set includes 2x4ft Stainless Steel Strapping as 
standard and suits one GSH unit. 

Optional extras

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front of the body to make your waste 
stream stand out! Only available on the GSH/4.

Artwork options Extra £30 ea.

VR/GW VR/PVR/FW

VR/C VR/MGVR/NM

VR/PBVR/MR VR/CPB
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External 
Recycling 
Units, 
designed to 
withstand 
the Great 
British 
weather!

Recycling units
External recycling
 56 - 73 Galvanised Steel Units
 74 - 79 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 80 - 83 GFC & GRP Units
 84 - 90 Polythene Units

BMB/40 Barnsley Recycling Unit

The BMB/40 Barnsley Unit makes an excellent recycling unit 
and can be supplied with a stand to create a multi-stream 
recycling point. Powder coated finish in bright, eye catching 
colours it makes an ideal choice for playgrounds!

BMB/40 Barnsley Unit
Barnsley Unit BMB/40 £205.00 per unit

Stand (Optional)
Stand BMB/STAND3 £299.00 Stand Only  
(accommodates 3 x BMB/40 units)

The BMB/40 Barnsley unit offers great quality at a great 
price and makes an ideal recycling unit for public areas, 
schools and playgrounds. It features two large 
rectangular apertures and a stainless steel slam lock as 
standard. 

Works brilliantly as part of a multi-stream recycling 
system with our optional stand (as shown in image).  
It’s bright colours help to encourage recycling.

Shown here with optional large perspex plates depicting 
the waste stream for each unit.

The optional stand can be powder coated in any of our 
standard colours for metal recycling units. The stand 
requires three bins

The BMB/40 is only available with standard lid as shown.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Only available with a standard lid LID/S

Only ashtrays available Easyfit RETRO/AT £59.00  
& Standard AT/S £59.00

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Depth  500mm
Capacity  112 litres
Weight   53kg

560mm

950m
m

Depth  600mm
Weight   Stand only 

77kg 

1800mm

1490m
m
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The BMB MK2 Barnsley Recycling Unit

Extremely versatile recycling unit ideal for on-street use,  
can be manufactured with a range of apertures to collect 
different waste streams.

BMB2/40 Barnsley Unit
Barnsley Unit BMB2/40R £229.12  
Transparent BMB2/40RT £329.12

The BMB2/40R is a versatile recycling unit that can be 
adapted to collect various waste streams. This unit can 
also be utilised as a combination litter/recycling unit, 
ideal for creating a recycling point.

The BMB2/40RT is a transparent version of the this bin as 
pictured above. This is a great option for security sensitive 
areas. Our customer research shows that transparent 
units also help to prevent cross contamination of waste 
streams because people using the unit can immediately 
see which unit to put their waste in.

The optional concrete filled plinth (shown inset, left) is 
available for locations where ground fixing is not 
an option.

Price shown includes a standard lid. See additional 
options sheet for further lid types.

Images shown all have bespoke vinyl stickers as an 
additional extra.

Depth  510mm
Capacity  112 litres
Weight   51kg

510mm

950m
m

112 litre capacity recycling unit with a wide range  
of variations available allowing the unit to be adapted  
to suit your recycling needs.

MLB/112R Recycling Unit
Recycling Unit MLB/112R £249.94

Versatile, flexible and adaptable recycling unit with a 
chunky, cut corner design. A wide range of options are 
available allowing you to select the correct apertures, lid 
style, colour and artwork to suit your chosen recycling 
stream. The unit includes a fully galvanised steel liner and 
internal litter deflectors to ensure the waste is directed 
into the liner. Stainless steel slam lock and full length rod 
hinge come as standard. This model is an ideal choice for 
the high street.

Price shown includes a standard lid. Other lid types are 
available - see additional options sheet for details.

Vinyl stickers and dimples (as shown) are also additional 
extras.

MLB/112R Recycling Unit

Depth  530mm
Capacity  112 litres 
Weight   69kg 

530mm

950m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extrasADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25
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“By increasing the number of ‘recycling on 
the go units’ within the city centre and 
introducing the units within parks, Glasgow 
City Council is providing further opportunities 
for residents to recycle while away from the 
home. This will hopefully increase awareness 
of the Councils recycling services and assist 
the Council in diverting more material away 
from landfill”

Scott Armstrong
Recycling Strategy Manager 
Glasgow City Council

We were successful in our bid to 
supply the recycling units to meet 
Glasgow’s tender requirements. 
These recycling units were powder 
coated in a non-standard colour to 
match existing recycling units 
already in place, making them 
instantly recognisable to the public.

We are able to adapt designs to suit 
our customers’ needs due to our 
in-house design and manufacturing 
capabilities. We can take a standard 
unit and customise it with artwork, 
aperture styles and even add a 
concrete base to eliminate the need 
to ground fix, just like we did for 
Glasgow.

Glasgow City Council were thrilled 
with the results when the products 
arrived. The recycling units were 
launched on the 18th June, 
coinciding perfectly with ‘Recycling 
Week’ and raising the profile and 
awareness of the scheme.

SOME THOUGHTSTHE STORY WHAT HAPPENED

CASE STUDY 01
GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL

Construction 
Manufactured from 2mm fully galvanised steel to 
BSEN10327 grade DX51D

Appearance 
Colour matched units to correspond with existing 
units in Glasgow to make them instantly recognisable 
to the public

“Providing further 
opportunities for residents 

to recycle while away 
from the home”

The recycling units featured 
‘Recycle for Glasgow’ artwork

The Brief: “Recycling on 
the Go” for Glasgow City 
Council. Glasgow City 
Council needed recycling 
units for their busy city 
centres and parks. Funding 
from Zero Waste Scotland 
allowed GCC to expand their 
‘RotG’ facilities.

Recycling 
units 
created180

Double Decker!

Encourage recycling with the eye catching Double Decker 
unit and collect four waste streams in one.

Double Decker Recycling Unit
Double Decker MLB/160R/DD £600.00

The Double Decker Recycling Unit has been specially 
designed to collect 4 waste streams in one unit.

The unit features 4 lightweight 40 litre polythene liners 
with 4 apertures to the front and back to suit different 
waste streams, a choice of standard apertures is 
available, see additional extras sheet for details. 

This unit is shown with our Double Decker Bus vinyl 
graphics.

The price shown includes a standard lid, 4 standard 
apertures with a WRAP sticker depicting the waste 
stream under each one as shown. Other extras are 
available, see additional extras sheet for details.

Fun vinyl  
graphics!

Depth  465mm
Capacity  160 litres 
Weight   84kg 

760mm

960m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

MLB/160R Dual Recycling Unit
Dual Unit MLB/160R £400.00

The MLB/160R is a dual recycling version of the popular MLB/160. It offers 160 litre 
capacity through two 80 litre galvanised steel liners. The unit is split so one half collects 
litter and the other collects a recycling stream of your choice.

Different aperture options are available to suit different waste streams, please see the 
additional extras sheet for details. This unit features a stainless steel rod hinged door & 
comes with our ‘10 year anti-perforation warranty’ as standard.

Price shown includes a standard lid, other options available, please see options sheet  
for details.

MLB/224R Dual Recycling Unit
Large Capacity Dual Unit MLB/224R £450.00

The MLB/224R is a larger capacity version of the MLB/160R. It features 2 x 112 litre 
galvanised steel liners incorporating handles for easy emptying. Aperture options are 
available to suit all waste/recycling streams. Also available as a 240 litre version - please 
ask for details. Shown with vinyl stickers depicting waste streams, see our additional 
extras sheet for details on the types of artwork available.

Price shown includes a standard lid, other options available, please see options sheet  
for details.

Dual Recycling Units

We offer a wide variety of steel external recycling units in 
various sizes and styles, so there’s sure to be something to 
suit your needs. 

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Collect two 
waste streams 
in one unit!

Depth  465mm
Capacity  160 litres
Weight   84kg

760mm

960m
m

Depth  520mm
Capacity  224 litres
Weight   90kg 

910mm

955m
m

MLB/336R Recycling Unit
MLB/336R £741.24

336 litre recycling unit with 3 x 112 litre liners for collecting 3 different waste streams 
within one unit. 

This large on-street recycling unit is ideal for busy areas where a large amount of waste 
can be collected. This unit can be adapted to suit your exact requirements, with a wide 
choice of apertures available to suit different waste streams. Shown here with customer 
specific artwork and a peaked lid (main image), see the additional extras sheet for more 
details.

This unit features 2 side opening doors with stainless steel rod hinges to ensure years of 
trouble free operation.

Large recycling unit for the collection of three waste streams 
in one, featuring three individual galvanised steel liners for 
easy emptying.

Large MLB Recycling Units

Depth  535mm
Capacity  336 litres
Weight  130kg 

1395mm

960m
m

MLB/448 Litre Large Capacity Quad Recycling Unit
MLB/448 £POA

Large capacity recycling unit for the collection of 4 recycling streams in one unit. 
Contains four 112 litre galvanised steel liners with fold down handles. The unit has two 
front opening doors for easy access to the liners when emptying, secured with a stainless 
steel slam lock.

Standard product includes a standard lid and four apertures to front and back.

Image is shown with additional extras including vinyl banding, bird flaps and vinyl 
stickers which are optional extras, please see additional extras sheet for details.

An amazing capacity 
you’ll think it’s 

bottomless!

Depth  472mm
Capacity  448 litres
Weight  165kg

1952mm

872m
m
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Standard Lid
LID/S Included in price of unit

The standard lid has a slightly kinked raised lid to allow 
rain water to run off. This standard option is included in 
the cost of the unit and comes as standard.

Slight Peaked Lid
LID/SP £25.00

Slight peaked lid - prevents people sitting on the lid or 
rubbish being left on the top of the unit. 65mm high.

Peaked Lid
LID/P £25.00

High peaked lid, height 120mm. Helps to discourage 
anti-social behaviour, people can’t sit on the lid or leave 
rubbish on it.

Standard AP/ST
Standard rectangular aperture 
for the collection of litter.

Keyhole AP/K
Keyhole shaped aperture for the 
collection of mixed recyclables 
including paper.

London Underground 
AP/LU
London Underground style 
aperture for the collection of 
mixed recyclables including 
paper.

Slot AP/SL
Slot aperture for the collection of 
paper.

Circular AP/C
Circular aperture for the 
collection of cans, plastic bottles, 
mixed glass, mixed recyclables, 
excluding paper etc...

Dual Colours
MLB/160R 160DC £80.00  
MLB224/R 224DC £100.00

We offer the option of dual colours on our dual litter 
& recycling bins (MLB/160R & MLB/224R). Half the 
bin is powder coated in the first colour, then masked 
off and the second half is powder coated. Please list 
colours left to right from the front view.

Cans

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please 
note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and 
should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request 
a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot 
guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and 
some colour variation may occur.

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes 
and preventing unsightly marks 
on units. Will be positioned over 
the litter side of a dual unit.

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct 
disposal of chewing gum. Will be 
positioned over litter side of a 
dual unit.

Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00  
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter 
balance emptying system with 
recessed drop area. Available on 
all lid types on dual units, can be 
placed over the litter side, or 
centrally but will only empty to 
litter side.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder 
coated steel ashtray, available in 
gold or silver. Includes counter 
balance emptying system so no 
keys are required. Available on all 
lid types on dual units & will be 
placed over the litter side.

Laser Cut Gold LC/LITT/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/LITT/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

185mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/LDW/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/LDW/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

325mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/YSB/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/YSB/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/YSB/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/YSB/SIL £3.00 Each

269mm x 40mm Arial Bold text. Other Welsh text 
available, please call for details. Please state to 
which sides on order.

Bins come with 2 x vinyl words to the front and back as standard, just select the word you require. You can upgrade to laser cut text or add text to more sides as required. Laser cut text 
is available with a gold or silver backing plate. Vinyl text is available in gold or silver. Positioned underneath aperture, please state to which sides on order. Please note standard font 
height is 40mm unless length of word exceeds width of product, then the font height will be 30mm. Bespoke lettering available upon request, please call for details. Laser cut letters will 
be segmented as shown, where a central area needs to be retained, for example the centre of an ‘O’.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose your lid

Choose your colour(s) Choose your smoking & gum 
options (Optional)

Choose any text (Optional)

Choose your aperture(s)

Colour options

Aperture options

Lids

Choose any logo’s or artwork 
(Optional)

Choose any other  
optional extras

Smoking & Gum Options

Text options
Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Black 
PC9005

Textured Black  
PCT9005

Dark Green  
PC6005

Dark Blue  
PC5013
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Bird Flaps BF
Price depends on model of unit. Bird flaps help to prevent 
birds and squirrels taking litter out of the unit. 

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room for a rat baiting station

Steel Beading
BEAD £25.00 per bead

Steel beading riveted onto the bin, powder coated 
in gold as standard. Only available on steel bins.

Anti-Fly Poster Dimples
DIMP £25.00

Dimples to all sides of the unit to prevent fly posters 
being stuck to the surface.

Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00 per band 
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 per band

Vinyl banding around the circumference of the bin.

Laser Cut Gold LC/CARD/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/CARD/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/CARD/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/CARD/SIL £3.00 Each 

353mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state  
to which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/CAN/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/CAN/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/CAN/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/CAN/SIL £3.00 Each

150mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state  
to which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/PAP/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/PAP/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/PAP/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/PAP/SIL £3.00 Each

179mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state  
to which sides on order.

Perforations
PERF £32.00

Decorative perforations punched out of all sides of the 
unit. Discourages fly-posting.

Advertising Frame
A4 PF/CA4 £24.99 each 
A3 PF/CA3 £29.99 each

Advertising frames can be added to our products allowing 
posters to be displayed. The artwork is interchangeable 
by un clipping the sides of the frame and can be done 
quickly and easily without opening the bin.

Advertising Pocket
A4 PF/PA4 £16.99 each 
A3 PF/PA3 £21.99 each

Advertising panels cut out of the bin with a pocket  
to hold an advert inside and a sheet of polycarbonate to 
the front to protect the posters. Available in A4 and A3 
sizes. The artwork is interchangeable when required from 
inside the bin.

Laser Cut Gold LC/REC/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/REC/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

328mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state  
to which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/MG/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/MG/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/MG/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/MG/SIL £3.00 Each

187mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state  
to which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/PB/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/PB/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/PB/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/PB/SIL £3.00 Each

257mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state  
to which sides on order.

Text options Optional extras

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Laser Cut Gold LC/TM/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/TM/SIL £5.00 Each 
Vinyl Gold V/TM/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/TM/SIL £3.00 Each

Laser cut or vinyl tidyman, available in gold  
or silver. 130mm x 105mm.

Vinyl VR/GW  
Perspex Plate 
PPR/GW

Vinyl VR/MPC  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MPC

Vinyl VR/C  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/C

Vinyl VR/FW  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/FW

Vinyl VR/P  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/P

Vinyl VR/NM  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/NM

Vinyl VR/PB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/PB

Vinyl VR/B  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/B

Vinyl VR/MG  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MG

Vinyl VR/MR  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MR

Vinyl VR/CPB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/CPB

Artwork options Vinyl Sticker £15 ea. Perspex Plate £30 ea.
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WE MANUFACTURE

OF OUR PRODUCTS
97%

Manufacturing  
in the UK
In a climate where UK manufacturing 
has seen a rapid and ever-increasing 
decline, we are proud to say that 
we manufacture 97% of all our 
products on site in our factory in 
Barnsley, South Yorkshire!

We oversee the full design and 
manufacturing process to our  
IS0 9001:2008 quality standards 
to guarantee each and every 
product before it leaves our 
factory gates.

We frequently reinvest back into 
our manufacturing processes 
enabling us to stay competitive 
whilst still ensuring we can 
manufacture a quality product. 
We work hard to be self-sufficient 
and keep work in-house, ensuring 
we are as efficient as possible.  

This efficiency isn’t driven by costs 
alone, but from a desire to reduce 
our impact on the environment 
and improve on our already small 
carbon footprint. We use renewable 
resources where possible and 
scrap is recycled and turned into 
renewable energy.

Our factory is full of specialised 
equipment to enable us to 
manufacture our products, 
including our new laser cutter.  
This machine gives us unlimited 
flexibility to push the boundaries 
of design and create innovative 
new and exciting products.
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Food Waste Collection Units

These front opening units have been specially designed for 
the collection of food waste and feature slanted lids with lift 
up flaps to help to contain odours.

FWB/60 Food Waste Unit
FWB/60 £189.99

Constructed from galvanised steel, this 60 litre food waste bin is ideal for post mounting 
and comes complete with a rod hinged front opening door and a polythene liner for  
easy emptying. The lid is slanted to allow rain water to run off and a lift up flap with  
a stainless steel handle helps to contain unwanted odours. Available with anti-microbial 
paint (black only), please see options sheet for details.

Includes a polythene liner for easy emptying.

FWB/112 Food Waste Unit
FWB/112 £299.99

This large 112 litre capacity food waste collection unit is ideal for communal use 
on-street. Manufactured from galvanised steel with a rod hinged front opening door with 
slam lock, this unit features a slanted lid designed to allow rain water to run off. A lift up 
flap to the lid helps to contain unwanted odours and has a stainless steel handle to make 
opening easy and hygenic. Available with anti-microbial paint (black only), please see 
options sheet for details.

Includes a polythene liner for easy emptying.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose artwork  
(Optional)

Choose the body  
colour(s)

Choose the flap 
colour

Choose any optional extras

Soft closing lid
RD/LID £16.32

The addition of a gas strut allows the lid to close quietly.

Optional extrasArtwork options
Vinyl Sticker VR/FW £15.00  
Perspex Plate PP/FW £30.00

A4 (210 x 297mm) artwork positioned to 
the front of the door to make your waste 
stream stand out!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

510mm

935m
m

Depth 510mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 44kg

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Capacity  56 litres 
Depth  235mm 
Weight  15kg

419mm

660m
m

Body colour options Other colours are available upon request

Black  
AM9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Green 
PC6024
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Flap colour options

Black  
AM9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Green 
PC6024
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Read all 
about food waste 

on page 189
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These circular steel units are brilliant for parks as their 
‘target’ backboard is a fun way to get young people  
to recycle!

CWB Target Bins

MM Range
Quadruple Recycle Unit MM/300 £797.00  
Triple Recycle Unit MM/240 £699.00  
Double Recycle Unit MM/160 £478.00

These units feature hinged lockable doors, multiple aperture options available with 
WRAP branding of colours. The apertures can also have lift up flaps if required - please 
ask for details.

Product shown with additional extras including vinyl and punched artwork.

The flexibility of these ranges means you can tailor the units 
to suit your needs and create recycling stations by grouping 
units together.

Modular Recycling Units

Depth  470mm
Capacity  300 litres
Weight  140kg 

Depth  470mm
Capacity  240 litres
Weight   105kg

Depth  470mm
Capacity  160 litres
Weight   70kg

1430mm1070mm715mm

1065m
m

1065m
m

1065m
m

x2 x3 x4

MM/112
Modular Unit MM/112 £350

Stand Options
x2 Stand MM/STAND2 £199.00 (requires 2 x MM/112 units)  
x3 Stand MM/STAND3 £299.00 (requires 3 x MM/112 units)  
x4 Stand MM/STAND4 £399.00 (requires 4 x MM/112 units)

The MM/112 offers many different options as you can choose the apertures, colours, 
logos and stickers you want. It can even be grouped together to form a multi- functional 
recycling station on stands of various sizes. These galvanised steel units can be powder 
coated in any colour, so you can personalise them.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS STAND OPTIONS

Plinth PLINTH  
Rat Modification RATMOD

2 x stand £199.00  
3 x stand £299.00  

4 x stand £399.00

Depth  600mm
Capacity  112 litres
Weight  78kg 

625mm

400mm

1120m
m

600m
m

FACTS
Plastic bottles can 
take 500 years to 

decompose if they’re 
not recycled!

CWB Circular Bins
Cans Option 1 (2 stickers) CWB/C1 £120  
Cans Option 2 (1 Sticker) CWB/C2 £120  
Plastic Option 1 (Silver, 2 Stickers) CWB/PB1 £120  
Plastic Option (Brown, 1 sticker) CWB/PB2 £120  
Optional Target board TBB £45.00

The CWB metal bin is constructed from galvanised steel 
and is a circular open top litter bin. The bin features a 
galvanised steel liner and waste stream specific vinyl 
stickers as standard.

The optional target back board is composed from a 
polycarbonate panel which is curved around the side of 
bin. Practise your shot with the target on the back board 
as you throw waste items into the bin!

Capacity  70 litres
Weight  13kg

Back Board 
Weight  2kg
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Glass 
Fibre Composite 
(GFC) 
is totally 
unaffected by salt 
corrosion

LBV/20 Triple Recycling Unit

This triple version of the LBV/20 was specially commissioned 
by Oxford City Council. We assessed their needs and 
adapted our product to make it ideal for them.

Depth  500mm
Capacity  336 litres 
Weight   46kg 

1400mm

1140m
m

Please Note This LBV/20/OXF is available painted in one colour 
with highlighted banding in gold or silver. Apertures are to front 
and back only, side apertures are available at an additional cost.

LBV/20 Triple Recycling Unit
LBV/20/OXF £942.28

This specially adapted unit houses 3 x 112 litre 
galvanised steel liners to collect three waste streams.  
It has a weighted concrete base to add stability, ideal for 
areas where ground fixing is not possible.

This triple unit features two front opening doors that give 
access to the liners for easy emptying. Different apertures 
are available allowing you to choose the waste streams 
you want to collect.

Features a budget lock as standard.

Shown here with optional perspex plates, see the options 
sheet for details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

FACTS
All our GFC products 
are made from 65% 
renewable resources!

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras
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LBV/24R Dual Recycling Unit
Victoriana LBV/24RV £588.97  
Textured Finish LBV/24RT £566.25  
Smooth Finish LBV/24RS £576.36

The LBV/24R is a dual recycling unit with twin 112 litre galvanised steel liners for easy 
emptying. The unit is split to allow collection of two waste streams. Manufactured from 
ultra-tough Glass Fibre Composite to ensure corrosion resistance and a long life span. 
Can be painted all in one colour or split colours as shown to further emphasise the split 
waste streams. Shown here with optional perspex plates to clearly denote the waste 
streams.

Features a budget lock as standard.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  610mm
Capacity  224 litres 
Weight   70kg 

914mm

1016m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Dual GFC Recycling Units

Our Glass Fibre Composite units are corrosion and vandal 
resistant. Their high impact strength means they withstand 
the test of time.

LBV/5R Dual Recycling Unit
Victoriana LBV/5RV £525.87  
Textured Finish LBV/5RT £500.98  
Smooth Finish LBV/5RS £510.75

The LBV/5R is a dual litter/recycling unit with a capacity of 154 litres. This unit is slimmer 
than the LBV/24R, but also has twin galvanised steel liners to make emptying easy.  
This unit is designed to collect two separate waste streams and a choice of apertures  
are available, see the options sheet for details. Manufactured from corrosion and vandal 
resistant Glass Fibre Composite this recycling unit is built to last!

Features a budget lock as standard.

Depth  457mm
Capacity  154 litres 
Weight   56.5 kg 

940mm

927m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Never Rust Recycling Units

Simple yet effective recycling units that never rust!  
What more could you want?

Never Rust Recycling Unit
Victoriana NR/1RV £275.75 (Shown)  
Textured Finish NR/1RT £245.00  
Smooth Finish NR/1RS £250.00

This is the recycling version of the NR/1 litter unit, featuring a coloured recycling aperture 
with WRAP iconography as shown. Can be grouped together to form a recycling point. 
This robust recycling unit has been built to last and will never rust, ensuring years of 
trouble free operation. Featuring a front opening door and a 112 litre galvanised steel 
liner. Features a budget lock as standard.

Shown here with optional perspex plates.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  480mm
Capacity  112 litres 
Weight   35 kg 

480mm

980m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Double Never Rust Recycling Unit
Victoriana NR/2RV £385.63  
Textured Finish NR/2RT £340.00  
Smooth Finish NR/2RS £350.00

The NR/2R is a dual recycling unit that features recycling apertures with WRAP 
iconography. The unit has twin 112 litre galvanised steel liners for the collection of two 
waste streams, its large capacity means it is ideal for outside busy takeaways and fast 
food outlets. The unit has a front opening door giving access to the liners for easy 
emptying. Features a budget lock as standard.

Shown with an optional moulded plate.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  476mm
Capacity  224 litres 
Weight   45 kg

890mm

904m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras
Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras
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YOUR OWN 
ARTWORK 

HERE

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is a smoother finish with only a slight texture 
and no roughness, with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. The body can be painted in 
standard smooth colours.

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti 
and posters being applied. 

Litter Plate
Gold LITTER/MP/GLD £12.00 each  
Silver LITTER/MP/SIL £12.00 each

Moulded LITTER plate bolted to the unit and highlighted 
in gold or silver.

Moulded Tidy Man
Gold TM/MP/GLD £15.00 each  
Silver TM/MP/SIL £15.00 each

Moulded plate with a tidy man highlighted in gold or 
silver. The plate is bolted to the unit then hand finished.

Bespoke Moulded Plate
We can manufacture bespoke moulded plates for  
some logos and text depending on the intricacy,  
please call for details. 

Standard
AP/ST

Standard rectangular aperture for the 
collection of litter.

London Underground
AP/LU

London Underground style aperture 
collecting mixed recyclables including 
paper.

Slot
AP/SL

Slot aperture for the collection of paper.

Circular
AP/C

Circular aperture for the collection of cans, 
plastic bottles, mixed glass, mixed 
recyclables, excluding paper etc...

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur. *Black Hammerite may appear may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Black* 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Gold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13
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Smooth & Victoriana Colours Victoriana Beading ColoursTextured Colours
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Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13
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Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose your aperture(s)

Choose the GFC finish & 
colour

Choose any logo’s or 
artwork (Optional)

Choose any smoking & gum 
options (Optional)

Choose moulded plate(s) 
(Optional)

GFC Finishes & Colours

Choose any other optional 
extras

Aperture options

Moulded Plate Options

Perspex Plate 
PPR/GW

Perspex Plate 
PPR/MPC

Perspex Plate 
PPR/C

Bespoke Perspex 
Plate
We can manufacture 
bespoke moulded plates 
to affix to our GFC 
products featuring logos 
or text supplied by the 
customer.

Perspex Plate 
PPR/FW

Perspex Plate 
PPR/P

Perspex Plate 
PPR/NM

Perspex Plate 
PPR/PB

Perspex Plate 
PPR/B

Perspex Plate 
PPR/MG

Perspex Plate 
PPR/MR

Perspex Plate 
PPR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £30 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!
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Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room underneath for a rat baiting 
station. Holes are added to the sides of the unit for rats  
to gain access.

Bird Flaps
BF Price depends on model of unit

Bird flaps help to prevent birds and squirrels getting 
inside the unit. Available on most models.

Mini Cyclo Recycling Unit
Mini Cyclo Textured MC/1RT £335.00  
Mini Cyclo Smooth MC/1RS £355.00

Dual Textured Finish MCD/1RT £395.00 
Dual Smooth Finish MCD/1RS £405.00

The Mini Cyclo is available as a single or dual unit making 
it ideal for the collection of litter and recyclables.  
The single unit has a capacity of 112 litres and includes  
a galvanised steel liner. The Dual unit features twin liners 
for the collection of two waste streams. The body can be 
painted in any standard colour and vinyl stickers can be 
added to personalise your unit or denote waste streams 
as shown. Aperture options are available allowing you to 
collect any recycling stream. Features a budget lock as 
standard.

Image shown with customer specific artwork, please see 
our ‘Bespoke Design’ page for details, or select from the 
standard artwork on the options page.

Mini Cyclo Recycling Units

The Mini Cyclo recycling units have a Glass Fibre Composite 
body and a Glass Reinforced Plastic door. They also feature 
a rounded roof section to deter anti-social behaviour and 
prevent rubbish being left on the lid.

MINI CYCLO MINI CYCLO DUAL

Depth  476mm
Capacity  112 litres 
Weight  45kg 

480mm

990m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth  476mm
Capacity  224 litres 
Weight  54kg

906mm

1060m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes 
and preventing unsightly marks 
on bins.

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct 
disposal of chewing gum.

Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00  
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter 
balance emptying system with 
recessed drop area. Available on 
all lid types.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder 
coated steel ashtray, available in 
gold or silver. Includes counter 
balance emptying system so no 
keys are required.

Smoking & Gum Options

Additional options
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Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti and 
posters being applied. 

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

The liner is lifted leaving room underneath for a rat 
baiting station. Holes are added to the sides of the unit 
for rats to gain access. 

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only  
and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required.  
We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.  
*Black Hammerite may appear grey in certain lights.

Select your door colour

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) has a smooth gloss finish and is available in a choice of colours

White  
GC4777

Green  
GC6018

Black  
GC3602

Signal Red  
GC3756

Smoke Grey  
GC00A05

Aircraft Blue  
GC12456

G
lo

ss

GRP Colours

Anti-Fly Poster Dimples
DIMP £18.00

The anti-fly poster dimples are designed to prevent 
posters being fixed to the doors of the Mini Cyclo.  
If selected, any vinyl stickers are fitted between dimples.  
For larger stickers some dimples may need to be removed 
from the mould to allow correct fitting.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose your GRP  
door colour

Choose the GFC body 
colour & finish

Choose your smoking  
& gum options (Optional)

Choose any logo’s  
or artwork (Optional)

Choose your aperture(s)

GFC Finishes & Colours

Mini Cyclo Aperture Options

Choose any other  
optional extras

GRP Colour Options

Standard AP/ST
Standard rectangular aperture for the 
collection of litter.

London Underground  
AP/LU
London Underground aperture for the 
collection of mixed recyclables/paper.

Slot AP/SL
Slot aperture for the collection of paper.

Circular AP/C
Circular aperture for the collection of cans, 
plastic bottles, mixed glass, mixed 
recyclables, excluding paper etc...

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and preventing unsightly 
marks on units. 

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct disposal of 
chewing gum. 

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver. Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required.

Smoking & Gum Options

VR/GW

VR/PB

VR/MPC

VR/C VR/B VR/MG

VR/FW VR/P VR/NM VR/CP

VR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options

Additional options

Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers or perspex plates to 
make your waste stream stand out!

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
at

t F
in
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h

Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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COT/3 Circular Polythene Recycling Units

The COT/3 is a circular, open top, polythene recycling unit 
which is available in bright, bold colours to attract the eye of 
the recycler!

Polythene Recycling 
Units in all shapes  
& sizes

COT/3 Open Top Circular Unit
Polythene COT/3 £64.99

The COT/3 is a circular open top polythene recycling unit. 
Concentric reinforcing ring design ensures strength and 
rigidity. 

They are manufactured from a UV stabilised polymer so 
their bright colours won’t fade when the unit is placed 
outside. 

Available with an optional galvanised steel liner, please 
see options below for details.

Capacity 91 litres
Weight 6kg

457mm

711m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Concrete Base COT/3/B £10.00  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Face Recycling Units
Face Unit WGP/FACEBIN £105.21

These UV resistant polythene units are available  
in a wide range of vibrant colours that won’t fade.  
Recycling stands are also available to turn the units  
into a recycling point. They can be bolted down, free 
standing or have concrete filled bases for easy siting.

These fun units are a great way to encourage children  
to recycle.

WGP/3 Face Recycling Units

The face unit is a fun looking polythene unit that’s great  
for schools and playgrounds. These units can be grouped 
together to form a recycling station and why not add WRAP 
stickers to show each waste stream.

Bright coloured bins are eye-catching 
& really stand out in parks & 

playgrounds!

WGP/3 Animal Face Polythene Recycling Unit

The WGP/3 is a fantastically versatile bin that is perfect  
for schools, parks and playgrounds, especially in its fun 
animal form!

WGP/3 Animal Face Units
Tiger WGP/3TIG £126.00  
Hippo WGP/3HIP £126.00  
Mouse WGP/3MOU £126.00  
Ladybird WGP/3LADY £126.00

These cute animal bins are perfect for encouraging 
children to recycle! The fun faces and bright colours will 
capture their imagination, perfect for use in schools, 
playgrounds, zoo’s and theme parks. The animal bins are 
available in a Tiger, Hippo, Ladybird and Mouse design 
with different apertures and fun vinyl stickers. The bold 
colours will not fade in the sun as the polythene is fully 
UV stabilized.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

1016m
m

Encourage 
young children to 

recycle with these fun 
units!

457mm

1016m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

2 Unit stand £199.00

WGP/STAND2 
3 Unit stand £299.00

WGP/STAND3 

4 Unit stand £399.00

WGP/STAND4

STAND OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Concrete Base WGP/3/B £10.00  
Lock LKWGP/3 £20.77  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Concrete Base WGP/3/B £10.00  
Lock LKWGP/3 £20.77  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

457mm

Capacity  90 litres
Diameter 457mm
Weight   8kg

Capacity  90 litres
Diameter 457mm
Weight   8kg
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WGP/3 Polythene Recycling Units WPD/3 Polythene Recycling Units

The WGP/3 is a circular polythene recycling unit available in 
a wide choice of colours helping it stand out from the crowd. 
Recycling stands are also available to transform the units 
into a recycling station.

WGP/3 Polythene Recycling Unit
WGP/3 £78.21

Tri-Cycle Recycling Station
Stand Only WGP/STAND3 £299.00

Bi-Cycle Recycling Station
Stand Only WGP/STAND2 £199.00

Circular polythene litter unit with domed top and strong 
moulded mid-section. Available in a wide variety of 
colours, ideal for the collection of different waste streams. 
Different apertures are available, please see options 
sheet for details. Recycling stands are also available 
allowing you to create a recycling focal point.

Depth  600mm
Capacity  168 litres
Weight   Stand only 60kg  

Stand + Units 76kg

1250mm

1490m
m

Capacity  84 litres
Diameter 457mm
Weight   8kg

457mm

1016m
m

Depth  600mm
Capacity  252 litres
Weight   Stand only 77kg  

Stand + Units 101kg

1800mm

1490m
m

Circular domed top polythene litter bins with a choice  
of apertures available making it ideal for the collection of 
recyclables.

WPD Circular Polythene Domed Top 
Recycling Unit
Polythene WPD/3 £78.21

This circular domed top polythene litter bin has an  
84 litre capacity and an optional galvanised steel liner is 
available. Domed top and moulded mid-section add 
strength. A twist off locking top is available if required.

A wide range of colours, apertures and artwork are 
available helping you to create the perfect bin for you!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Lock LKWGP/3 £20.77  
Concrete Base WPD/3/B £10.00  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

457mm

965m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Concrete Base WGP/3/B £10.00  
Lock LKWGP/3 £20.77  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

Capacity  84 litres
Diameter 457mm
Weight   8kg
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Or select one of 
our fun bins!

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and preventing unsightly 
marks on units. 

Orange ONGDark Green DKGRN Yellow YEL

Black BLK Light Blue LTBLE Dark Blue DKBLE Red RED Grey GRY Light Green LTGRN

Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00 per band  
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 per band

Vinyl banding around the circumference 
of the bin.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver. Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required.

Standard Apertures AP/ST
Large standard aperture ideal for collecting litter. 
Positioned in the front of the lid x3

Circular Aperture AP/C
Circular aperture ideal for collecting cans or plastic bottles. 
Positioned in the top of the lid.

Slot Aperture AP/SL
Slot aperture ideal for collecting paper. Positioned in  
the top of the lid.

VR/GW VR/PB VR/C

VR/MGVR/FW

VR/MPCVR/P VR/NM

VR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front 
of the body to make your waste stream stand out!You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose your aperture

Choose your colour

Choose any smoking options 
(Optional)
Not available on COT/3

Choose any additional 
options

Choose any  
optional artwork

Colour options
Smoking options Not available on COT/3

Additional options

Aperture options

Lock
LKWGP/3 £20.77

A twist-off locking lid can be added to our 
polythene recycling units, so access can 
only be gained by staff members.

Liner
L13/INT £44.94

Add a circular galvanised steel liner to 
your bin for easy emptying. The corrosion 
resistance liner has handles on the inside 
allowing you to lift it out of the bin.

Concrete Base
WGP/3/B £10.00

A concrete base weights the unit down  
for easy siting.

Bolt Bolt

Cement
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Litter bins
Designed 
to suit all 
locations, 
from offices 
to city 
centres.

Litter bins
Internal litter bins
 92 WH/21 Litter Bin
 92 RFG/ST Swing Top Litter Bin
 92 WFT Flip Top Bin
 93 AP/Tray Litter Bin
 93 Triangular Litter Bin
 93 Square Litter Bin
 94 Internal Litter Bin Options
 95 Pedal Bin
 95 Touch Bin
 95 Pushboy Fireproof Litter Bin

Office Litter Bins

Our range of office litter bins are available in various 
different sizes with different style lids, from swing to flip top 
so we’re sure to have a solution for you.

RFG/ST Swing Top Litter Bins
28 Litre Swing Top Bin RFG/ST4/28 £48.93  
80 Litre Swing Top Bin RFG/ST21 £70.19  
98 Litre Swing Top Bin RFG/ST31 £78.84

These slim swing top litter bins are ideal for use in 
corridors or areas where space is at a premium. The lift 
off swing lid holds a plastic sack in place.

WH/21 & WH31 Litter Bin
WH/21 £70.19  
WH/31 £78.84

The WH/21 and WH/31 are hooded top litter bins with 
plastisol (plastic coated steel) bodies. The body is white 
as standard, but the lid can be powder coated in a range 
of colours, so it is also ideal for recycling.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

435mm

435mm

465mm

465mm

820m
m

840m
m

840m
m

Depth
Capacity
Weight

Depth
Capacity
Weight

 202mm
28 litres
 5kg

245mm
80 litre
11kg

278mm
98 litre
12.7kg 

245mm
80 litre
11kg

278mm
98 litre
12.7kg 

220mm

645m
m

ST21WH/21 ST31WH/31 ST4/28

ST31

WH31

ST21

WH21

ST4/28

ST31

WH31

ST21

WH21

ST4/28            

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Body Colour White WTE or Mushroom MSH

WFT Flip Top Bins
Small Flip Top Bin WFT/4/28 £52.38  
Medium Flip Top Bin WFT/21 £113.97

The WFT is a flip top litter bin available in a choice of two 
sizes. It features a lift off lid that holds a plastic sack in 
place and a plastisol body.

420mm

863m
m

SMALL

Depth
Capacity
Weight 

210mm
28 litre
6kg 

217mm
70 litre
10kg 

215mm

708m
m

MEDIUM

Medium

Medium

Small

Small

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Sack Size WFT/4/28  
Height 660mm Width 279mm Depth 406mm

Sack Size WFT/21  
Height 865mm Width 380mm Depth 610mm

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Body Colour White WTE or Mushroom MSH

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

888m
m
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Office Litter Bins

Bins ideal for office environments, from canteens to 
receptions, we have the perfect solution for you.

AP/Tray Litter Bin
Tray Top AP/TRAY £201.59

This tray top litter bin was originally designed for 
Alexandra Palace. It has a large capacity and features  
a hinged lockable door and a galvanised steel liner with  
a sack retaining frame.

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 390mm
Capacity 80 litre
Weight  33.5kg 

543mm

1222m
m

Triangular Litter Bin
Galvanised Steel VB223340 £225.00  
Stainless Steel VB223370 POA

Triangular galvanised steel litter bin with lift off sack 
retaining lid with 2 litter openings. This bin can be easily 
placed in a corner or grouped together to form a litter 
collection point. It is available in a choice of standard RAL 
colours or stainless steel is also available at an additional 
cost, please call for details.

Square Litter Bin
Galvanised Steel VB223440 £POA

Square litter bin with sack retaining lift off lid with 2 litter 
apertures to the front and back. This bin is ideal for office 
environments or corridors and can be grouped together 
to form a recycling/litter collection point. See colour 
choices on opposite page.

Depth 360mm
Capacity 50 litres
Weight  15kg

410mm

875m
m

Depth  405mm
Capacity  50 litres
Weight   15.9kg

405mm

875m
m

Group together 
to form a litter 
collection point

Triangular & Square Litter BinsWH21,RFG/ST Swing Top, WFT Flip Top & AP/Tray Bins

G
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general waste

general waste

general waste

General Waste 
Vinyl Sticker
VR/GW £15.00 Each

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl 
sticker

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching 
purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour 
variation may occur.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Colour options Colour options

Artwork options For all Office Bins

Choose your  
colour(s)

Choose your  
colour(s)

Choose any logo’s or 
artwork (Optional)

Choose any logo’s or 
artwork (Optional)

Lid Colours

Silver  
PCM30001

Blue  
PC5013

Red  
PC3020

Black  
PC9005

Green  
PC6005

Powder Coating Colours

G
lo

ssBlack  
PC9005

Body Colours

Pl
as

tis
ol

Mushroom  
MSH

White 
WTE

LITTER Vinyl Sticker
V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

Available in gold or silver vinyl. Sticker positioned 
underneath aperture - state to which sides on order.

Check out our recycling section for our full range of stickers!
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Pedal Bin
5 litre Capacity  
Silver with Plastic Liner 1144P/SS £21.09  
White with Metal Liner 2834P/WTE £17.59

12 litre Capacity  
Silver with Metal Liner 1234M/SS £33.99  
Silver with Plastic Liner 1237P/SS £27.56  
White with Metal Liner 2837M/WTE £28.30

19 litre Capacity  
White with Metal Liner 4278M/WTE £37.10

Foot pedal operated bin, with a polychrome body and  
a stainless steel top, or it can be powder coated in white. 
Available in a range of sizes, with a choice of a plastic  
or a metal liner.

Touch Bin
Touch Bin Metalic VB243700 £POA  
Touch Bin Chrome VB243700CRM £POA

50 litre litter bin with touch top opening lid system. 
Features a sack retention frame. Available in a metallic  
or a chrome finish.

Office Litter Bins

205mm

250mm

295mm

285m
m

395m
m

445m
m

Capacity 5 litres 
Height 285mm
Diameter 205mm

Capacity 12 litres 
Height 395mm 
Diameter 250mm

Capacity 19 litres 
Height 445mm
Diameter 295mm

Capacity 50 litres
Height 720mm
Diameter 365mm

365mm

720m
m

Pushboy Fireproof Litter Bin
Powder Coated VB175831 £POA  
Stainless Steel VB175834SS £POA  
Matt Stainless Steel VB175834SSM £POA

The Pushboy is a 50 litre fireproof litter bin with a domed 
lid and a push open lid. It is available in a wide selection 
of colours: black, aluminium-grey, blue, yellow, graphite, 
new-silver.

It is also available in stainless steel or matt stainless steel.

Please state the colour on your order.

395mm

708m
m

Diameter 395mm
Capacity  50 litres

These litter bins are ideal for office use, the range includes 
small units that fit under desks to larger bins for 
communal areas.

External 
litter  
On-street 
litter bins 
ideal for 
every street 
corner!

Litter bins
External litter bins
 98 - 112 Galvanised Steel Units
 114 - 121 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 122 Glass Reinforced Plastic Units
 123 - 125 Glass Reinforced Concrete Units
 130 - 131 GFC & GRP Units
 134 - 138 Polythene Units

Press to 
open lid!
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Barnsley Bin Range Features

We offer ‘bin loads’ of options for our Barnsley Bin range. Here are some 
examples of modifications we’ve developed for customers that have now 
become standard options allowing you to select them and customise your 
bins! See the additional extras sheet for options...

Slough Litter/Recycling Double  
Developed for Slough, this litter and recycling  
duo forms the perfect on street recycling unit.  
The weighted concrete plinth makes siting  
easy as no ground fixing is required.

Luton Litter Bin  
The Luton bin has a high peaked lid and a 
specially designed weighted plinth. The bin also 
features anti-graffiti paint and is manufactured 
from 2mm fully galvanised steel.

Newcastle City Bin  
Specially put together for the city of Newcastle, 
the City Bin is a BMB2/40 that features high 
visibility banding for the visually impaired, a deep 
counterbalanced ashtray and a special fluted 
polythene liner, designed to be easier to lift than  
a galvanised steel liner.

Concrete filled plinths  

combined with our Stop & Drop 

service take the weight out of siting 

your bins!

Luton Litter Bin

Newcastle City Bin

Slough Litter Recycling Double Bin

The BMB/40 Barnsley Bin

The ‘bread and butter’ bin of the range. Constructed using 
high quality galvanised steel with an excellent weather 
resistant powder coated finish.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

BMB/40 Barnsley Bin
Barnsley Bin BMB/40 £205.00

The BMB/40 Barnsley Bin offers great quality at a great 
price. It features 2 large pizza box sized apertures and a 
stainless steel slam lock as standard.

The BMB/40 includes a galvanised steel liner but an 
optional polythene liner is available to make light work  
of emptying.

Only available with a standard lid that features a kink 
allowing rain water to run off, no other options are 
available.

Manufactured from galvanised steel that is powder 
coated in a choice of standard colours, please see the 
options sheet for full details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25  
Only available with a standard lid LID/S  
Only ashtrays available: Easyfit RETRO/AT £59.00  
& Standard AT/S

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras560mm

950m
m

Depth 500mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 53kg
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BMB2/40 Barnsley Bin
Barnsley Bin BMB2/40 £229.12 
Transparent Security Barnsley Bin BMB2/40T 
£329.12

The BMB2/40 is based on the BMB/40 but offers a wide 
variety of great options and has a sleeker design, 
chunkier feel and 4 large pizza box sized apertures to 
maximise litter collection from all sides.  Internal litter 
deflectors ensure all rubbish goes inside the 112 litre 
galvanised steel liner and not down the sides.

Price shown includes a standard lid and a galvanised steel 
liner, other options available, please see the additional 
options sheet for details.

Also available as a transparent security bin, with clear 
panels and a wire frame liner for use with a transparent 
sack. The clear panels to all sides make the contents of 
the bin visible allowing any suspect packages to be easily 
identified, ideal for airports and shopping centres.

The BMB2/40 Barnsley Bin

The mark two version of the Barnsley Bin has a chunkier  
feel and features 4 large apertures for maximum waste 
collection.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

510mm

950m
m

Depth 510mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 51kg

MLB Litter Bin Range Features

Our MLB litter bins have a wide range of optional extras that can really 
change the appearance of your bin, from lid choices to ashtrays the look  
of the MLB/112 can change dramatically!

This unit features a peaked capped lid with a 
standard ashtray top, different lids can really 
change the appearance of these units! This bin 
also has a concrete filled plinth for easy siting as 
no ground fixing is required, see page 295 for 
details on our stop and drop service to let us do  
all the hard work for you!

Bird flaps help to stop gulls and other birds from 
getting inside the unit!

We offer a variety of ashtrays for our metal litter 
bins, see our additional extras sheet for lid and 
ashtray options.

Advertising panels are a 
brilliant way to recoup the 

cost of new bins!

Peaked capped lid with standard ashtray  

and weighted concrete plinth.

Aperture flaps to prevent 
birds getting inside
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Slimline 90 litre capacity litter bin ideal for narrow 
pavements and walkways. Still benefits from Wybone’s 
legendary build quality and corrosion resistance.

MLB/90 Steel Litter Bin
Metal Closed Top Bin MLB/90 £214.48

Manufactured to the same exacting standards as our 
larger bins. The MLB/90 provides 90 litres of capacity in  
a slim line unit. Hinged lockable door using a full length 
stainless steel rod hinge and stainless steel slam lock.

The price shown includes a standard lid, other options are 
available so please see the additional extras sheet for full 
range of options.

Shown here with additional extras including a slight 
peaked lid, gold banding, Petal ashtray and punched 
lettering, see additional options sheet for details.

Not available with a full sized Petal ashtray on a peaked 
lid, all other options available.

MLB/90 Slimline Litter Bin

530mm

930m
m

Depth 310mm
Capacity 90 litres
Weight 54kg

FACTS
We offer a 10-year 

base warranty on all 
our steel litter bins!

Meeting the needs of our customers, the MLB range  
is designed to offer a premier metallic option for litter 
solutions in the UK.

MLB/112 Steel Litter Bin
Powder Coated Steel MLB/112 £249.94  
Stainless Steel MLB/112SS £POA

Matching the needs of our customers, the MLB/112 was 
designed to offer a steel bin in a slightly different style. 
Designed to have a bulkier feel, with a large capacity to 
match The MLB/112 bin excels as a premier metallic 
option for litter solutions in the UK. The bin offers a fully 
galvanised steel liner and 4 large apertures with internal 
litter deflectors to ensure waste goes inside the liner.  
With a stainless steel self locking slam lock and full length 
stainless steel rod hinge as standard, this is a modern 
choice for the high street.

Price shown includes a galvanised steel liner, and a 
standard lid only. Images shown include additional extras 
including lid styles, ashtrays, perforations and artwork 
which are not included in the price shown, see additional 
extras sheet for details.

MLB/112 Litter Bin

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP1 £63.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

530mm

950m
m

Depth 530mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 69kg
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MLB/224 Steel Litter Bin
Metal Closed Top Bin MLB/224 £357.89  
Stainless Steel MLB/224SS £POA

The 224 litre MLB/224 bin offers everything that the MLB/160 does except bigger!  
This bin is ideal for busy inner city and pedestrian areas as well as parks and recreational 
sites. The 224 litre capacity is split into two 112 litre galvanised steel liners to make 
emptying easy.  Also available as a recycling unit, and a split unit for litter and recycling.

Price shown includes a standard lid. Image shown with vinyl banding, vinyl litter & dog 
waste sticker and a standard ashtray, see additional extras sheet for more details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

MLB/160 Steel Litter Bin
Galvanised Steel MLB/160 £310.36  
Stainless Steel MLB/160SS £POA

Manufactured from 2mm powder coated galvanised steel with a stainless steel rod hinge 
and slam lock as standard. This bin features twin 80 litre galvanised steel liners for easy 
emptying. Ideal for inner city and pedestrian areas as well as parks and recreational sites. 
Price shown includes a standard lid, other lids are available.

Image shown with peaked lid with a Full Size Petal Ashtray with laser cut text. To add 
these optional extras please see the additional options sheets for details.

Large Capacity MLB Litter Bins

Larger bins from the MLB range, perfect for busy areas where  
a more sizeable capacity is needed.

Polythene Liner LP3 £63.25 (2 required).

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Depth  465mm
Capacity  160 litres
Weight   84kg

760mm

960m
m

Depth  520mm
Capacity  224 litres
Weight   90kg 

910mm

955m
m

Manufactured since 1989, the MV/40 is the original steel 
litter bin. Often copied but never bettered. It is a strong, 
secure and effective on-street litter bin.

MV/40 Litter Bin

MV/40 Square Litter Bin
Powder Coated MV/40 £299.99  
Stainless Steel MV/40SS £POA

The MV/40 features a hinged self locking door, stainless 
steel rod hinge, galvanised steel liner and a pre-drilled 
base for ground fixing. The MV/40 continues to be 
popular with many councils who have been using it since 
its introduction in 1989.

Also available in stainless steel.

The price shown includes a standard lid which is  
the only lid type available on the MV/40. Available with 
the Easyfit or Standard Ashtray. Other optional extras 
available, please see additional extras sheet for more 
details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Only available with a standard lid LID/S  
Only ashtrays available / Easyash RETRO/AT £59.00  
or Standard AT/S £59.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

510mm

1003m
m

Depth 510mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 54kg
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Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Black 
PC9005

Dark Green  
PC6005

Dark Blue  
PC5013

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Textured Black  
PCT9005

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching 
purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour 
variation may occur.

Available with a gold or silver backing plate. Positioned underneath aperture - state to which sides on order.

Petal Ashtray
Pendulum Emptying 
Stainless Steel AT/PET/SS £POA  
Gold AT/PET/GLD £69.00  
Silver AT/PET/SIL £69.00 
Door Assisted 
Stainless Steel AT/PET/DA/SS £POA  
Gold AT/PET/DA/GLD £86.40  
Silver AT/PET/DA/SIL £86.40

The self-emptying Petal ashtray is manufactured from 
either stainless steel or powder coated galvanised steel in 
gold or silver. Features stubber sections and large 
cigarette slots for easy cigarette disposal. Only available 
on a slight peaked lid on products where stated. Available 
with either a ‘Pendulum Emptying’ system or a ‘Door 
Assisted’ emptying system. The Door Assisted option 
empties the contents of the ashtray into  
the liner when the door is opened.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver. Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required.Available on all lid types.

Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00  
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter balance emptying system 
with recessed drop area. Available on all lid types.

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and preventing unsightly 
marks on bins.

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct disposal of chewing gum. 

Full Size Petal Ashtray
Pendulum Emptying  
Stainless Steel FSAT/PET/SS £POA  
Gold FSAT/PET/GLD £79.00  
Silver FSAT/PET/SIL £79.00 
Door Assisted  
Stainless Steel FSAT/PET/DA/SS £POA  
Gold FSAT/PET/DA/GLD £96.40  
Silver FSAT/PET/DA/SIL £96.40

This ashtray is a full size version of our Petal Ashtray.  
It is a large stainless steel self-emptying ashtray with 
stubber sections and large cigarette holes. It features 
either a pendulum self-emptying system or door assisted 
emptying system, ensuring the ashtray empties into the 
liner. The galvanised option is available in gold or silver. 
Available on standard or slight peaked lids only on 
products where stated. 

Laser Cut Gold LC/LIT/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/LIT/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

Laser Cut Gold LC/LDW/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/LDW/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

Laser Cut Gold LC/REC/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/REC/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose your lid

Choose your colour(s) Choose any text (Optional)

Choose any logo’s or artwork 
(Optional)

Choose your smoking & 
gum options (Optional)

Choose any other optional 
extras

Standard Lid
LID/S Included in price of unit

The standard lid has a slightly kinked raised lid to allow 
rain water to run off. This standard option is included in 
the cost of the unit and comes as standard.

Slight Peaked Lid
LID/SP £25.00

Slight peaked lid - prevents people sitting on the lid or 
rubbish being left on the top of the unit. 65mm high.

Peaked Lid
LID/P £25.00

High peaked lid, height 120mm. Helps to discourage 
anti-social behaviour, people can’t sit on the lid or leave 
rubbish on it.

Colour options

Lids Unless otherwise stated your bin will include a standard lid

Smoking & Gum Options

Text Options

Circular Litter 
Sticker
Gold VL/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VL/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VL/NT/C/GLD £9.90 
Silver VL/NT/C/SIL £9.90

Circular Litter & 
Dog Waste
Gold VLDW/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VLDW/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VLDW/NT/C/GLD £9.90 
Silver VLDW/NT/C/SIL £9.90

Circular Dog 
Waste
Gold VDW/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VDW/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VDW/NT/C/GLD £9.90 
Silver VDW/NT/C/SIL £9.90

A4 Vinyl VR/GW £15.00 
A4 Perspex Plate PPR/
GW £ 30.00

general waste

Artwork Options Available in gold or silver vinyl. Sticker positioned underneath aperture

Laser Cut Gold LC/TM/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/TM/SIL £5.00 Each 
Vinyl Gold V/TM/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/TM/SIL £3.00 Each

Laser cut or vinyl tidyman, available in gold  
or silver. 130mm x 105mm.
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Steel External Litter Bins

Torpedo Single on Street
TORPEDO/S/OS/70 £438.00

The stylish 70 litre capacity Torpedo Single on Street litter 
bin features a hooded top making it ideal for on-street 
use, and an optional self-emptying ashtray with a stubber 
plate. This litter bin has a modern, sleek design which 
makes it perfect for city centre locations where a 
contemporary looking product is required.

As with all our steel products this new Torpedo comes 
with our Ten Year Anti-Perforation Warranty as standard.

MV/35/OCT Octagonal Bin
MV/35/OCT £296.74

This octagonal litter bin has been designed to have the 
look of more traditional cast-iron bins, but at a fraction  
of the cost. Its appearance makes it perfect for heritage 
locations and town centres.

This powder-coated galvanised steel bin features a rod 
hinged, self-locking door with stainless steel slam lock.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Easyfit Ashtray Top RETRO/AT £59.00  
Stubber Plate STUBBER/SS £18.69

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

MV/35C Circular Closed Top  
Litter Bin
Powder Coated MV/35CS £444.58

The MV/35C is a circular closed top galvanised steel litter 
bin with a hinged self-locking door, galvanised steel liner 
and has a pre-drilled base for ground fixing.

Shown with vinyl banding which is an additional extra.

Durable, 
weather-proof and 

fire resistant

Stylish litter bins for on-street and outdoor use, designed for 
contemporary city centres.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Ashtray TORPEDO/S/OS/AT £45.13

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Depth 380mm
Capacity 70 litres
Weight 56kg 

430mm

1135m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Easyfit Ashtray Top RETRO/AT £59.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Depth 480mm
Capacity 90 litres
Weight 65kg 

480mm

1010m
m

Diameter 520mm
Capacity 95 litres
Weight 48kg

520mm

1040m
m

Bird Flaps
BF Price depnds on model of bin

Bird flaps help to prevent birds and squirrels getting 
inside the bin. Available on most models.

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room for a rat baiting station.

Steel Beading
BEAD £25.00 per bead

Riveted steel beading is available to go around the 
circumference of the unit. Available in gold or silver.

Anti-Fly Poster Dimples
DIMP £18.00

Dimples to all sides of the unit to prevent fly posters 
being stuck to the surface.

Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00 per band 
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 per band

Vinyl banding around the circumference of the bin.

Perforations
PERF £32.00

Decorative perforations punched out of all sides of the 
unit. Discourages fly-posting.

Advertising Frame
A4 PF/CA4 £24.99 each 
A3 PF/CA3 £29.99 each

Advertising frames can be added to our products allowing 
posters to be displayed. The artwork is interchangeable 
by un clipping the sides of the frame and can be done 
quickly and easily without opening the bin.

Advertising Pocket
A4 PF/PA4 £16.99 each 
A3 PF/PA3 £21.99 each

Advertising panels cut out of the bin with a pocket  
to hold an advert inside and a sheet of polycarbonate to 
the front to protect the posters. Available in A4 and A3 
sizes. The artwork is interchangeable when required from 
inside the bin.

Optional extras
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Lift up Lid LD/GSH £40.00  
Post 850mm high with ground fixing plate  
POST850 £45.15

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

GSH Wall Fixing Sackholder
Post Mountable GSH/PM £34.23  
Wall Fixing GSH/WF £34.23

This clever sack holding hoop can be post or wall fixed.  
It is ideal for the collection of litter or recyclables and 
using a clear bag will make the waste stream visible. 
Available with an optional lift up lid (shown) if required. 
The galvanised steel frame is powder coated in silver 
M30001 and a choice of lid colours are available.

Depth  558mm
Capacity  84 litres
Weight  11kg

450mm

100mm

MV/35C, TORPEDO/S/OS, & MV/35/OCT

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

These sackholders have been designed to hold a sack 
securely in place for ease of use. Perfect for industrial use!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Lift up lid LID/LU £40.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Diameter 457mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight 14.2kg

457mm

890m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Lift up lid LID/LU £40.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Diameter 457mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight 14.2kg

457mm

890m
m

GSH Sackholders

Open Sackholder
Open Sackholder GSH/OPEN £75.00

This open sackholder is ideal for use with clear bags, 
making the waste stream visible. It features a sack 
retaining frame to hold the bag in place. 

The galvanised steel frame is powder coated in silver 
M30001 as standard.

An optional lift up lid is availible in a choice of colours 
allowing you to co-ordinate the lid to match your chosen 
waste stream. Please see options sheet for details.

GSH/4 Industrial Recycling 
Sackholders
Powder Coated Finish GSH/4PC £81.44

The GSH/4 is a fully guarded sackholder with hinged 
door, featuring an easy to use sack retention system.

Powder Coated Finish is supplied in Nickel Silver M30001 
as standard.

Optional artwork is available to the front of the units as 
shown. A steel plate is welded to the front of the unit for 
the stickers to be affixed to. See options sheet for full 
range of stickers.

Black  
PC9005

White  
PC9016

Dark Green 
PC6005

Silver  
PCM30001

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and 
should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot 
guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

G
lo

ss
 F

in
is

h

Powder Coating Colours

MV/35C & MV/35/OCTTORPEDO/S/OS

Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00  
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 

Prices per band.

Vinyl banding around the 
circumference of the bin.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver.  Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required. Available on all lids types.

Torpedo Ashtray
Stainless Steel TORPEDO/S/OS/AT £45.13

Designed to fit the Torpedo Single On Street,this stainless 
steel ashtray is self emptying and includes two large 
cigarette holes along with a stubber area as shown.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Colour options

Choose any artwork  
or extras

Choose the colour Choose any smoking options

Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

A4 Vinyl ‘general 
waste’ Sticker
(210 x 297mm) VR/GW £15.00

general waste

Artwork & Extras Available in gold or silver vinyl. Sticker positioned underneath aperture - state to which sides on order.

Smoking Options
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S14/21 Square Wire Basket
S14  
Galvanised S14 £120.88  
Galvanised & Solid Base S14S £146.91

S21  
Galvanised S21 £131.51 
Galvanised & Solid Base S21S £157.99

Our comprehensive range of galvanised steel baskets are 
ideal for parks, garden centres and areas that require a 
high volume litter application. The bin’s features include 
a stackable design for easy storage and ground fixing 
legs for extra stability.

Depth
Capacity
Weight 

762mm
350 litres
14kg 

914mm
630 litres
18kg

914mm

762mmS14

S21

S21

S14

762m
m

610m
m

S14 S21

Popular on grassed areas 
& parks. They are easy to 
move around and discrete 

from a distance

HR20 Half Round Open Top Litter 
Basket
Galvanised HR20G £65.15  
Powder Coated HR20PC £70.15

The HR20 is a half round open top litter bin basket.  
The bin is available in either galvanised or powder coated 
finish in Nickel Silver PCM30001, just select the powder 
coated option. Can be wall or ground fixed (fixings not 
included). 

R12 Circular Wire Basket
Galvanised R12 £65.23  
Powder Coated R12PC £70.36

Circular open top, fully galvanised steel litter basket with 
ground fixing legs for extra stability. Can be powder 
coated in Nickel Silver PCM30001, just select the powder 
coated option.

Wire basket bins are a great choice for outdoor areas and 
parks. They can be powder coated in any RAL/BS colour  
you require.

Metal Wire Baskets

Diameter 508mm
Capacity 152 litres
Weight 6.5kg

508mm

762m
m

Depth 229mm
Capacity 88 litres
Weight 6kg

457mm

762m
m

Frame is powder coated in Nickel Silver PCM30001

VR/PBVR/NM VR/C

VR/GW VR/PVR/FW

VR/MR VR/CPBVR/MG

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on a steel plate to the front of the body to 
make your waste stream stand out! Only available on the GSH/4.

general waste

Screw Seal Strapping
S/SEAL £12.35 per set

For use with GSH Wall Fixing units. Set includes 2x4ft Stainless Steel Strapping as 
standard and suits one GSH wall fixing unit. 

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Black LD/GSHBLK Blue LD/GSHBLE Red LD/GSHRED Grey LD/GSHGRY Turquoise  
LD/GSHTURQ

Orange  
LD/GSHONG

Green LD/GSHGRN

Lid colours Extra £40 ea.Our GSH’s are supplied without a lid unless you select 
one. The colour options are below.

Choose any artwork 
(optional)

Choose the lid colour

Choose any optional extras

Artwork Options Optional Extras£30 ea.
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The LBV/20 is made from Glass Fibre Composite (GFC)  
a material ideally suited to the manufacture of street 
furniture. GFC is unaffected by extreme temperatures  
and salt water so it will not corrode if placed in a coastal  
or roadside location.

LBV/20 Closed Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/20T £367.28                 
Smooth Finish LBV/20S £378.05                 
Victoriana LBV/20V £388.81  

This bin is manufactured from ultra-tough glass fibre 
composite and can be fitted with options such as 
ashtrays, a gum chute and rat modifications, allowing 
flexibility to meet your needs. Various aperture options 
are also available if the bin is to be placed in a corner or 
against a wall. Features a budget lock as standard.

Shown here in our Victoriana finish, giving a traditional 
look, perfect for heritage sites and town centres. This litter 
bin comes complete with two ‘LITTER’ plates to the left 
and right sides, but more can be added if required, please 
see our options sheet for full details of the add-on’s 

LBV/20 Litter Bin

Glass Fibre 
Composite Litter 
Bins...Our GFC litter 
bins are extremely 
vandal resistant 
making them ideal 
for city centre use.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Plinth available. Please see options sheet for details 
on all additional extras

RHINO
TOUGH

559mm

965m
m

Depth 559mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 46kg
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Glass Fibre Composite Bins

LBV/9 Closed Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/9T £319.80  
Smooth Finish LBV/9S £330.82                                                                        
Victoriana LBV/9V £341.86  

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

483mm Depth 483mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight  41.5kg 

991m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

LBV/6 Closed Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/6T £287.48  
Smooth Finish LBV/6S £304.31                 
Victoriana LBV/6V £315.09  

610mm
Depth 368mm
Capacity 98 litres
Weight  37.5kg 965m

m

RHINO
TOUGH

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

LBV/17 Closed Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/17T £361.77  
Smooth Finish LBV/17S £372.80                                                                     
Victoriana LBV/17V £383.84  

Depth 508mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight  35kg 

508mm

1016m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Ashtray Options available – Standard Ashtray Only AT/S £59.00

All other options applicable, please see additional extras sheet for detailsSlam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

We have every size and shape of Glass Fibre Composite bin 
imaginable so there is sure to be the perfect one for you in 
our range!

Victoriana style litter bins look fantastic in traditional 
settings with their highlighted beading but why not add  
a tidyman or litter plate too?

Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Plinth available. Please see options sheet for details 
on all additional extras

Slimline bin ideal for 
pavements!

The LBV/6 is a slim line unit which offers a narrow profile 
but with good capacity. The bin features a side opening 
door that can be opened without obstructing the 
pavement so the bin can be emptied quickly and easily.

The LBV/6 features a ‘LITTER’ plate to the left and right 
sides (as shown) and a budget lock as standard. Other 
options are available, please see the additional extras 
sheet for details.

The LBV/9 is a square litter bin with 4 rounded apertures, it has a slight peaked lid to 
discourage anti-social behaviour by helping to prevent people sitting on it or leaving 
rubbish on the top.

The LBV/9 features a budget lock and two ‘LITTER’ plates to the front and back (as 
shown). Other options are available, please see the additional extras sheet for details.

This square litter bin has 4 angled apertures and a peaked capped lid. It also features  
a slam locking door, galvanised steel liner and has a pre-drilled base for ground fixing.

This litter bin has stylish cut-corners and comes complete with a ‘LITTER’ plate or 
‘TIDYMAN’ to the left and right. 
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LBV/5 Closed Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/5T £379.98  
Smooth Finish LBV/5S £390.75                                                                     
Victoriana LBV/5V £401.51  

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 457mm
Capacity 154 litres
Weight  56.5 kg 

940mm

927m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

LBV/24 Closed Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/24T £446.11  
Smooth Finish LBV/24S £456.87                                                                     
Victoriana LBV/24V £467.65  

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 610mm
Capacity 224 litres
Weight  70kg

914mm

1016m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Large  
224 litre 
capacity!

LVC/3TP Circular Closed Top Litter Bin
Victoriana LVC/3TP £360.89

The LVC/3TP is a circular closed top litter bin modelled on the open topped LVC/3.  
This is an ideal solution for those who want the style of a contemporary circular bin in 
strong GFC.

Features two ‘LITTER’ plates (shown) and a twist off lockable top as standard.

Capacity 84 litres 
Weight  29.5kg 

457mm

1041m
m RHINO

TOUGH

LBV/7 Semi-Open Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/7T £318.14  
Smooth Finish LBV/7S £329.18                                                                     
Victoriana LBV/7V £340.20  

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 533mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight  35kg 

533mm

838m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Glass Fibre Composite Litter Bins

These larger capacity litter bins feature twin galvanised 
steel liners for easy emptying, and are also available as 
recycling units, see page 75 for details.

Have you seen our hammer test on our Glass Fibre 
Composite products? Have a look on our website and see 
how strong these products really are! www.wybone.co.uk

No ashtray options, only Stubber Plate STUBBER/SS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Ashtray Options Applicable: Easyfit Ashtray only RETRO/AT £59.00.

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

The LBV/5 is a slim line litter bin but with a large capacity. To make emptying this large 
bin easy, it has two galvanised liners as standard so they are lighter to lift. The bin also 
features a hinged lockable door, a budget lock and a pre-drilled base for ground fixing.

This litter bin comes complete two ‘LITTER’ plates (as shown) to the front and back as 
standard. Images shown with bespoke moulded plates, please see options sheet for 
details on how you can get one of these on your bin.

The LBV/24 is a large capacity litter bin capable of collecting 224 litres of litter. The bin 
has one large front aperture and an optional closed back, ideal for positioning against 
walls. This litter bin has twin galvanised steel liners to make emptying easier, and has a 
pre-drilled base for ground fixing. Features a budget lock as standard.

The image shown includes an optional perspex plate, please see the additional extras 
sheet for details on adding this to your bin. This LBV/24 comes with a ‘LITTER’ plate to 
the front & back as standard.

Modelled on the shape of the closed topped LBV/17, the LBV/7 is a semi-open top litter 
bin. It features a front opening door giving easy access to the galvanised steel liner and 
slam lock as standard. Shown with a stainless steel stubber plate, see additional extras 
sheet for details and more options.

Comes complete with a ‘LITTER’ plate left and right sides (as shown).
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LBV/14 Hexagonal Open Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/14T £183.15  
Smooth Finish LBV/14S £196.84                                                                  
Victoriana LBV/14V £229.93  

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 533mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight  28kg 

533mm

787m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Open Top Litter Bins

Our range of open top litter bins are available in different 
shapes and sizes. All have galvanised steel liners with 
handles to make them easy to empty.

LBV/1 Tapered Open Top Litter Bin
Ground Fixing: Textured Finish LBV/1GFT £143.94  
  Smooth Finish LBV/1GFS £154.70  
  Victoriana LBV/1GFV £165.48 

Pedestal Fixing: Textured Finish LBV/1PT £196.32  
  Smooth Finish LBV/1PS £207.09  
  Victoriana LBV/1PV £217.85

Wall Fixing: Textured Finish LBV/1WFT £143.94  
  Smooth Finish LBV/1WFS £154.70  
  Victoriana LBV/1WFV £165.48

The LBV/1 is a compact slimline tapered litter bin featuring a galvanised steel liner  
and is pre-drilled for either ground, wall or pedestal fixing.

Features a ‘LITTER’  moulded plate to the front.

LBV/2 Open Top Litter Bin
Textured Finish LBV/2T £157.34  
Smooth Finish LBV/2S £169.21                                                                       
Victoriana LBV/2V £204.90  

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 330mm
Capacity 42 litres
Weight  18.5kg

508mm

610m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 521mm
Capacity 77 litres
Weight  24kg

521mm

673m
m

Slim unit - ideal for 
placing next to walls.

LBV/WBH20 Large Capacity Hinged Door Litter Bin
Steel Basket  
Textured Finish LBV/WBH20T £595.96  
Smooth Finish LBV/WBH20S £606.73                                                           
Victoriana LBV/WBH20V £617.85  
Twin Liners  
Textured Finish LBV/WBH20LTT £624.35  
Smooth Finish LBV/WBH20LTS £635.12                                                          
Victoriana LBV/WBH20LTV £646.24 
The LBV/WBH20 is a square open top litter bin designed specifically for crematoria.  
The bins features include a galvanised steel basket or twin liners for easy emptying,  
a pre-drilled base for ground fixing and a budget lock as standard.

Comes with two ‘LITTER’ moulded plates to the left and right sides as shown.

Depth 870mm
Capacity 198 litres
Weight  115kg 

870mm

840m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

No ashtray options. Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

No ashtray options.

Lockable Liner LKB/RH+BKTLLS(2) £19.31

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

No ashtray options.

Lockable Liner LKB/RH+BKTLLS(2) £19.31

All other additional options applicable, please see additional extras sheet for details

No ashtray options.

All other additional options applicable, please see additional extras sheet for details

The LBV/14 is a hexagonal open top litter bin. The bin features a hexagonal shaped 
galvanised steel liner and a pre-drilled base for ground fixing.

Comes complete with two ‘TIDYMAN’ plates to the front and back as standard (shown), 
more can be added and other options are available, see our additional extras sheet for 
details.

The LBV/2 is a larger version of the LBV/1, it also has a tapered body with an open top 
and a galvanised steel liner. Due to this bins larger size it is suitable for ground fixing only 
and comes pre-drilled ready for this.

Shown here with a customer specific plate but the standard option comes with a 
‘LITTER’ moulded plate to the front only.
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Never Rust Bins

We simplified the design but not the quality, this means you 
get a robust functional product that lasts but doesn’t break 
the bank!

Never Rust Litter Bin
Textured Finish NR/1T £220.00 (Above)  
Smooth Finish NR/1S £225.00                                                                        
Victoriana NR/1V £248.75 (Inset)  
Based on the metal ‘Barnsley Bin’, the NR/1 is made of strong Glass Fibre Composite 
(GFC) and will never rust. Comes complete with a budget lock as standard with the 
option to upgrade to a slam lock. Features two ‘TIDYMAN’ plates as standard to the 
front and back.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 480mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight  35 kg 

480mm

980m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Double Never Rust Litter Bin
Textured Finish NR/2T £315.00  
Smooth Finish NR/2S £325.00                                                                          
Victoriana NR/2V £360.63  
The NR/2 is the double version of the NR/1 with a larger 224 litre capacity and twin 
galvanised liners. This litter bin features a litter plate and is available with either a 
textured or smooth finish, but regardless of what you choose it will never rust! Comes 
complete with a budget lock as standard with the option to upgrade to a slam lock. Has 
two ‘LITTER’ plates as standard.

Depth 476mm
Capacity 224 litres
Weight  45 kg 

885mm

980m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

VFB/3 Circular Fluted Open Top Litter 
Bin
Victoriana VFB/3 £387.85

Glass Reinforced Plastic circular open top litter bin, 
featuring an attractive fluted appearance and gold 
banding. This litter bin comes complete with a galvanised 
steel liner with fold down handles to make it easy to 
empty. LITTER highlighted in gold is included to the front 
and back of the bin.

VFB/14 Hexagonal Fluted Open Top 
Litter Bin
Victoriana VFB/14 £397.47

Hexagonal shaped open top litter bin. Stylish fluted 
appearance with highlighted gold banding makes these 
units perfect for traditional looking areas and heritage 
sites. Manufactured from Glass Reinforced Plastic these 
bins are built to last and will stand the test of time. 
Complete with galvanised steel liner with handles for 
easy emptying.

VFB/2 Square Fluted Open Top Litter 
Bin
Victoriana VFB/2 £402.26

Square GRP fluted open top litter bin with galvanised 
steel liner as standard. This stylish litter bin is 
manufactured to last as its made from Glass Reinforced 
Plastic. Its attractive fluted design means it looks perfect 
in traditional settings.

Capacity 84 litres
Weight  25kg 

457mm

737m
m

Depth 457mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight  28kg 

457mm

737m
m

Depth  457mm
Capacity  112 litres 
Weight   30kg 

457mm

737m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Lockable Liner LKP £21.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Lockable Liner LKP £21.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Lockable Liner LKP £21.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Manufactured from Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) these 
fluted bins are ideal for public areas. Using their Victoriana 
theme they blend in well with more conservative 
developments. Their construction ensures they provide high 
impact protection and corrosion resistance. 

Fluted Glass Reinforced Plastic Bins
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Fire Retardant Glass Reinforced Concrete Bins (GRC)

With designs that date from 1968, our GRC litter bins are  
as popular today as they were back then. Using a matrix of 
alkaline resistant fibres and concrete these units provide 
vandal resistance, with a higher degree of fire protection  
than any other litter bin currently available.

RD/1 Litter Bin
Victoriana RD/1GRCV £305.82  
Textured Finish RD/1GRCT £268.91  
Smooth Finish RD/1GRCS £281.95

This closed top litter bin includes a slide out lockable door with attached galvanised steel 
liner, a plastic sack bracket and a pre-drilled base for ground fixing.

Features two ‘LITTER’ plates to the right and left (as shown) and a budget lock as 
standard.

RD/2 Litter Bin
Victoriana RD/2GRCV £410.69  
Textured Finish RD/2GRCT £355.96  
Smooth Finish RD/2GRCS £399.93

Closed top litter bin featuring two slide out lockable doors with attached galvanised steel 
liners making them easy to empty without obstructing the pavement. This ultra-tough 
unit also features a pre-drilled base for ground fixing. Comes complete with a budget lock 
as standard and a ‘YOUR LITTER PLEASE’ moulded plate as standard.

Depth 457mm
Capacity 168 litres
Weight 184kg

1270mm

864m
m

Depth 410mm
Capacity 84 litres
Weight  104kg 

710mm

880m
m

RLA/1 Semi-Open Top Litter Bin
GFC  
Textured Finish RLA/1GFCT £281.44  
Smooth Finish RLA/1GFCS £300.06

GRC  
Textured Finish RLA/1GRCT £255.95  
Smooth Finish RLA/1GRCS £274.65

Semi open top litter bin with lockable front opening and twin galvanised steel liners for 
easy emptying. Manufactured from a choice of Glass Fibre Composite or Glass 
Reinforced Concrete. Comes complete with ‘LITTER’ plate highlighted in gold and 2 
budget locks as standard.

Anti-Bird Snout Feature RLA/BS £35.33

No ashtray options available. Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

No ashtray options available. Please see options sheet for details on all 
additional extrasEasyfit Ashtray only RETRO/AT £59.00.

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Depth        483mm
Capacity        154 litres 
Weight GFC    55kg 
Weight GRC    85kg

915mm

940m
m

RLA/3 Large Capacity Closed Top Bin
Textured Finish RLA/3GRCT £384.91  
Smooth Finish (Black only) RLA/3GRCS £395.69

The RLA/3 is a large capacity closed top litter bin. The bin’s features include a lift-off 
lockable door, twin galvanised liners for easy emptying and a pre-drilled base for ground 
fixing. Comes with two budget locks as standard.

Features a ‘LITTER’ or ‘TIDYMAN’ moulded plate to four sides as standard, more can be 
added as shown, please see the additional extras sheet for details.

Depth 1018mm
Capacity 231 litres
Weight 198kg

1018mm

813m
m

No ashtray options available. Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

FACTS
We use over 1 million 
metres of glass fibre 

every year!An ideal bin for  
parks and open 

areas, the RLA/3 
is big and sturdy 
and can also be 
personalised.
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A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers or perspex plates  
to make your waste stream stand out! 

Moulded plates on Glass Fibre Composite products are built into the bins surface and highlighted by hand in gold  
or silver hammerite

Perspex Plate
PPR/GW £30.00 Each

general waste

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room underneath for a rat baiting 
station. Holes are added to the sides of the unit for rats to 
gain access.  

Bird Flaps
BF £20.41 each

Price depends on model of unit.

Bird flaps help to prevent birds and squirrels getting inside 
the unit. Available on most models.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother finish with only a slight texture 
and no roughness, with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. The body can be painted in 
standard smooth colours.

Smooth
A smoother pseudo-cast iron finish with only a slight 
texture and no roughness. Self coloured beading where 
applicable.

Textured
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’  
like textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti 
and posters being applied.  Self coloured beading where 
applicable.

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

Gold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Victoriana Beading Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Finishes & Colours

Choose moulded or 
perspex plate(s)  

(Optional)

Choose the body  
colour & finish

Choose your smoking  
& gum options (Optional)

Choose any other  
optional extras

Litter Plate
Gold LITTER/MP/GLD £12.00 each  
Silver LITTER/MP/SIL £12.00 each

Moulded LITTER plate bolted to the unit and hand 
finished & highlighted in gold or silver.

Moulded Tidy Man
Gold TM/MP/GLD £15.00 each  
Silver TM/MP/SIL £15.00 each

Moulded plate bolted to the unit with a tidy man hand 
finished & highlighted in gold or silver.

Moulded Plate Options Perspex Plates

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and 
preventing unsightly marks on bins.  

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct disposal 
of chewing gum. 

Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00  
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter balance 
emptying system with recessed drop area.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel 
ashtray, available in gold or silver.  
Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required.

Smoking & Gum Options

Additional Options

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur. *Black Hammerite may appear may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
at

t F
in

is
h

Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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Give your old bin a 
new lease of life at 
our Refurb Centre!

127 128Call 01226 744010  |  www.wybone.co.uk Call 01226 744010  |  www.wybone.co.uk

Wybone  
Care Clinic
Using our refurbishment service we can modify or 
update products with the addition of ashtrays or new 
liners whilst also re-manufacturing your litter bin to 
‘as new’ standards. 

We take a litter bin which has been on site for a 
number of years and transform it to ‘as new’ 
condition, saving valuable resources and expenditure.

The cost of this fantastic service is usually only 50% 
of the current list price*.

* Subject to assessment
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Mini Cyclo

A new style of bin unlike anything else. Manufactured from 
GFC, the Mini Cyclo can be adapted for either standard litter 
or recycling.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Rat Modification RATMOD £45.13  
Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras Rat Modification RATMOD £45.13  
Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Mini Cyclo Litter Bin
Textured Finish MC/1T £325.00  
Smooth Finish MC/1S £345.00

The Mini Cyclo litter bin has a glass fibre composite (GFC) body with a strong rounded 
top and a glass reinforced plastic (GRP) door with optional integrated dimples to prevent 
posters being stuck to it. Vinyl stickers can be added as shown.

Comes complete with a budget lock as standard with the option to upgrade to a  
slam lock.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Mini Cyclo Dual Capacity Litter Bin
Textured Finish MCD/1T £375.00  
Smooth Finish MCD/1S £395.00

The Mini Cyclo dual litter bin is double the size and capacity of the Mini Cyclo. This large 
224 litre capacity bin has a glass fibre composite body and a glass reinforced plastic door 
with optional dimples to deter posters and flyers. Ideal for busy areas with higher 
volumes of traffic. The unit features two 112 litre liners making emptying easier and 
preventing heavy lifting of one huge liner!

Comes complete with a budget lock as standard with the option to upgrade to a  
slam lock.

Depth 430mm
Capacity 224 litres
Weight 54kg

895mm

1000m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth  490mm
Capacity  112 litres
Weight  45kg

480mm

990m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Available as a 
recycling unit too,  

see page 80

Mini Cyclo Range Features

The Mini Cyclo combines the durability and toughness of our Glass Fibre 
Composite, with the strong, smooth finish of our Glass Reinforced Plastic.

The Mini Cyclo Dual makes a stylish 
recycling unit

Dual units can collect large volumes of litter 

Available in a double or single unit, allowing you 
the flexibility to choose the right size for the right 
location. With a choice of apertures available to 
suit different waste streams, these units are 
fantastic for collecting litter but also recyclables!

The units are available with dimples to the door  
to prevent unwanted posters being stuck to  
the surface.

Can be grouped together to form a recycling point
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Additional Options

GFC Body Colours GRP Door Colours

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room underneath for a rat 
baiting station.  Holes are added to the sides of 
the unit for rats to gain access. 

Anti-Fly Poster Dimples
DIMP £18.00

The anti-fly poster dimples are 
designed to prevent posters being 
fixed to the doors of the Mini Cyclo.  
This design is not suited to A4 vinyl 
artwork.

Black  
GC3602

Green  
GC6028

Smoke Grey  
GC00A05

Aircraft Blue 
GC12456

Signal Red  
GC3756

White  
GC4777

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) has a smooth gloss finish 
and is available in a choice of colours

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note 
that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be 
used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an 
exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour 
matches across different materials and some colour variation may 
occur. *Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti  
and posters being applied. 

GFC Finishes & Colours

Choose any artwork or 
text (Optional)

Choose colours Choose your smoking & gum 
options (Optional)

Choose any other optional 
extras

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and preventing unsightly 
marks on bins.  

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct disposal of chewing 
gum. 

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver.  Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required.

Smoking & Gum Options

Artwork & Text Options

Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

Available in gold or silver vinyl. Sticker positioned 
underneath aperture - state to which sides on order.

General Waste Vinyl 
Sticker
VR/GW £15.00 each

An A4 vinyl sticker applied to the 
front of the bin.

general waste

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Smooth & Victoriana Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Black Textured  
WPT9005

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
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Textured Colours

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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The Compass Bin
COMP/20 £275.00

The Compass Bin is a tough, durable polythene litter bin 
that is through moulded in UV stabilised colour to ensure 
it won’t fade over time.

The product remains faithful to Wybone’s long 
established manufacturing principles, meaning that you 
are guaranteed functionality, user friendliness and 
longevity. Full length piano hinge opening door and a 
slam lock feature as standard.

Optional ashtray available as shown above.

Includes moulded banding and ‘LITTER’ text to all sides.

The Compass Bin

Add our large Compass Bin 
ashtray to collect cigarette 

ends!

Stylish polythene litter bin with moulded compass design  
to lid, available in a range of colours and comes complete 
with moulded gold banding and LITTER text.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Polythene Liner LP/3 £63.25

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

600mm

1088m
m

Depth 600mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight 27kg

All our Polythene 
litter bins offer a 
tough lightweight 
alternative to other 
materials.
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Circular Polythene Domed Top Litter 
Bin
Polythene WPD/3 £78.21

Circular domed top polythene litter bin with 84 litre 
capacity, optional galvanised steel liner available if 
required. Domed top and moulded mid-section add 
strength. Available in a range of colours and a twist off 
locking top is available. Different apertures to suit 
different waste streams are available, please see options 
sheet for details.

Circular Polythene Litter Bin
Polythene WGP/3 £78.21

Circular closed top polythene litter bin with a stepped 
domed lid and robust mid-section for added strength. 
Optional twist off locking top and a wide choice of 
colours available. Apertures options are available to suit 
different waste streams. Other optional extras such as 
vinyl banding, a galvanised steel liner and ashtrays can 
be added.

Polythene Litter Bins

Circular polythene litter bins with a choice of apertures 
available making it ideal for the collection of litter but also 
recyclables.

Also available as 
recycling units and fun 

bins too, see page 85

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONSLock LKWGP/3 £20.77  

Concrete Base WGP/3/B £10.00  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Lock LKWPD/3 £20.77  
Concrete Base WPD/3/B £10.00  
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

457mm

1016m
m

Capacity 84 litres
Diameter 457mm 
Weight 8kg

457mm

965m
m

Capacity 84 litres
Diameter 457mm 
Weight 8kg

Black BLK Dark Green 
DKGRN

Dark Blue 
DKBLE

Red

RED

M
at

t  
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Compass Bin Colours

COT/3 Open Top Circular Litter Bin
Polythene COT/3 £64.99

The COT/3 is a circular open top polythene litter bin.  
The bin’s features include concentric reinforcing rings  
and ground fixing and liner options. It is manufactured 
from UV stabilised polymer so the colour won’t fade 
when the unit is placed outside. 

An optional galvanised steel liner can be added, please 
see options below.

Capacity 91 litres
Diameter 457mm
Weight 6kg

457mm

711m
m

Concrete Base COT/3/B £10.00 
Galvanised Steel Liner L13/INT £44.94

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Colours

Choose your bin colour
Choose your smoking 
options (Optional)

Choose any additional 
options

Compass Bin Ashtray
Silver AT/COMP/SIL £85.00  
Gold AT/COMP/GLD £85.00

Compass Bin version of the Easyfit ashtray. Fits over the 
raised moulded compass pattern on the lid of the 
Compass Bin.

Smoking Options

Advertising Frame
A4 PF/CA4 £24.99 each

Advertising frames can be added to our products allowing 
posters to be displayed. The artwork is interchangeable by 
unclipping the sides of the frame and can be done quickly 
and easily without opening the bin.

Additional Extras

Advertising frames are a 
great way to recoup the 

cost of new bins!

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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general waste

general wasteLITTER Vinyl Sticker
V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

A4 ‘general waste’ Vinyl 
Sticker
VR/GW £15.00 Each

An A4 210 x 297mm vinyl sticker applied 
to the front of the bin.

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and 
preventing unsightly marks on bins.

Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00 per band  
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 per band

Vinyl banding around the circumference 
of the bin.

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel 
ashtray, available in gold or silver. Includes 
counter-balance emptying system so no 
keys are required.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS Flat Pakka FLAT-PAKKA £24.99  
Flat Pakka x10 FLAT-PAKKA10 £199.99

Made from ultra-strong but light weight corrugated 
polythene, the Flat Pakka is a flat pack litter bin that  
can quickly be transported, assembled and ground fixed 
whenever and wherever you need it.

The Flat Pakka can be ready to use in just sixty seconds. 
This light weight unit is easy to transport and store, 
making it the most cost effective and versatile bin on  
the market.

The wipe down surface is weather proof and durable  
and perfect for outdoor events such as school fetes, sports 
days and any kind of outdoor occasion.

Available in yellow.

Polythene Plastic Liners (pack 100) BLK/S100 £31.52

Depth  610mm 
Capacity  268 litres 
Weight   0.5kg 

610mm

781m
m

The Flat Pakka Litter Bin

This lightweight flat pack litter bin is perfect for parks and 
open spaces for fun days, festivals and events. Can be built 
in just 60 seconds!

10 FOR £199.99!

Black BLK

Orange ONG

Light Blue LTBLE Dark Blue DKBLE

Dark Green DKGRN Yellow YEL

Red RED Grey GRY Light Green LTGRN

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Colour Options Artwork & Text Options

Choose any  
optional artwork

Choose your colour Choose any smoking options
Not available on COT/3

Choose any additional 
options

Smoking Options Not available on the COT/3

Additional Options
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Post mountable units 

 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 140 TL/FO Post Mountable Litter Bin
 140 TL/SO Post Mountable Litter Bin
 141 CA/1 Post Mountable Litter Bin
 141 CH/1 Post Mountable Litter Bin
 142 GFC Options

 Galvanised Steel Units
 143 RSB/L Post Mountable Litter Bin
 143 WSP/D Post Mountable Litter Bin
 144 MLB/70 Post Mountable Litter Bin
 145 Options
 147 The Capitole Post Mountable Litter Bin
 148 Capitole Options
 149 GSH Post Mountable Litter Bin
 150 GSH Options
 151  ASB/ 50 Polythene Post Mountable  

Litter Bin
 152 ASB Options
 153 RWF Semi-Circular Litter Bin
 153 PWF Semi-Circular Litter Bin
 154 Fixing Options

TL/FO Post Mountable Front Opening Litter Bin
Victoriana TL/FOV £215.77  
Textured Finish TL/FOT £193.63  
Smooth Finish TL/FOS £204.40

Front opening litter bin for wall, post or rail fixing. Features a front opening door with 
slam lock, a galvanised steel liner and standard adjustable brackets to suit most post 
sizes. Shown in Victoriana finish.

Complete with ‘LITTER’ moulded plate highlighted in gold as standard. 

Post not included.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 380mm
Capacity 50 litres
Weight  17.5 kg 

330mm

685m
m

TL/SO Post Mountable Side Opening Litter Bin
Victoriana TL/SOV £230.19  
Textured Finish TL/SOT £208.66  
Smooth Finish TL/SOS £219.43

Robust post mountable litter bin with a galvanised steel liner. Features a left hand side 
hinged opening door with budget lock as standard. Can also be supplied with a right 
hand side hinged opening door if required. 

Complete with ‘LITTER’ moulded plate highlighted in gold as standard. 

Post not included.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth 305mm
Capacity 50 litres
Weight  21.3 kg 

305mm

710m
m

Glass Fibre Composite Post Mountable Bins

Our Glass Fibre Composite post mountable bins are robust 
and durable making them perfect for on-street use.

All fixing and post options All fixing and post options

Post 
mountable 
units... Bins 
for fixing to 
posts and 
railings for 
all locations
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CA/1 Post Mountable Open Top Litter Bin
Victoriana CA/1V £108.14  
Textured Finish CA/1T £86.60  
Smooth Finish CA/1S £97.38

The CA/1 is a post mountable open top litter bin, featuring a galvanised steel liner  
and standard adjustable brackets to suit most post sizes. Optional lockable galvanised 
steel liner is available. Shown in textured finish.

Complete with ‘LITTER’ moulded plate highlighted in gold as standard.

Post not included.

CH/1 Post Mountable Open Top Litter Bin
Victoriana CH/1V £102.87  
Textured Finish CH/1T £85.01  
Smooth Finish CH/1S £90.96

Post mountable open top litter bin, featuring standard adjustable brackets to suit various 
post sizes. Optional lockable galvanised liner. 

Complete with ‘LITTER’ moulded plate highlighted in gold as standard.

Post not included.

Lockable Liner LKB/RHP/BKTLLL(1)

All Fixing Options

All Post Options
Lockable Liner LKB/RHP/BKTLLL(1)

All Fixing Options

All Post Options

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth  178mm
Capacity  35 litres
Weight   14 kg 

381mm

584m
m

RHINO
TOUGH

Depth  279mm
Capacity  22 litres
Weight  10 kg 

305mm

546m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Open Top GFC Post Mountable Bins

Durable Glass Fibre Composite post mountable litter bins 
with open tops.

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother finish with only a slight texture 
and no roughness, with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. The body can be painted in 
standard smooth colours.

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti  
and posters being applied. 

Select your body colour

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

GFC Colours & Finishes

Choose your colour  
& GFC finish See fixings page  

for post options

Gold Beading 
Hammerite  
HAMGLD

Silver Beading  
Hammerite  
HAMSIL

Victoriana Beading Colours

H
am

m
er

ite Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please 
note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should 
not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample 
where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour 
variation may occur. *Black Hammerite may appear may appear 
dark grey in certain lights.

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
at

t F
in

is
h

Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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Manufactured from galvanised powder coated steel,  
this post mountable litter bin compliments our  
MLB range of litter & recycling units. Although it is small  
in stature it is big in strength!

MLB/70 Post Mountable Litter Bin
Standard Flat Lid MLB/70 £175  
Peaked Lid MLB/70 LID/P £200

The MLB/70 is a 70 litre post mountable litter bin with 
the characteristic chamfered corners of the MLB range  
of products. It features a front opening lockable door  
and galvanised steel liner. The standard option features  
a flat lid and a single aperture to the front. A peaked lid 
version is available, which helps to prevent litter being left 
on the lid.

Other additional options include vinyl banding, ashtray 
and artwork as shown to the left. These are additional 
extras and are not standard, please see additional extras 
sheet for details.

Comes complete with an adjustable post fixing bracket.

Post not included.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

MLB/70 Post Mountable Litter Bin

MLB Ashtray MLB/70AT £45.00  
Banding BAND £12.00 each

All Fixing, Post and Artwork Options.

Steel litter bins for post fixing, ideal for any on-street 
location where a litter collection receptacle is required  
but on-street space may be an issue.

WSP/D Post Mountable Closed Top Bin
Powder Coated WSP/D £120.59

Post mountable closed top litter bin manufactured from powder coated galvanised  
steel. Features a front opening hinged door with slam lock as standard. Comes complete 
with a lockable galvanised steel liner and adjustable post fixing brackets. Includes vinyl 
‘LITTER’ sticker to front. Shown with optional gold banding, see additional extras sheet 
for details on how to add this to your order.

Post not included.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

RSB/L Square Post Mountable Litter Bin
Powder Coated RSB/L £90.32

Post mountable galvanised steel litter bin with a 56 litre capacity with a sack retention 
frame to hold a bag in place. Comes complete with an adjustable post fixing bracket.  
The unit is manufactured from galvanised steel and comes powder coated in a colour  
of your choice. Optional lift up lid available as shown.

Post not included.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Steel Post Mountable Litter Bins

All Fixing Options

All Post Options

Lift up Lid LID/LU £30

All Artwork Options All Fixing Options

All Post Options

All Artwork Options

Front opening door 
for easy emptying!

305mm
Depth 330mm
Capacity 42 litres
Weight  16kg 692m

m

Capacity 56 litres 
Depth 235mm 
Weight 14.5kg

419mm

622m
m

Depth 310mm
Capacity 70 litres
Weight  18 kg 

310mm

880m
m

FACTS
We use 300 tonnes of 
galvanised steel every 
year, that equates to 

the weight of 60 adult 
elephants!  
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Litter

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Black  
PC9005

Textured Black  
PCT9005

Dark Green  
PC6005

Dark Blue  
PC5013

MLB/70 Ashtray Top
Gold MLB/70AT/GLD £45.00  
Silver MLB/70AT/SIL £45.00

Mini circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray to fit 
the MLB/70 only, available in gold or silver. Includes 
counter-balance emptying system so no keys are required. 
Available on Peaked Lid only.

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and preventing unsightly 
marks on bins.

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and 
should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot 
guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Lift Up Lid
LID/LU £30.00

Only available on the RSB/L square post mountable litter 
bin. Helps keep birds and squirrels out of the bin and 
unwanted smells in.

Gold Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00 per band  
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 per band

Vinyl banding around the circumference of the bin.

Laser cut text is available with a gold or silver backing plate. Vinyl text is available in gold or silver. Positioned underneath aperture, please state to which sides on order.  
Please note standard font height is 40mm unless length of word exceeds width of product, then the font height will be 30mm. Bespoke lettering available upon request, please call  
for details. Laser cut letters will be segmented as shown, where a central area needs to be retained, for example the centre of an ‘O’.

Laser Cut Gold LC/LITT/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/LITT/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

185mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/LDW/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/LDW/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

325mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/REC/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/REC/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

328mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Choose any logo’s  
or artwork (Optional)

Choose your smoking 
options (Optional)

Choose your colour(s)

Choose any text 
(Optional)

Choose any other 
optional extras

Colour options

Text options

Smoking options

VR/GW VR/CVR/FW VR/P VR/NM

VR/PBVR/B

VR/MG

VR/MR VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers to make your waste 
stream stand out!

Optional extras

Circular Litter & 
Dog Waste
Gold VLDW/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VLDW/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VLDW/NT/C/GLD £9.90 
Silver VLDW/NT/C/SIL £9.90
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Capitole Litter Bin
Capitole Classic CAPITOLE £POA  
Capitole Prestige L CAPITOLE/L £POA  
Capitole Prestige XL CAPITOLE/XL £POA

The Capitole is a versatile, robust litter bin that is 
available with a variety of mounting options. It features  
a hinged lockable door and a removable, galvanised  
steel liner.

The Prestige range features a fully opening front section 
to make emptying easier. Available in three sizes for 
maximum flexibility and can be powder coated in any 
standard powder coating colour.

Post not included.

Capitole Post Mountable Litter Bin

The strongest post 

mountable bin on the 
market!

Stylish and contemporary, the Capitole looks fantastic in city 
centres. Manufactured from heavy duty pressed galvanised 
steel it is one of the strongest bins on the market.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Wall Fixing WF £POA 
Ground Fixing GF £POA 
Spike Fixing SP £POA 
Adjustable Post Bracket Fixing PF £POA 
Tubular Frame Fixing TF £POA

307mm
50 litres
14.6kg

307mm
70 litres
20.3kg

390mm
100 litres
55kg

Depth
Capacity
Weight

500mm

400mm

1218m
m

1014m
m

733m
m

Prestige XLPrestige LClassicClassic 
& L
XL

XL ClassicL

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only  
and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required.  
We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Vinyl Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

185mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Vinyl Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

325mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Vinyl Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

328mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Black 
PC9005

Dark Blue 
PC5013

G
lo

ss

Black 
PC9005

Te
xt

ur
ed

Steel Powder Coating Colours

Titanium 
PCMW112F

Nickel Silver 
PCM30001

Red 
PC3020

Dark Green 
PC6005

Choose your colour

Choose any text 
(Optional)

Choose any logo’s or 
artwork (Optional)

Colour options

Text options Available in gold or silver vinyl. Sticker positioned underneath aperture

Vinyl VR/GW Vinyl VR/CVinyl VR/FW Vinyl VR/P Vinyl VR/NM

Vinyl VR/PBVinyl VR/B

Vinyl VR/MG

Vinyl VR/MR Vinyl VR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £15 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers to make your waste 
stream stand out!
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Guarded and Unguarded Recycling Units

These post mountable litter bins are ideal for use in  
and around idustrial areas. The GSH hoop can be wall  
or post fixed and is available with an optional lid.  
The unit holds a bag securely in place for ease of use.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Lift up Lid LD/LU £40.00
Post 850mm high with ground fixing plate  
POST850 £45.15
Screw seal strapping S/SEAL £12.35 per set

GSH Post Mountable Hoop
Post Mountable GSH/PM £34.23  
Wall Fixing GSH/WF £34.23

This clever sack holding hoop can be post or wall fixed.  
It is ideal for the collection of litter or recyclables and 
using a clear bag will make the waste stream visible. 
Available with an optional lift up lid if required. 
Manufactured from galvanised steel which can be 
powder coated in any of our standard colours.

Post not included.

558mm 
84 litres
11kg

Depth
Capacity 
Weight

450mm

100mm

Black LD/GSHBLK Blue LD/GSHBLE Red LD/GSHRED Grey LD/GSHGRY Turquoise  
LD/GSHTURQ

Orange  
LD/GSHONG

Green LD/GSHGRN

Screw Seal Strapping
S/SEAL £12.35 per set

For use with GSH Wall Fixing units. Set includes 2x 4ft 
Stainless Steel Strapping as standard and suits one  
GSH unit. 

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Choose the lid colour 
(Optional)

Choose any  
optional extras

Lid colours Extra £40 ea.Our GSH’s are supplied without a lid unless you select 
one. The colour options are below.

Optional extras Use lid colours to 
denote your chosen 

waste stream!
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ASB/50 Polythene Litter Bin

Post Mountable Litter Bin
Polythene ASB/50 £50.04

The ASB/50 is a post mountable polythene litter bin.  
Its child friendly design makes it ideal for school settings. 
The bin features a hinged self locking top which fixes to  
a post or wall, the bottom section of the bin then lifts off 
to allow it to be emptied. Comes with standard post or 
wall fixing brackets. Artwork options include ‘TIDYMAN’ 
vinyl stickers available in gold or silver.

Post not included.

Child friendly 
design is ideal for use 

near schools.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  318mm
Capacity  50 litres 
Weight   6kg

432mm

711m
m

All Fixing and Post Options.

The ASB/50 post mountable polythene litter bin is a child 
friendly bin perfect for schools and play areas.

Black BLK Green GRN Orange ONG

Although every care has been taken for an exact match,  
please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and 
should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a 
sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour 
variation may occur.

Polythene/Plastic Colours

Circular Litter Sticker
Gold VL/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VL/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VL/NT/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VL/NT/C/SIL £9.90

Circular Litter & Dog Waste
Gold VLDW/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VLDW/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VLDW/NT/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VLDW/NT/C/SIL £9.90

Circular Dog Waste
Gold VDW/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VDW/C/SIL £9.90

Also available with no text 
Gold VDW/NT/C/GLD £9.90  
Silver VDW/NT/C/SIL £9.90

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Choose your colour

Choose any  
optional artwork

Vinyl Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

185mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Vinyl Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

325mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Vinyl Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

328mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to which 
sides on order.

Artwork options Available in gold or silver vinyl. Sticker positioned underneath aperture

Colour options
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Plastic Strapping
P/STRAPPING £2.67 per set

Plastic strapping for use with all post mounting litter bins.

Screw Seal Strapping
S/SEAL £12.35 per set

For use with all post mounting litter bins. Set includes 
2x4ft Stainless Steel Strapping as standard and suits one 
post bin. 

PWF Semi-Circular Open Top Litter Bin
Wall Fixing PWF/1/WF £113.79  
Post Fixing PWF/1/PF £113.79

Semi-circular post or wall mountable litter bin with optional lid, suitable for internal or 
external use. The attractive mesh design also has ‘LITTER’ clearly visible around the top 
section. Comes complete with galvanised steel liner and available in any of our standard 
colours for galvanised steel as shown below.

Post not included.

RWF Semi-Circular Litter Bin
Standard RWF/1 £81.49  
Tall RWF/2 £97.17

Semi-circular litter bin designed for wall fixing. Ideal for use in corridors and walkways. 
Available with an optional lift up lid and includes vinyl ‘LITTER’ lettering as standard in 
black vinyl. This bin is manufactured from plastisol and is Silver as standard.  
Comes complete with a galvanised steel liner for easy emptying.

Post not included.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Lift up lid LD £15.84

All Fixing Options.

Lift up lid LD £15.84

All Fixing Options.

Semi-Circular Post Mountable Litter Bins

Semi-circular post mountable litter bins available in various 
sizes, ideal for use corridors and walkways.

RWF/2

Depth 218mm
Capacity 28 litres
Weight  13.5kg 

415mm

430m
m

L I T T E R

Red 
PC3020

Nickel Silver 
PCM30001

Black 
PC9005

Titanium 
PCMW112F

Dark Green 
PC6005

G
lo

ss

Steel Powder Coating Colours

Dark Blue 
PC5013

220mm
28 litres
6kg

220mm
48 litres
10kg

Depth
Capacity
Weight

450mm

688m
m

435m
m

RWF/2RWF/1

RWF/1RWF/2

Posts and Fixings Options Metal post mountable bins are able to be bolted directly onto our posts

Tie Bar Grouting Post
SPP £41.19 /WT 8.5kg

The Tie Bar Grouting Post is for use when siting into wet 
concrete, the spikes hold the post firmly in place securing 
it into the ground.

Ground
Fixing
Post

Anchor Tool Kit
GATK £73.77

The Ground Anchor can be sited using our Anchor Tool Kit 
(GATK), which can be bought or hired (please call for 
details about hiring) Please check for cables and pipes 
before using this product.

Grouting
Post

Ground Fixing Post
GFP £41.19 / WT 5.9kg

Ground Fixing Posts are for use when fixings directly to 
solid, hard standing concrete. The post needs to be 
secured in place with RAWL bolts (Not included, see pg. 
304).

Ground Anchor Post
GAP £41.19 / WT 5.5kg

Ground Anchor Posts are designed for use with a Ground 
Anchor when siting a bin into soil. The Ground Anchor 
(GA100MM) is driven into the ground then the Ground 
Anchor Post can be bolted onto this to secure it in place.

Ground
Anchor
Post

Ground
Anchor

Ground Anchor
GA100MM £69.63 / WT 3.6kg

The GA100MM Ground Anchor is for use with Ground 
Anchor Posts. The Ground Anchor is driven into the 
ground where it is then secured via extendable fixings;  
it then has the Ground Anchor Post bolted to it

Ground
Anchor
Post

Ground
Anchor
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Dog waste bins
Encourage the 
collection of 
dog waste 
with brightly 
coloured bins

Dog waste bins

 Galvanised Steel Units
 156 MDB Heavy Duty Dog Waste Bins
 156 MM/112D Heavy Duty Dog Waste Bins
 157 WDB/LU Dog Bin With Lift Up Lid
 157  WDB/LUFO Front Opening Dog Waste 

Bin With Lift Up Lid
 158 WDB/CH Dog Waste Bin With Chute
 158  WDB/CHFO Front Opening Dog Waste 

Bin With Chute
 159 Steel Dog Waste Bin Options

 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 160 WDB/42 GFC Dog Waste Bin With Chute
 160 WDB/60 GFC Dog Waste Bin With Chute
 160  WDB/112 GFC Dog Waste Bin  

With Chute
 161 WDB/7 Timber Fronted Dog Waste Bin
 161  LWDB/6DL Timber Fronted Litter  

& Dog Waste Bin
 162 GFC Dog Waste Bin Options
 164 Fixing Options

Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81

Ground Anchor GA200MM £72.59                  

Self Locking Door LKS/RH £37.66

Rawl Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81

MDB Range of Heavy Duty Dog Waste Bins
60 litre Powder Coated MDB/60 £185.00  
90 litre Powder Coated MDB/90 £225.00  
112 litre Powder Coated MDB/112 £275.00

Heavy duty steel dog waste bin specifically designed to ensure there are no sharp 
corners. Features a lift up one way chute system, galvanised steel liner and a dog lead 
hook as standard. Available in three sizes and includes a ‘Clean it up’ vinyl sticker to  
the front.

Free Standing Galvanised Steel Dog Waste Bins

Heavy duty free standing dog waste bins. These units have 
larger capacities, making them perfect for busy public areas.

MM/112D Heavy Duty Steel Dog Waste Bin
Dog Waste Bin MM/112D £350.00

112 litre heavy duty, metal dog waste bin with a sloped lid and plinth. This bin features  
a front opening lockable door for easy emptying and can be powder coated in a range of 
standard colours. Includes a ‘Clean it up’ vinyl sticker to the front of the bin as shown.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Includes 
lead hook as 

standard

325mm 
60 litres 
45kg

325mm 
90 litres 
51kg

325mm 
112 litres 
57kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

112L90L60 L540mm

1090m
m

112L

930m
m

90L

725m
m

60L

625mm

1120m
m

Capacity  112 litres 
Depth  600mm 
Weight  78kgDog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Post Mountable Steel Dog Waste Bins With Chutes

Dog waste bins for post mounting with a one-way lift up 
chute system incorporated into the lid. With a powder 
coated finish, our galvanised steel dog waste bins are 
designed to give years of trouble free service.

WDB/CH Dog Waste Bin with Chute
Powder Coated WDB/CH £144.99

Post mountable chute disposal dog waste bin with a capacity of 56 litres, featuring  
a robust galvanised steel body, chute system and lockable sack retention system.  
‘Clean it up’ vinyl sticker as standard 

Post mountable bins are supplied with a universal bracket only. Posts are not supplied,  
all additional fixings must be added to your order.

WDB/CHFO Front Opening Dog Bin with Chute
Powder Coated WDB/CHFO £181.08

Fully galvanised steel dog waste bin with a front opening body and a lift up chute for 
easy waste disposal. Includes a galvanised steel liner with handle for easy emptying and 
sack retention frame. The front opening body makes it easy to empty, the body simply 
unlocks allowing you to remove the liner. ‘Clean it up’ vinyl sticker to front included as 
standard.

Post mountable bins are supplied with a universal bracket only. Posts are not supplied, all 
additional fixings must be added to your order.

FACTS
We offer a 10-year 

anti-perforation 
warranty on all our 

steel products!

Capacity  56 litres 
Depth  235mm 
Weight  14.5kg

420mm

622m
m

Capacity  56 litres 
Depth  235mm 
Weight  23kg

407mm

725m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Post Mountable Steel Dog Waste Bins With Lift Up Lids

Galvanised steel dog waste bins for post mounting with lift 
up lids and optional front opening door for easy emptying.

WDB/LU Dog Waste Bin with Lift up Lid
Powder Coated WDB/LU £120.32

Fully galvanised steel 56 litre capacity dog waste bin with lift up lid and sack retention 
system. ‘Clean it up’ vinyl sticker as standard. 

Post mountable bins are supplied with a universal bracket only. Posts are not supplied 
with the bins, all additional fixings must be added to your order.

WDB/LUFO Front Opening Dog Waste Bin 
with Lift up Lid
Powder Coated WDB/LUFO £156.41

Front opening, easy to empty dog waste bin with lift up lid. Fully galvanised steel 
construction and sack retention system, comes complete with ‘Clean it up’ vinyl sticker 
as standard. Capacity of 56 litres. Sack retention system as standard but also available 
with an optional galvanised steel liner with handle for easy emptying.

Post mountable bins are supplied with a universal bracket only. Posts are not supplied,  
all additional fixings must be added to your order.

Galvanised Steel Liner L40 £41.03

Firework Blast Vent BV £11.03

Fixing Options Available - see fixings sheet

Firework Blast Vent BV £11.03

Fixing Options Available - see fixings sheet Firework Blast Vent BV £11.03

Fixing Options Available - see fixings sheet

Fixing Options Available - see fixings sheet

Firework Blast Vent BV £11.03

Capacity  56 litres 
Depth  235mm 
Weight  14.5kg

419mm

622m
m

Capacity  56 litres 
Depth  235mm 
Weight  14.5kg

419mm

622m
m

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75
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Firework Blast Vent
BV £11.03

The Firework Blast Vent is designed to release the 
pressure in the event of a firework exploding inside the 
bin. This optional extra is available the WDB range of dog 
waste bins only.

All our metal dog waste bins come 
with our vinyl ‘CLEAN IT UP’ Sticker 
as standard!
This dog waste sticker clearly informs the user  
dog waste only, no litter. It measures 160mm wide  
and 200mm high.

Dog Lead Hook
DLH £4.00

Optional dog lead hook can be fixed to the bin giving 
users a handy place to secure their dog lead.

CLEAN IT UP!

NO LITTER PLEASE

CLEAN IT UP!

NO LITTER PLEASE

CLEAN IT UP!

NO LITTER PLEASE

CLEAN IT UP!

NO LITTER PLEASE

Red  
PC3020

Dark Green  
PC6028

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Glass Fibre Composite Dog Waste Bins

Durable Glass Fibre Composite dog waste bins with lift up 
chute system. These bins will stand the test of time thanks  
to their ultra-tough GFC construction!

WDB/112 Large Capacity Dog Waste Bin with Chute
GFC Victoriana WDB/112V / Weight 63kg / £372.18  
GFC Textured Finish WDB/112T / Weight 36kg / £350.63  
GFC Smooth Finish WDB/112S / Weight 35.5kg / £361.40

The WDB/112 is a large 112 litre capacity glass fibre composite dog waste bin with an 
integrated one-way chute disposal system. Chute system is galvanised steel as standard 
but an optional GFC chute is available, ideal for coastal locations. Supplied with a steel 
liner as standard or an optional polythene liner.

Standard features include a budget lock and a ‘DOG WASTE’ moulded plate.

Dog Lead Hook DLH £4.00

Slam Lock LKS/LH £37.67

Rawl Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81

Ground Anchor GA200MM £72.59

Polythene Liner LP2 £63.25

WDB/42 & 60 Dog Waste Bin with Chute
42 litre GFC Textured Finish WDB/42T £223.61  
 GFC Smooth Finish WDB/42S £234.39

60 litre GFC Textured Finish WDB/60T £249.84  
 GFC Smooth Finish WDB/60S £260.35

Glass fibre composite dog waste bin with galvanised steel one way chute system  
and a hinged lockable door. Supplied with a slam lock and a galvanised steel liner as 
standard. Available in either a 42 or 60 litre capacity. Can be free standing or post 
mounted.

Post mountable bins are supplied with a universal bracket only. Posts are not supplied,  
all additional fixings must be added to your order.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

All fixing options Dog Lead Hook DLH £4.00

Depth 318mm
Capacity  42 litres
Weight  33kg

355mm

760m
m

WDB/42 WDB/60

Depth 410mm
Capacity  60 litres
Weight  35kg

380mm

860m
m

483mm

1003m
m

Capacity  112 litres 
Depth  483mm

Red  
PC3020

Black  
PC9005

Dark Green  
PC6028

Please select a colour for the lid and a 
colour for the base

Although every care has been taken for an exact 
match, please note that brochure colour shades are 
for guidance only and should not be used for colour 
matching purposes. Please request a sample where 
an exact colour match is required. We cannot 
guarantee exact colour matches across different 
materials and some colour variation may occur.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Choose your body 
colour
Lids are supplied black as standard

Choose any optional 
extras

Colour options
MDB & WDB Dog Waste Bins MM/112 Dog Waste Bin

Optional extras

Dog Waste Bags
DOG/BAGS £37.75

These standard size dog waste poop-scoop bags are 
biodegradable helping you reduce the impact on the 
environment!

Each pack contains 800 bags.

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75
Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Dog Lead Hook DLH £4.00

Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81

Ground Anchor GA200MM £72.59

Handle x1 RLA/H £5.00

Rawl Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81

Ground Anchor GA200MM £72.59

Handle x 1 RLA/H £5.00

Dog Lead Hook DLH £4.00

Rat Modification RATMOD £45.13

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Timber Fronted, Glass Fibre Composite Dog Waste Bins

Timber fronted dog waste bins blend into outdoor parks  
and open spaces and compliment their surroundings.

WDB/7D Timber Fronted Dog Waste Bin
Timber: Textured Finish WDB/7DT £385.97  
 Smooth Finish WDB/7DS £399.43

Recycled Plastic: Textured Finish WDB/7DT/RP £415.97  
 Smooth Finish WDB/7DS/RP £429.43

This timber fronted dog waste bin has a strong glass fibre composite body with a built-in 
GFC one way chute system for easy use. The bin can be emptied easily by unlocking and 
sliding out the timber fronted liner. Its timber appearance makes it an ideal solution for 
parks and open spaces. Features a budget lock as standard.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

WDB/6DL Combined Timber Fronted Dog Waste 
& Litter Bin
Timber: Textured Finish WDB/6DLT £552.24

 Smooth Finish WDB/6DLS £565.70

Recycled Plastic: Textured Finish WDB/6DLT/RP £612.24

 Smooth Finish WDB/6DLS/RP £625.70

This is a double litter/dog waste combination version of the WDB/7D including a glass 
fibre composite divider to prevent cross contamination of waste streams. Half is used for 
the collection of general waste/litter and the other for the collection of dog waste via the 
GFC lift up one way chute system. This timber fronted bin looks great in parks and open 
spaces. Includes divider between waste streams. Features two budget locks as standard.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

457mm

914m
m

Capacity  91 litres 
Depth  432mm 
Weight  42kg

914mm

914m
m

Capacity  182 litres 
Depth  432mm 
Weight  60kg

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother with only a slight texture and 
no roughness finish with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. The body can be painted in 
standard smooth colours. Available on the WDB/112 Dog 
Waste Bin only in this section

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti  
and posters being applied. 

Select your body colour

Shiplap Dark Oak SHP/DKOAK
Shiplap in a dark oak finish.

Shiplap Light Oak SHP/LTOAK
Shiplap in a light oak finish.

Shiplap Natural Oak SHP/NOAK
Shiplap in a natural oak finish.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

GFC Finishes & Colours

Choose wood  
(if applicable)

Choose your colour  
& GFC finish Choose any  

optional extras

Wood finishes

Signal Red WPT537
For WDB/42 & 60 only

Signal Red WP537
For WDB/42 & 60 only

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note 
that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be 
used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an 
exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour 
matches across different materials and some colour variation may 
occur. *Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Victoriana Beading Colours

H
am

m
er

iteGold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
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t F
in
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h

Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75

Dog Waste Bags DOG/BAGS £37.75
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BTGRL

Tie Bar Grouting Post
Chute CH/SPP £41.19 /WT 8.5kg  
Lift Up LU/SPP £41.19 /WT 8.5kg

The Tie Bar Grouting Post is for use when siting into wet 
concrete – the spikes hold the post firmly in place securing 
it into the ground.

Ground Anchor Feet
GAFL Loose per pair £25.00 / WT 1.2KG

Ground Anchor Feet enable a bin to be sited into freshly 
laid concrete. The Feet bolt to the bottom of a bin.  
The bin is secured in place once the concrete cures.  
The feet are supplied loose with the bin.

Please select either a CH or LU style post to match the dog bin you are using the post with.

Screw Seal Strapping
S/SEAL £12.35

Set includes 2 x 4ft lengths of stainless steel strapping,  
for securing one post mountable bin.

Ground
Fixing
Post

Removable

Anchor Tool Kit
GATK £73.77

The Ground Anchor can be sited in place using our Anchor 
Tool Kit (GATK), which can be bought or hired (please call 
for details about hiring). Drive the ground anchor into soil 
using the fixing tool, wind out to fix into place then bolt 
the post to the plate. Please check for hidden cables and 
pipes before using this product.

Grouting
Post

Ground Anchor Post
GAP £41.19 / WT 5.5kg

Ground Anchor Posts are designed for use with a Ground 
Anchor when siting a bin into soil or soft ground. The 
Ground Anchor GA100MM (sold separately) is driven into 
the ground then the Ground Anchor Post can be bolted 
directly into the anchor.

Ground
Anchor
Post

Ground
Anchor

Ground
Anchor
Post

Ground
Anchor

Ground Fixing Post
Chute CH/GFP £41.19 / WT 5.9kg  
Lift Up LU/GFP £41.19 / WT 5.9kg

Ground Fixing Posts are for use when fixing directly to 
solid, hard standing or concrete. The post needs to be 
secured in place with RAWL bolts (Not included, see 
pg.304).

Ground Anchor
GA200MM £72.59

The GA200MM ground anchor is a larger anchor 
designed for use with free standing bins and features a 
200mm square adaptor plate. It works in the same way 
as the GA100MM. It is driven into the ground and 
secured allowing the bin to be fixed to it. The bin is then 
simply bolted to this plate.

RAWL Bolts
BTGRL25 £14.81

Set of 4 bolts for ground fixings for use with a pre-drilled 
base. The ground is drilled in the same arrangement as 
the fixing holes in the base of the bin. Bolts are placed in 
position and tightened to secure in the ground.

Ground Anchor
GA100MM £69.63 / WT 3.6kg

The GA100MM Ground Anchor is for use with Ground 
Anchor Posts and features a 100mm square adaptor 
plate. The Ground Anchor is driven into the ground where 
it is then secured via extendable fixings. The Ground 
Anchor Post bolts directly to the anchor plate.

Fixing 
Tool

Wind 
Tool

Upgrade to our Iroko Hardwood Shiplap - WDB/7D + £51.48, WDB/6DL + £102.63

Iroko Dark Oak Finish
SHP/IRKO/DK

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a dark oak 
finish.

Iroko Light Oak Finish
SHP/IRKO/LT

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a light oak 
finish.

Iroko Natural Finish
SHP/IRKO/N

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a natural oak 
finish.

Shiplap Recycled Plastic
SHP/RP

Recycled plastic shiplap in a wood-effect finish.

10
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Handle
RLA/H £7.50

Optional handle makes emptying the liners easier, 
available on WDB/6 & WDB/7 dog waste bins.

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room underneath for a rat baiting 
station. Holes are added to the sides of the unit for rats to 
gain access. The baiting boxes are sold separately and are 
not included in the price of the modifications.

Plastic Baiting Box RATBOX/P (pack of 10)  
Metal Bait Box RATBOX/M (pack of 12)

Due to the nature of natural 
seasoned timber it may fade or 
warp over time. Wood is a 
natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically 
after one years service. All our 
timber is sourced from PEFC 
accredited suppliers and is fully 
FSC accredited.

Iroko Hardwood Shiplap Finishes

Recycled Plastic Finishes

Dog Lead Hook
DLH £4.00

Optional dog lead hook can be fixed to the bin giving 
users a handy place to secure their dog lead.

Optional extras

Fixings For post mountable dog waste bins

Posts Metal post mountable dog bins are able to be bolted directly onto our posts. Posts do not come as standard. Essential 
tool kit! Buy me 

with a ground 
anchor!

Free standing bins

Dog Waste Bags
DOG/BAGS £37.75

These standard size dog waste poop-scoop bags are 
biodegradable helping you reduce the impact on the 
environment!

Each pack contains 800 bags.
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Green spaces 

 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 166 RLA/5 Timber Fronted Recycling Unit
 167  RLA/6 Double Timber Fronted  

Recycling Unit
 168  RLA/7 Triple Timber Fronted  

Recycling Unit
 169 RLA Options

 Timber
 171 WTS/8 Iroko Hardwood Bin
 171 WTS/8D Double Iroko Hardwood Bin
 172 Wyatt Timber Bin

 Slatted Bins
 172 WTS/2W Timber Slatted Bin
 173 STS/2 Square Sliatted Bin
 173 STS/2M Anti-Vandal Litter Bin
 174 STS/AV/W Wooden Slatted Bin
 174 STS/2AV Anti-Vandal Slatted Litter Bin
 175 Slatted Bin Options

 Timber & Steel Units
 176 Royal Parks Recycling Units
 177 Royal Parks Options

Green spaces
Our range  
of bins blend 
seamlessly 
into outdoor 
areas

The RLA/5 Rural Recycling Unit

This stylish timber fronted bin is perfect for the great 
outdoors and blends beautifully into rural surroundings.

RLA/5 Timber Fronted Litter Bin
Timber Front  
Textured Finish RLA/5T £304.75  
Smooth Finish RLA/5S £335.95

Recycled Plastic Front  
Textured Finish RLA/5T/RP £334.75  
Smooth Finish RLA/5S/RP £365.95

This timber fronted single unit looks great outdoors and 
blends into its surroundings beautifully. The glass fibre 
composite body is available in a choice of colours.  
This unit has a budget lock and ‘TIDYMAN’ plate as 
standard, but can be customised to collect any recycling 
stream with apertures to match. It is available in a range 
of wood or wood effect recycled plastic finishes. 
A galvanised steel liner is integrated with the front panel 
section for easy emptying.

Shown with optional flap, not included in the price 
shown.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Rat Modification RATMOD £45.13  
Self Closing Flap /BF £20.41 each  
Handle x1 RLA/H £5.00

See options sheet for wood options

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

TIMBER

Depth  432mm
Capacity  105 litres
Weight   32.6kg 

482mm

914m
m

Available with 
timber or recycled 

plastic fronts!
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The RLA/7 Triple Rural Recycling Range

For bins that blend in with their surroundings our natural 
timber fronted RLA range are the perfect choice.  
Their robust GFC construction assures long lasting service 
and lockable front sections with pull out galvanised steel 
liners offer superb functionality and durability.

RLA/7 Timber Fronted Triple 
Recycling Unit
Timber Fronts  
Textured Finish RLA/7T £604.75  
Smooth Finish RLA/7S £635.95

Recycled Plastic Fronts  
Textured Finish RLA/7T/RP £694.75  
Smooth Finish RLA/7S/RP £725.95

A triple version of the RLA that can collect three separate 
waste streams in one unit, great for busy parks and public 
areas. This unit has three budget locks as standard, one 
to each section. Unit shown includes optional perspex 
plates and central waste stream dividers, which are 
additional extras. Available in a range of wood or wood 
effect recycled plastic finishes (main image shown in 
recycled plastic).

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Depth 432mm 
Capacity 294 litres 
Weight  67.5kg 

1446mm

914m
m

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

TIMBER

RLA/6 Double Timber Fronted 
Recycling Unit
Timber Fronts  
Textured Finish RLA/6T £454.75  
Smooth Finish RLA/6S £485.95

Recycled Plastic Fronts  
Textured Finish RLA/6T/RP £514.75  
Smooth Finish RLA/6S/RP £545.95

The RLA/6 has twice the capacity of the RLA/5 making it 
perfect for busy locations. Ideal for the collection of litter 
and a recycling stream in a single unit. Timber slats help 
the unit blend into outdoor surroundings so it looks 
fantastic in parks and open spaces. Available in a range 
of wood finishes or wood effect recycled plastic.  
Two galvanised steel liners are integrated to the front 
panel sections, which are both lockable, featuring  
budget locks as standard. Images shown with optional 
extras, including perspex plates, handles and a central 
waste stream divider (inset images), which are all 
additional extras.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

See options sheet for wood options

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

TIMBER

See options sheet for wood options

Rat Modification RATMOD £45.13  
Self Closing Flap /BF £20.41 each (2 req)  
Handle RLA/H £5.00 Each  
Waste Stream Divider WSD £40.00 Each (1 req)

Rat Modification RATMOD £45.13  
Self Closing Flap /BF £20.41 each (3 req)  
Handle RLA/H £5.00 Each  
Waste Stream Divider WSD £40.00 Each (2 req)Depth 432mm

Capacity 196 litres
Weight  45kg

964mm

914m
m

RLA/6 Double Rural Recycling Unit

Our RLA’s are available with flexible options allowing you  
to create the perfect unit for you.

Add a waste 
stream divider 
to prevent cross 
contamination!

FACTS
All the timber we use is 

fully FSC accredited!
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Upgrade to our Iroko Hardwood shiplap - RLA/5 + £51.48, RLA/6 + £102.63, RLA/7 + £154.44

Iroko Shiplap Dark Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/DK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a dark oak 
finish.

Shiplap Recycled Plastic SHP/RP
Recycled plastic shiplap in a wood-effect finish.

Iroko Shiplap Light Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/LT
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a light oak 
finish.

Iroko Shiplap Natural Oak Finish 
SHP/IRKO/N
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a natural oak 
finish.

Shiplap Dark Oak SHP/DKOAK
Shiplap in a dark oak finish.

Shiplap Light Oak SHP/LTOAK
Shiplap in a light oak finish.

Shiplap Natural Oak SHP/NOAK
Shiplap in a natural oak finish.
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Standard Aperture AP/ST
A large rectagular aperture for the 
collection of general waste.

London Underground 
Aperture AP/LU
A London underground style aperture for 
the collection of a mixed waste streams 
that includes paper.

Slot Aperture AP/SL
A slot aperture for the collection of paper.

Circular Aperture AP/C
A circular aperture for the collection of 
several different waste streams, including 
cans, plastic bottles and mixed glass.

Smooth GFC
A smoother pseudo-cast iron finish with only a slight 
texture and no roughness. 

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti  
and posters being applied. 

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over 
time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC 
accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for 
guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact 
colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some 
colour variation may occur. *Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Iroko Hardwood Shiplap Finishes

Recycled Plastic Finishes

Aperture Flap
AP/LUF £20.41 Each

An additional lift up flap can be added to our RLA bins. 
These help to keep birds out and smells in! Units with 
more than one aperture will require more than one flap.

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room underneath for a rat baiting 
station. Holes are added to the sides of the unit for rats to 
gain access. 

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver. Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required. This ashtray is always 
placed above the general waste section.

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

GFC Colours

Choose the GFC 
body colour & finish

Choose  
the slats

Choose optional 
artwork

Choose your 
apertures

Choose any 
optional extras

GFC Finishes

Slat Finishes & Colours

PPR/GW PPR/FW PPR/P PPR/NM

PPR/PB PPR/C PPR/BPPR/MG

PPR/MR PPR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £30 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) perspex plates to make your waste 
stream stand out!

Aperture options

Optional extras

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Smooth & Victoriana Colours
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Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13 G
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Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126 M
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Textured Colours

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

Green  
WPT124

Black Textured  
WPT9005

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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WTS/8 Iroko Hardwood Bin
Standard  
Hardwood WTS/8 £451.70 (Shown)  
Brown Recycled Plastic Slats WTS/8RP £496.70

Slimline  
Hardwood WTS/8/S £361.36  
Brown Recycled Plastic Slats WTS/8/SRP £397.36

Galvanised steel carcass clad in African Iroko hardwood or recycled plastic. This attractive 
unit comes complete with full length stainless steel hinge and lockable door for added 
security. Iroko is incredibly stain resistant and an excellent choice for woodland areas.  
A removable galvanised stainless steel liner and T-key are included as standard.  
The WTS/8 can also be ground anchored if required, see options. Also available as a 
slimline unit for smaller outdoor areas.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically after  
one years service.

Ashtray can be 
factory fitted.

The WTS/8 Range

A simple yet stylish hardwood litter bin, perfect for parks  
and open spaces, available in single or double units.

WTS/8D Double Iroko Hardwood Bin
Standard  
Hardwood WTS/8D £813.81 (Shown)  
Brown Recycled Plastic Slats WTS/8D/RP £903.81

Slimline  
Hardwood WTS/8DS £651.04 (Shown Inset)  
Brown Recycled Plastic Slats WTS/8DS/RP £723.04

This double unit is a twin version of the WTS/8, which benefits from the same durable 
construction but has twice the capacity. There are two internal galvanised steel liners 
with handles for easy emptying. Features two front opening doors giving access to the 
liners. Also available as a slimline unit for narrow walkways. 

This unit can also be constructed from eco-friendly wood-effect recycled plastic.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

945m
m

540mm
315mm 
60 litres 
39kg

540mm 
98 litres
48kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

StandardSlimline

945m
m

1000mm

315mm 
120 litres 
80kg

540mm 
196 litres
94kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

StandardSlimline

Easyfit Ashtray Top Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Easyfit Ashtray Top Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00 
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular Timber Litter Bins

These circular litter bins look at home in parks and open 
spaces with their wooden slatted appearance.

Wyatt Timber Bin
WYATT50 £540.19

This timber slatted bin has an elegant, modern appearance and features stained Iroko 
wooden slats with an optional hinged, lockable lid. The lid is hinged at the rear and opens 
to allow the galvanised steel liner to be emptied. The steel lid and base are shown here 
powder coated in nickel silver (M30001) to give a contemporary appearance. 

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

WTS/2W Circular Timber Slatted Bin
Timber Slats WTS/2W £142.27  
Black Recycled Plastic Slats WTS/2P £133.27

The WTS/2W is a circular open top litter bin, with wooden slats and a galvanised steel 
frame. The base is pre-drilled for ground fixing. Also available with recycled plastic slats. 
Galvanised steel liner with handle is included.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Capacity 56 litres
Weight  18.5kg 

381mm

686m
m

Capacity 50 litres
Weight  25kg 

420mm

830m
m

Galvanised Steel Lid L/WY £80.00 Durable Glass Fibre Lift Up Lid L/WTS2 £40.00

Timber Slats

Slimline

Recycled Plastic

Shown with optional perspex plates. Please see options page for details.
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Slatted Litter Bins

These timber slatted bins feature heavy duty galvanised 
steel frames to ensure they can withstand the elements.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

STS/2 Square Slatted Bin
Timber Slats STS/2W £199.40 (Main Image)  
Black Recycled Plastic Slats STS/2P £179.40

STS/2R Square Slatted Recycling Bin
Black Recycled Plastic Slats STS/2PR £222.48  
Timber Slats STS/2WR £242.48 (Inset Image)  
Metal Slats STS/2MR £209.49

The STS/2 features a fully galvanised steel frame, clad with either timber or black 
recycled plastic slats. The timber slats are available in light or dark oak. The bin is also 
available in a recycling version, the STS/2R features a recycling aperture. Galvanised steel 
liner with handle included as standard (two half liners for recycling option).

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Galvanised Steel Lid STS/2/LD £31.23

Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00

Wooden Litter Bin
STS/AVW £497.26

This park bin has a steel frame that is manufactured from robust 40mm x 40mm box 
section, clad with Iroko hardwood. The attractive curved lid design also serves to 
discourage anti-social behaviour as litter can’t be left on it. A galvanised steel liner with 
handles for easy emptying is included as standard. Extended legs allow for setting into 
concrete for extra stability and security. 

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 510mm
Capacity  112 litres
Weight  70kg 

510mm

870m
m

Depth  457mm
Capacity  112 litres 
Weight   28kg 

457mm

686m
m

Anti Vandal Litter Bin
STS/2M £209.49

The STS/2M is an extremely heavy duty open top galvanised steel litter bin. The bin 
features a fully powder coated steel frame and slats, galvanised steel liner with handle 
and a pre-drilled base for ground fixing. Available in a colour of your choice and with an 
optional lid (inset image) if required.

Heavy duty steel slatted litter bins ideal for parks and open 
spaces. Vandal resistant construction designed to withstand 
severe impact.

Galvanised Steel Lid STS/2/LD £31.23  
Locking Bracket STS/2BKTLL £6.02

Anti Vandal Litter Bin
STS/2AV £379.98

Anti-vandal bin, manufactured from 2mm thick galvanised steel and robust  
40mm x 40mm steel box section ensuring this bin will last. Optional extended legs allow 
for setting into concrete for extra stability and security.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Curved Lid Slatted Litter Bins

Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00

Depth 457mm
Capacity 112 litres
Weight  85kg 

457mm

686m
m

Depth  510mm
Capacity  112 litres
Weight   85kg 

510mm

870m
m

Timber Slats
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Red  
PC3020

Light Green  
PC6024

Light Blue  
PC18E53

Royal Parks Unit
RPB/120 £1250.00

Originally designed for the Royal Parks this stylish unit consists of a fabricated 
box-section frame of powder coated galvanised steel or stainless steel. The panelling is 
available in European Oak or powder coated galvanised steel in a colour of your choice. 
Integral litter deflectors ensure that litter is directed into the removable galvanised steel 
liners. 

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Royal Parks Double Recycling Unit
RPB/120R £1495.00

This stylish recycling unit features a curved top to discourage anti-social behavior and 
prevent any litter being left on top. This unit can collect two or four waste streams 
depending on your requirements and has galvanised steel liners to suit. The frame is 
manufactured from galvanised steel box section and can be powder coated in any 
standard RAL colour. The side panels are available in European oak or galvanised steel  
as shown.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Wood options available

Galvanised Steel (Please provide required RAL colour when ordering)Wood options available

Galvanised Steel (Please provide required RAL colour when ordering)

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Also available as 
a wheelie bin cover, 
see our wheelie bin 

covers section!

Depth  700mm
Capacity  120 litres 
Weight   100kg 

1370m
m

700mm

Depth  590mm
Capacity  120 litres 
Weight   110kg 

1270m
m

800mm

Royal Parks Litter & Recycling Units

Wooden claded units are ideal for outdoor areas as they 
blend into their surroundings beautifully.

Iroko Light Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Black Recycled Plastic RPBLK
Wood effect recycled plastic in black.

10
0%

 R E C YC
L

E
D

 PLASTIC

Iroko Dark Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Black  
PC9005

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Textured 
Black  
PCT9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Dark Green  
PC6005

Dark Blue  
PC5013

Not available on the Wyatt Bin, STS/2AV

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for 
guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact 
colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some 
colour variation may occur.

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.
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Steel Powder Coating Colours

Iroko Hardwood & Recycled Plastic Finishes

Configure your bin

Choose your colour 
or wood finish

Choose any artwork 
(Optional)

Colour Options - Steel

Colour Options - Wood & Recycled Plastic

PPR/GW PPR/FW PPR/P PPR/NM

PPR/PB PPR/C PPR/BPPR/MG

PPR/MR PPR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £30 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) perspex plates to make your waste 
stream stand out!
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Colour Options

Apertures

Aperture plates can be power coated in ay of the powder 
coating colours features on the opposite page

Iroko Light Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Iroko Dark Oak Finish  
SHP/IRKO/DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Mix and match 
apertures to suit 

your chosen waste 
streams!

Circular Aperture AP/C

Standard Aperture AP/ST Slot Aperture AP/SLLondon Underground Aperture AP/LU

Royal Parks Unit RPB/120

Royal Parks Double Recycling Unit RPB/120R

Circular Aperture AP/C Standard Aperture 
AP/ST

Keyhole Aperture AP/ KH Slot Aperture AP/SLIroko Hardwood Finishes

Steel Sides

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine 
maintenance typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC 
accredited.

PPR/GW PPR/FW PPR/P PPR/NM

PPR/PB PPR/C PPR/BPPR/MG

PPR/MR PPR/CPB

Artwork options Extra £30 ea.A4 (210 x 297mm) perspex plates to make your waste 
stream stand out!You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Choose your colour 
or wood finish

Choose your 
apertures

Choose artwork 
(Optional)

Dark Green  
PC6005

Dark Blue  
PC5013

Black  
PC9005

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Light Green  
PC6024

Textured 
Black  
PCT9005

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for 
guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact 
colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some 
colour variation may occur.
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Steel Powder Coating Colours

Our Royal 
Parks bins have 

steel sides as 
standard!
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Wheelie bin 
covers
Hide large 
unsightly 
wheelie bins 
with our 
stylish cover 
units.

Wheelie bin covers

 Galvanised Steel Units
 180 MWB Wheelie Bin Covers
 181 MWB Dual Wheelie Bin Covers
 182 BWB Wheelie Bin Cover
 182 BWB Dual Wheelie Bin Cover
 183 Steel Wheelie Bin Options
 187 FWBC Food Waste Wheelie Bin Cover
 188 FWBC Options
 191 Mega Cycle Wheelie Bin Covers
 193 Royal Parks Wheelie Bin Cover
 194 Options
 196 Industrial Wheelie Bin Covers

 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 197 WBC Wheelie Bin Covers
 198 Recyclo Wheelie Bin Cover
 199 GFC Options

MWB Steel Wheelie Bin Covers
Metal MWB/120 £425.00  
Metal MWB/140 £445.00  
Metal MWB/240 £487.00

Wheelie bin covers to house 120, 140 or 240 litre wheelie 
bins. Features a stainless steel rod hinge which ensures 
many years of trouble free operation. All units feature a 
stainless steel rod hinged self-locking door. Wheelie bin is 
not included.

Images shown include optional extras such as gold vinyl 
banding, laser cut & vinyl logo’s, lids and ashtrays.

The standard option features a standard lid, please see 
options sheet for all extras available.

Middlesbrough Wheelie Bin Cover

Our galvanised steel units are manufactured from 2mm 
powder coated British sourced steel with a galvanised steel 
laser cut base plate and feature self locking doors as 
standard.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

660mm 
120 litres 
90kg

660mm 
140 litres 
93kg

815mm 
240 litres 
125kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

690mm

630mm

1225m
m

1300m
m

1300m
m

240L140L120L

240L 140L 120L

120L&140L

240L

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Wheelie bin not included.
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MWB Dual Wheelie Bin Covers
120 Litre Double MWB/120/DBL £521.00  
140 Litre Double MWB/140/DBL £571.00  
240 Litre Double MWB/240/DBL £671.99

Double wheelie bin units designed to house two wheelie 
bins. Available in a range of sizes, from 120 to 240 litres 
for maximum flexibility. Can be used for the collection of 
litter and recyclables as a choice of aperture options are 
available. These units feature two end opening doors to 
allow the unit to be emptied without blocking the 
pavement.

Unit shown to the left features additional extras including 
perforations, artwork and a slight peaked lid, please see 
additional extras sheet for details on how to add these to 
your order. 

The standard unit features a standard lid with no other 
additional extras included.

Middlesbrough Dual Wheelie Bin Covers

Designed to house two wheelie bins, these covers make the 
ideal recycling solution for high traffic areas. Twin lockable 
hinged doors allow access to the bin contents. With our 
stainless steel hinges and locks you can be assured of years 
of trouble free operation.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

630mm 
120x2 litres 
170kg

630mm 
140x2 litres 
174kg

690mm 
240x2 litres 
200kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

1530mm

1220mm

1225m
m

1325m
m

1300m
m

240L140L120L

240L 140L 120L

120L&140L

240L

Smoking & Gum Options:  
Easyfit RETRO/AT / Standard AT/S / Gum Chute GUM  
/ Stubber Plate STUBBER/SS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Wheelie bin not included.

Dual units 
collect two waste 
streams in one!

Barnsley Wheelie Bin Covers

Square wheelie bin covers, part of our Barnsley Bin range, 
available as single or dual units in a variety of sizes. 
Economic manufacturing process ensures the end user 
receives a high quality product at a competitive price.

BWB Wheelie Bin Cover
120 Litre BWB/120 £399.00  
140 Litre BWB/140 £419.00  
240 Litre BWB/240 £459.00

Square wheelie bin covers to house 120, 140 or 240 litre wheelie bins. Manufactured 
from 2mm galvanised steel, complete with stainless steel rod hinged door and slam locks 
as standard. Can be used as a single unit or grouped together to form a recycling point.

Comes complete with a standard lid, other options are available, please see options 
sheet for details.

BWB Dual Wheelie Bin Cover
120 Litre BWB/120/DBL £479.00  
140 Litre BWB/140/DBL £529.00  
240 Litre BWB/240/DBL £629.00

Dual square wheelie bin covers to house 2 x 120, 140 or 240 litre wheelie bins.  
These units can be supplied assembled in pairs or separate allowing them to be bolted 
together on site, making transport and manual handling easier. Available either front or 
side opening, please specify on order. Manufactured from 2mm galvanised steel with 
stainless steel full length rod hinges and slam locks as standard.

Image shown features additional extras such as artwork and a slight peaked lid, please 
see additional extras sheet for details of how to add these to your order.ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSPlease see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Wheelie bin not included. Front Opening FO  
Side Opening SO

All options applicable, see options sheet for details

Wheelie bin not included.
622mm 
120 litres 
72kg

622mm 
140 litres 
75kg

820mm 
240 litres 
105kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

670mm

586mm

1204m
m

1324m
m

240L140L120L

240L 120L

120L&140L

240L

586mm 
120x2 litres 
139kg

586mm 
140x2 litres 
145kg

670mm 
240x2 litres 
205kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

1640mm

1244mm

1260m
m

1360m
m

240L140L120L

240L 
&140L

120L

120L 
&140L

240L

1344m
m

140L
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Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00 
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter balance emptying system 
with recessed drop area. Available on all lid types.

Standard Lid
LID/S Included in price of bin

The standard lid has a slightly kinked raised lid to allow 
rain water to run off. This standard option is included in 
the cost of the unit and comes as standard.

Slight Peaked Lid
LID/SP £25.00

Slight peaked lid - prevents people sitting on the 
lid or rubbish being left on the top of the bin. 
65mm high.

Peaked Lid
LID/P £25.00

High peaked lid, height 120mm. Helps to discourage 
anti-social behaviour - people can’t sit on the lid or leave 
rubbish on it.

Standard Lid Double
LIDD/S Included in price of bin

The standard lid has a slightly kinked raised lid to allow 
rain water to run off. This standard option is included in 
the cost of the unit and comes as standard.

Slight Peaked Lid Double
LIDD/SP £35.00

Double slight peaked lid - prevents people sitting on the 
lid or rubbish being left on the top of the bin. 65mm high.

Peaked Lid Double
LIDD/P £35.00

Double high peaked lid, height 120mm. Helps to 
discourage anti-social behaviour - people can’t sit on the 
lid or leave rubbish on it.

Standard AP/ST
Standard rectangular aperture for the collection of litter.

Keyhole AP/K
Keyhole shaped aperture for the collection of mixed 
recyclables including paper.

London Underground AP/LU
London Underground style aperture for the collection of 
mixed recyclables including paper.

Slot AP/SL
Slot aperture for the collection of paper.

Circular AP/C
Circular aperture for the collection of cans, plastic bottles, 
mixed glass, mixed recyclables, excluding paper etc...

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and preventing unsightly 
marks on bins. 

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct disposal of chewing gum. 

Petal Ashtray
Pendulum Emptying 
Stainless Steel AT/PET/SS £POA  
Gold AT/PET/GLD £69.00  
Silver AT/PET/SIL £69.00 
Door Assisted 
Stainless Steel AT/PET/DA/SS £POA  
Gold AT/PET/DA/GLD £86.40  
Silver AT/PET/DA/SIL £86.40

The self-emptying Petal ashtray is manufactured from 
either stainless steel or powder coated galvanised steel  
in gold or silver. Features stubber sections and large 
cigarette slots for easy cigarette disposal. Only available 
on a slight peaked lid on products where stated. Available 
with either a ‘Pendulum Emptying’ system or a ‘Door 
Assisted’ emptying system. The Door Assisted option 
empties the contents of the ashtray into the liner when 
the door is opened.

Full Size Petal Ashtray
Pendulum Emptying  
Stainless Steel FSAT/PET/SS £POA  
Gold FSAT/PET/GLD £79.00  
Silver FSAT/PET/SIL £79.00 
Door Assisted  
Stainless Steel FSAT/PET/DA/SS £POA  
Gold FSAT/PET/DA/GLD £96.40  
Silver FSAT/PET/DA/SIL £96.40

This ashtray is a full size version of our Petal Ashtray. It is 
a large stainless steel self-emptying ashtray with stubber 
sections and large cigarette holes. It features either a 
pendulum self-emptying system or door assisted 
emptying system, ensuring the ashtray empties into the 
liner. The galvanised option is available in gold or silver. 
Available on standard or slight peaked lids only on 
products where stated. 

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available 
in gold or silver. Includes counter-balance emptying 
system so no keys are required. Available on all lid types.

Dual Colours
MLB/160R 160DC £80.00  
MLB224/R 224DC £100.00

We offer the option of dual colours on our dual litter  
& recycling bins (MLB/160R & MLB/224R). Half the bin is 
powder coated in the first colour, then masked off and 
the second half is powder coated. Please list colours left  
to right from the front view.

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose your lid

Choose your colour(s) Choose your smoking & gum 
options (Optional)

Choose any text (Optional)

Choose your aperture(s)
Choose any logo’s or artwork 
(Optional)

Choose any other  
optional extras

Lids

Aperture options Double Wheelie bin covers require two aperture choices for each side of the bin.

Colour options

Smoking & Gum Options

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Dark Green  
PC6005

Black  
PC9005

Dark Blue  
PC5013
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Bird Flaps BF
Price depends on model of unit. Bird flaps help to prevent 
birds and squirrels taking litter out of the unit. 

Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room for a rat baiting station.  

Advertising Pocket
A4 PF/PA4 £16.99 each  
A3 PF/PA3 £21.99 each

Advertising panels cut out of the bin with a pocket to hold 
an advert inside and a sheet of polycarbonate to the front 
to protect the posters. Available in A4 and A3 sizes.  
The artwork is interchangeable when required from inside 
the bin.

Advertising Frame
A4 PF/CA4 £24.99 each  
A3 PF/CA3 £29.99 each

Advertising frames can be added to our products allowing 
posters to be displayed. The artwork is interchangeable by 
un-clipping the sides of the frame and can be done 
quickly and easily without opening the bin.

Perforations
PERF £32.00

Decorative perforations punched out of all sides of the 
bin. Discourages fly-posting.

Anti-Fly Poster Dimples
DIMP £25.00

Dimples to all sides of bin to prevent fly posters being 
stuck to the surface.

Vinyl Banding
Gold BAND/GLD £12.00 per band  
Silver BAND/SIL £12.00 per band

Steel Beading
BEAD £25.00 per bead

Steel beading riveted onto the bin, powder coated 
in gold as standard. Only available on steel bins.

Add a Rat 
Modification to your 

bin to help prevent 
vermin!

Laser Cut Gold LC/LITT/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/LITT/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

185mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/LDW/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/LDW/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

325mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/YSB/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/YSB/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/YSB/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/YSB/SIL £3.00 Each

269mm x 40mm Arial Bold text. Other Welsh text 
available, please call for details. Please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser cut text is available with a gold or silver backing plate. Vinyl text is available in gold or silver. Positioned underneath aperture, please state to which sides on order.  
Please note standard font height is 40mm unless length of word exceeds width of product, then the font height will be 30mm. Bespoke lettering available upon request,  
please call for details. Laser cut letters will be segmented as shown, where a central area needs to be retained, for example the centre of an ‘O’.

Laser Cut Gold LC/CARD/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/CARD/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/CARD/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/CARD/SIL £3.00 Each 

353mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/CAN/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/CAN/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/CAN/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/CAN/SIL £3.00 Each

150mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/PAP/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/PAP/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/PAP/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/PAP/SIL £3.00 Each

179mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/REC/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/REC/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

328mm x 40mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/MG/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/MG/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/MG/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/MG/SIL £3.00 Each

187mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Laser Cut Gold LC/PB/GLD £5.00 Each  
Laser Cut Silver LC/PB/SIL £5.00 Each

Vinyl Gold V/PB/GLD £3.00 Each  
Vinyl Silver V/PB/SIL £3.00 Each

257mm x 95mm Arial Bold text, please state to 
which sides on order.

Text options

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers, positioned on the front of the body to make your waste stream stand out!

Vinyl VR/GW  
Perspex Plate 
PPR/GW

Vinyl VR/MPC  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MPC

Vinyl VR/C  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/C

Vinyl VR/FW  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/FW

Vinyl VR/P  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/P

Vinyl VR/NM  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/NM

Vinyl VR/PB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/PB

Vinyl VR/B  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/B

Vinyl VR/MG  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MG

Vinyl VR/MR  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MR

Vinyl VR/CPB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/CPB

Artwork options

Artwork options

Vinyl Sticker £15 ea. Perspex Plate £30 ea.

Optional extras

Laser Cut Gold LC/TM/GLD £5.00 Each 
Laser Cut Silver LC/TM/SIL £5.00 Each 
Vinyl Gold V/TM/GLD £3.00 Each 
Vinyl Silver V/TM/SIL £3.00 Each

Laser cut or vinyl tidyman, available in gold  
or silver. 130mm x 105mm.
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FWWB Food Waste Wheelie Bin 
Covers
FWWB/140 £449.99  
FWWB/240 £489.99

These wheelie bin units house either a 140 or 240 litre 
wheelie bin (not included) are ideal for communal use 
on-street. Manufactured from galvanised steel with a rod 
hinged front opening door with slam lock, this unit 
features a slanted lid designed to allow rain water to run 
off. A lift up flap to the lid helps to contain unwanted 
odours and has a stainless steel handle to make opening 
easy and hygenic. Available with anti-microbial paint 
(black only), please see options sheet for details.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Food Waste Wheelie Bin Covers

These wheelie bin covers have been designed for the 
collection of food waste, with a lift up flap that helps to 
contain odours.

All options applicable, see additional extras sheet

622mm 
140 litres 
75kg

670mm 
240 litres 
84kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

690mm

625mm

1340m
m

240L140L

240L 
&140L

140L

240L

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to….

Choose artwork  
(Optional)

Choose the body  
colour(s)

Choose the flap 
colour

Choose any optional extras

Soft closing lid
RD/LID £16.32

The addition of a gas strut allows the lid to close quietly.

Optional extrasArtwork options
Vinyl Sticker VR/FW £15.00  
Perspex Plate PP/FW £30.00

A4 (210 x 297mm) artwork positioned to 
the front of the door to make your waste 
stream stand out!

Body colour options

Black  
AM9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Green 
PC6024
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Flap colour options

Black  
AM9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Green 
PC6024
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Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Food Waste Legislation

The laws on food waste are changing, 
with separate collections now starting in 
parts of the UK.  Zero Waste Scotland 
has announced new regulations coming 
into place from January 2014 which will 
see food businesses producing over 50kg 
of food waste per week having to present 
a separate collection. The rest of the UK 
is expected to follow Scotland’s lead on 
food waste very soon.

The Waste (Scotland) Regulations 2012 
were passed by the Scottish Parliament 
on 9 May 2012. The regulations make 
the following provisions:

Businesses to present metal, plastic, 
glass, paper and card for separate 
collection from 1 January 2014. 
Food businesses (except in rural areas) 
which produce over 50 kg of food 
waste per week to present that food 
waste for separate collection from  
1 January 2014. 
Food businesses (except in rural areas) 
which produce over 5 kg of food waste 
per week to present that food waste for 
separate collection from 1 January 
2016. 
Local authorities to provide a minimum 
recycling service to householders. 
Waste contractors to provide collection 
and treatment services which deliver 
high quality recycling. 
A ban on any metal, plastic, glass, 
paper, card and food collected 
separately for recycling from going  
to incineration or landfill from  
1 January 2014. 

All new incinerators must ensure that 
metals and dense plastics have been 
removed from residual municipal waste 
prior to incineration.
A ban on biodegradable municipal 
waste going to landfill from 1 January 
2021.

Recycling food waste has huge the 
potential to benefit the environment  
and bring significant economic benefits. 
The new food waste regulations will 
require food businesses to take 
reasonable steps to present their food 
waste for separate collection.

Examples of Food Businesses
A food business is described as  
“An undertaking, whether for profit  
or not, and whether public or private, 
carrying out any activity related to  
the processing, distribution, preparation 
or sale of food”.

Examples of such businesses are 
restaurants, café’s shopping centres  
and food courts, canteens, hotels, public 
houses that serve food, food shops, 
supermarkets, schools & colleges, prisons, 
nursing homes and hospitals.

What is food waste?
Food waste is food material that is 
discarded or unable to be used.  
It includes any raw, cooked, edible  
and inedible material, (such as bones, 
egg shells, fruit & veg peelings) 
generated during the preparation or 
consumption of meals. It does not 
include man-mad packaging. 

Examples of items that can be  
collected are fruit and vegetable 
peelings, meat, fish & bones, egg shells, 
teabags and coffee grounds, bread  
& cakes, cereals, left over cooked food 
and out of date food.

Examples of items that are NOT 
collected in a food waste collection  
are cat or dog food, animal bedding, 
animal waste, packaging, plastic bags 
and general refuse.

Food waste is a major issue, with the UK throwing away over 7.2 million tonnes of food and drink 
every year. This costs £12bn a year and is extremely bad for the environment too.

The aim is to

save £360,000

& 1,000 tonnes

of waste by March 2015.

FoodSave Scheme
Mayor of London Boris Johnson has launched a new scheme  

to help small businesses to cut food waste. The FoodSave scheme will both 

help reduce waste and divert surplus food to useful purposes instead of landfill 

– especially useful for the UK hospitality industry, for which 41% of waste is 

food (an estimated four million tonnes according to the Waste and Resources  

Action Programme).

Over the next 18 months, 240 small and 

medium-sized businesses will work with the 

Mayor, the European Regional Development 

Fund and the London Waste and Recycling 

Board to cut their food waste. The Sustainable 

Restaurant Association will also be involved, 

working with restaurants, hotels, pubs, quick 

service restaurants and canteens. Meanwhile, 

food-and-farming alliance Sustain will oversee 

food manufacturers, food retail outlets, street 

food sellers, market stalls and caterers.

As well as identifying where food is most wasted 

and endeavouring to reduce it, measures will 

also include sending surplus food to organisations 

that redistribute food to those who need it 

most; directing surplus and off-cut food to 

animals such as pigs; and generating renewable 

energy or composting any unavoidable waste. 

FoodSave follows the principles of the Food 

Waste Pyramid and will work with businesses to 

reduce as much food waste as possible, before 

using surplus food to feed people in need and 

directing food unfit for human consumption to 

feed livestock where legally permissible.

Where food waste cannot be avoided or 

redistributed, FoodSave will support composting 

and renewable energy generation, helping 

participating businesses to avoid landfill.

The initiative comes in the same week as 

Vision 20:20, a report from food waste recycler 

ReFood, was released, which urged households, 

businesses and the public sector to aim for “a 

food waste-free future by 2020”.

Food businesses can find out more about 

the FoodSave project and how to get 

involved at www.foodsave.org
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Large Mega Cycles
660 MEGA/CYCLE/660 £1250.00  
1100 MEGA/CYCLE/1100 £1450.00  
1200 MEGA/CYCLE/1200 £1500.00

This Wheelie bin unit is available in a 660, 1100 or 1200 
litre version, perfect for hiding large unsightly wheeled 
bins and creating a recycling point. Part of the Omega 
range, the Mega Cycle features the tubular steel frame 
that runs throughout this suite of products.

Available with steel side panels or Iroko hardwood side 
panels as shown, to give a modern contemporary look. 
Price shown includes steel side panels, please specify on 
your order if you require Iroko Hardwood clad sides by 
adding the codes below.

This is a tough, durable unit featuring a reinforced front 
opening steel door with a self locking mechanism and a 
full length stainless steel rod hinge. Optionlal large, bright 
vinyl WRAP artwork to the front of the unit denotes your 
chosen waste stream and creates an eye-catching look.

Adjustable feet allow for levelling on any surface.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Mega Cycle Wheelie Bin Cover Range

Large wheelie bin covers for hiding unsightly large capacity 
wheeled bins, perfect for creating a focal recycling point.

Based on our Omega range of products, this wheelie bin 
cover features the characteristic tubular frame that runs 
throughout the collection giving it a stylish appearance.

Mega Cycle Recycling Wheelie  
Bin Covers
120 MEGA/CYCLE/120 £689.20  
140 MEGA/CYCLE/140 £710.20  
240 MEGA/CYCLE/240 £756.20

This stylish wheelie bin cover can collect any type of 
waste stream, shown here with a clever food waste chute 
that keeps waste out of view of the user.

This unit has the option of several types of aperture so  
it can collect your chosen waste stream. Robust and 
durable whilst also looking modern and contemporary, 
this unit is at home in city centres as well as residential 
areas. Manufactured from galvanised steel and complete 
with our ten year anti-perforation warranty, the Mega 
Cycle offers peace of mind for years to come.

The Mega Cycle is supplied with galvanised steel side 
panels as standard but optional Iroko hardwood side 
panels are available, please select the code below on  
your order.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

One way chute keeps 
unsightly food waste 

out of view!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

896mm 
660 litres 

1196mm 
1100 litres

2000mm 
1200 litres 

Depth 
Capacity

1610mm

1815m
m

1100L 1200L660L

630mm 
120 litres 

630mm 
140 litres 

820mm 
240 litres 

Depth 
Capacity

766mm

660mm

1397m
m

1495m
m

240L140L120L

240L& 
140L

120L

120L&140L

240L

Wheelie bin not included.

Food Waste Chute FWCH £145.00  
Iroko Hardwood Clad Sides IHS/120 £100  
Iroko Hardwood Clad Sides IHS/140 £115  
Iroko Hardwood Clad Sides IHS/240 £130

Wheelie bin not included.

Food Waste Chute FWCH £145.00  
Iroko Hardwood Clad Sides 660 IHS/660 £150  
Iroko Hardwood Clad Sides 1100 IHS/1100 £200  
Iroko Hardwood Clad Sides 1200 IHS/1200 £220

Shown with optional vinyl stickers. Please see options page for details.
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Iroko Dark Oak Finish
SHP/IRKO/DK

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Iroko Light Oak Finish
SHP/IRKO/LT

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish
SHP/IRKO/N

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

general waste

Light Green  
PC6024

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Textured Black  
PCT9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Dark Green  
PC6005

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.
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Steel Powder Coating Colours

Mega Cycle Aperture Options. No aperture options required for Royal Parks Wheelie Bin Cover

Royal Parks & Mega Cycle Wheelie Bin Covers

Black  
PC9005

Dark Blue  
PC5013

Circular Aperture AP/C
The 120, 140 & 240 sizes feature one 
circular aperture to the front. 660 & 1100 
sizes have three apertures.

Standard Aperture AP/ST
All size Mega Cycles have one large 
standard aperture to the front of the unit.

Slot Aperture AP/SL
The 120, 140 & 240 sizes feature one slot 
aperture to the front. 660 & 1100 sizes 
have two apertures.

London Underground 
Aperture AP/LU
The 120, 140 & 240 sizes feature one 
London Underground aperture to the 
front. 660 & 1100 sizes have two 
apertures.

Royal Parks Wheelie Bin Cover

Attractive curved top wheelie bin cover with Iroko hardwood 
clad sides and a strong steel frame.

RPBWB Royal Parks Wheelie Bin 
Cover
90 Litre RPBWB/90 £875.00 
120 Litre RPBWB/120 £935.00 
140 Litre RPBWB/140 £997.00

This attractive hardwood clad wheelie bin cover unit is 
ideal for use in parks and open spaces. The galvanised 
steel frame can be powder coated in a range of colours, 
so it can be adapted to suit different locations. Lockable 
door opens to the front giving access to the wheelie bin 
inside (not included).

Artwork, such as the perspex plates shown can be added 
to the wooden sections of the unit to clearly show your 
chosen waste stream.

Features a large open aperture for maximum litter 
collection.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Also available as a 
recycling unit with steel 

liners, see page 176

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

All artwork options available.

Wheelie bin not included.
685mm 
90 litre 
115kg

685mm 
120 litre 
125kg

685mm 
140 litre 
135kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

685mm

1450m
m

1350m
m

1240m
m

90 L,
120L 

&140L

90L120L140L

140L120L90L

Choose your wood  
finish

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Choose your steel  
colour

Choose your 
apertures

Choose any text  
and artwork (Optional)

Steel colours

Wood finish

Apertures
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WBC/1000 & WBC/1280
WBC/1000 £1079.11 
WBC/1280 £1226.69

The WBC/1000 and WBC/1280 are industrially designed wheelie bin covers constructed 
from reinforced glass fibre composite, therefore having extremely tough qualities. 
Featuring hinged lockable front doors, an easy access ramp and lockable lid with gas 
struts, making them a secure and easy to use wheelie bin store. Features a budget lock 
and bolts as standard.

Wheelie bin not included.

SBC Industrial Wheelie Bin Cover
SBC/1000GP (powder coated) £565.70

The SBC/1000 is a secure industrial bin cover, designed for use in areas with a high risk of 
arson, or simply where higher levels of security are needed. The SBC/1000 features a gas 
strut operated front door, with a single padlock and a close fitting design, inhibiting the 
use of the wheeled bin. The unit is constructed from galvanised steel and is highly vandal 
resistant, boasting fire proof qualities. The unit is available powder coated in either red or 
black as detailed below.

Industrial Wheelie Bin Covers

Our industrial wheelie bin covers not only offer a much  
more pleasant way to site your bins, but give added safety 
and security.

Depth  1000mm
Weight   350kg 

1360mm
350kg 

1200mm

1360mm

1524m
m

WBC/1000 WBC/1280WBC 
1000
WBC 
1280

Vinyl Text

Gold V/LITT/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/LITT/SIL £3.00 Each

Gold V/LDW/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/LDW/SIL £3.00 Each

Gold V/REC/GLD £3.00 Each  
Silver V/REC/SIL £3.00 Each

MEGAVR/FW MEGAVR/B MEGAVR/MR 

MEGAVR/CPB MEGAVR/MG 

MEGAVR/PB MEGAVR/MPC MEGAVR/C 

MEGAVR/GW MEGAVR/P MEGAVR/NM 

Red  
PC3020

Black  
PC9005

Steel Powder Coating Colours

Depth 1048mm 
Weight 110kg
Capacity 1000 litre 
(wheelie bin not included)

1380mm

1660m
m

Text and artwork options

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers or perspex plates. Select Vinyl for Mega Cycle 120, 140 & 240’s. Select perspex plates for Royal Parks Wheelie Bin Covers

Vinyl VR/GW  
Perspex Plate 
PPR/GW

Vinyl VR/MPC  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MPC

Vinyl VR/C  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/C

Vinyl VR/FW  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/FW

Vinyl VR/P  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/P

Vinyl VR/NM  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/NM

Vinyl VR/PB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/PB

Vinyl VR/B  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/B

Vinyl VR/MG  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MG

Vinyl VR/MR  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MR

Vinyl VR/CPB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/CPB

Artwork options Vinyl Sticker £15 ea. Perspex Plate £30 ea.

Large vinyl sticker (1455 x 350mm) to the front of the Mega Cycle 660 & 1100. For Mega Cycle 120, 140 & 240’s please use A4 vinyl artwork above.

Mega Cycle 660 & 1100 Artwork Options Vinyl Sticker £30 ea.
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Recyclo Wheelie Bin Cover
Standard  
Textured Finish RECYCLO/T £420.00  
Smooth Finish RECYCLO/S £430.00

The Recyclo wheelie bin cover houses a 240 litre wheelie 
bin (not included). 

The door features twin galvanised steel hinges and a 
budget lock as standard. The Glass Fibre Composite body 
is manufactured to last, ensuring years of trouble free 
operation. The smooth Glass Reinforced Plastic door is 
wipe-clean and available with a wide choice of apertures 
to allow the collection of various waste streams. The unit 
is totally unaffected by salt corrosion, making it ideal for 
coastal or road-side locations.

Recyclo 240 Litre Wheelie Bin Covers

The Recyclo wheelie bin cover is designed for both  
on-street and recycling centre usage. Brightly coloured  
glass reinforced plastic doors can be adapted to suit  
most waste streams.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

RHINO
TOUGH

850mm 
240 litres 
93kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

810mm

670mm

1410m
m

Standard

Tapered

Slam Lock LKSL/LH £37.67  
Wheeled Bin AE/240 £74.22

Wheeled Bin not included.

WBC Wheelie Bin Covers
120 litre  
Victoriana WBC/120V £402.05  
Textured WBC/120T £377.05  
Smooth WBC/120S £387.05

140 litre  
Victoriana WBC/140V £427.05  
Textured WBC/140T £402.05 
Smooth WBC/140S £412.05

240 litre  
Victoriana WBC/240V £472.05  
Textured WBC/240T £447.05  
Smooth WBC/240S £457.05 

360 litre  
Victoriana WBC/360V £572.05  
Textured WBC/360T £547.05  
Smooth WBC/360S £557.05

Manufactured from Glass Fibre Composite, these ultra 
tough wheelie bin covers are built to stand the test of 
time. Available in four sizes to house either a 120, 140, 
240 or a 360 litre wheelie bin. Various aperture options 
are available, enabling you to collect any standard waste 
stream. Features a budget lock as standard.

Litter option includes ‘LITTER’ or ‘TIDYMAN’ moulded 
plates to the left and right sides as standard.

Shown with optional moulded and perspex plates,  
see additional extras sheet for details.

Glass Fibre Wheelie Bin Covers

Manufactured from high impact strength Glass Fibre 
Composite (GFC), our wheelie bin covers are ideal for most 
locations, in particular roadsides or by the coast where 
corrosion protection is paramount.

Impervious to 
salt corrosion!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

622mm
120 litres
74kg

622mm
140 litres
80kg

806mm
240 litres
93kg

 1115mm
360 litres
98kg

Depth 
Capacity
Weight

603mm
140L 240L 360L120L

1700m
m

360L

1388m
m

240L

1265m
m

120L

1365m
m

140L

120L& 
140L

658mm240L
737mm360L

Slam Lock LKSL/LH £37.67

All artwork options apply. 

FACTS
Our 14 GFC 

department staff have 
a combined experience 

of over 311 years!
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Standard AP/ST
Standard rectangular aperture for the 
collection of litter.

London Underground  
AP/LU
London Underground style aperture for 
the collection of mixed recyclables 
including paper.

Slot AP/SL
Slot aperture for the collection of paper.

Circular AP/C
Circular aperture for the collection of cans, 
plastic bottles, mixed glass, mixed 
recyclables, excluding paper etc...

Litter Plate
Gold LITTER/MP/GLD £12.00 each  
Silver LITTER/MP/SIL £12.00 each

Moulded LITTER plate bolted to the bin, hand finished  
& highlighted in gold or silver.

Moulded Tidy Man
Gold TM/MP/GLD £15.00 each  
Silver TM/MP/SIL £15.00 each

Moulded plate is bolted to the bin with a ‘tidy man’  
hand finished & highlighted in gold or silver. 

general
GRP colours only available on Recyclo doors.

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) has a smooth gloss finish and is available in a choice of 
colours.

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour 
shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please 
request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact 
colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur. 

Wheelie bin covers have one aperture to each side, so four in total as standard. Other options available, please call for details.

Black  
GC3602

Green  
GC6028

Smoke Grey  
GC00A05

Aircraft Blue  
GC12456

Signal Red  
GC3756

White  
GC4777

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose your colour

Choose your GFC finish Choose your smoking & gum 
options (Optional)

Select your door colour

Choose any moulded text

Choose your aperture(s)
Choose any artwork 
(Optional)

Choose any other  
optional extras

LITTER LIT
TER

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti 
and posters being applied. 

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother finish with only a slight texture 
and no roughness, with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. The body can be painted in 
standard smooth colours.

GFC Finishes

GFC Colours

GRP Door Colours

G
lo

ss

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour 
shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.  
*Black Hammerite may appear grey in certain lights.

Victoriana Beading Colours

H
am

m
er

iteGold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

LITTER LIT
TER

Apertures

Stubber Plate
STUBBER/SS £18.69

Plate for stubbing out cigarettes and 
preventing unsightly marks on bins. 

Gum Chute
GUM £52.88

Gum chute to encourage correct disposal 
of chewing gum. 

Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00 
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter balance 
emptying system with recessed drop area. 

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Circular galvanised powder coated steel 
ashtray, available in gold or silver. Includes 
counter-balance emptying system so no 
keys are required.

Smoking & Gum Options

Moulded Plate Options

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
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Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13
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Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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Rat Modification
RATMOD £45.13

A raised liner allows room underneath for a rat baiting 
station. Holes are added to the sides of the unit for rats to 
gain access. 

Bird Flaps BF
Price depends on model of unit

Bird flaps help to prevent birds and squirrels getting inside 
the unit. Available on most models.

A4 (210 x 297mm) vinyl stickers or perspex plates to make your waste stream stand out! Please select Perspex Plates for GFC products, vinyl cannot be stuck to glass fibre composite. 
Please select Vinyl Stickers for the Recyclo.

Vinyl VR/GW  
Perspex Plate 
PPR/GW

Vinyl VR/MPC  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MPC

Vinyl VR/C  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/C

Vinyl VR/FW  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/FW

Vinyl VR/P  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/P

Vinyl VR/NM  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/NM

Vinyl VR/PB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/PB

Vinyl VR/B  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/B

Vinyl VR/MG  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MG

Vinyl VR/MR  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/MR

Vinyl VR/CPB  
Perspex Plate  
PPR/CPB

Artwork options

Optional extras

Vinyl Sticker £15 ea. Perspex Plate £30 ea.

Ground Anchor Feet
GAFL Loose per pair £25.00

Ground Anchor Feet enable a bin to be sited into freshly 
laid concrete. The Feet bolt to the bottom of a bin and 
secure it in place.

RAWL Bolts
BTGRL25 £14.81 per set of 4

Set of 4 bolts for ground fixings for use with a pre-drilled 
base. RAWL bolts are for use on hardstanding ground like 
concrete or tarmac.

Concrete Base
Internal SLAB/F  
External SLAB/L

A concrete base can be added either inside or outside the 
base of the wheelie bin cover to weight it down.

Price depends on model of bin, please call for details.

BTGRL
Bolt Bolt

Cement

We have various fixing options for our products, please see below for details on how you can ground fix or weight your bin down.

Fixing Options For All Wheelie Bin Covers

A Concrete base weights 
the wheelie bin cover 
down for easy siting!

Designed &  
manufactured 
in the 

UK
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Smoking & gum products 

 Galvanised Steel Units
 204 Tabtidy Cigarette End Container
 204 Tabtidy Metro Cigarette End Container
 205 Bulls Eye Gum Bin
 205 UR/1 Cigarette & Gum Bin
 206 Tabstand Pedestal Ashtray
 206 NS/M1 Square Cigarette End Bin
 207 Options

 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 208  LBV/XAT Hexagonal Cigarette  

Pedestal Bin
 208 LBV/FCB Cigarette End Pedestal Bin
 208 EBYGUM Gum Disposal Pedestal
 209 CEB/22 Cigarette End/Litter Bin
 209  LBV/FCG Combined Cigarette  

& Gum Bin
 210 GFC Options

 Ashtrays
 211 Easyfit Ashtray
 211 Standard Ashtray
 212 Petal Ashtray
 212 Full Size Petal Ashtray

The Tabtidy is a cigarette end container designed for both 
wall and post fixings. It is available in a range of sizes  
and has an optional stand for installation in areas where 
there is no post or wall available. 

Tabtidy Cigarette End Container
Tabtidy  
Powder Coated TABTIDY £82.55  
Stainless Steel TABTIDY/SS £POA

Tabtidy XL  
Powder Coated TABTIDYXL £108.25  
Stainless Steel TABTIDYXL/SS £POA

Wall, post or stand fixing cigarette end bin. The Tabtidy features a hinged, lockable drop 
down door with a cigarette collection compartment. Available in stainless steel or it can 
be powder coated in a choice of colours. Complete with fixing kit and pre-drilled 
strapping slots for post fixing. Includes ‘Cigarette Ends’ white vinyl sticker as shown.

Tabtidy Range

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Tabtidy Metro Cigarette End Container
Powder Coated TABTIDYMETRO £258.15  
Stainless Steel TABTIDYMETRO/SS £POA

The Tabtidy Metro is a triple version of the Tabtidy XL cigarette end container, 
designed for busy public areas. This large capacity cigarette end container has a 
lockable drop down front and three galvanised steel liners for easy emptying.  
The top features a stainless steel stubber plate with large cigarette end holes.  
Includes ‘Cigarette Ends’ white vinyl sticker as shown.

Stand STAND £79.39  
Tabtidy XL Stand STANDXL £79.39

Depth  125mm
Capacity  13.5 litres 
Weight   9kg 

816mm

305mm

102mm 
2.25 litres 
3kg

102mm 
3.5 litres
4kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

300mm

200mm

360m
m

Tabtidy XLTabtidy
Tabtidy

Tabtidy XL

Tabtidy XL

Smoking  
& gum 
products
Solutions to 
the problem 
of cigarette 
end collection 
on the move.
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Tabstand Floor Mounted Pedestal Ashtray
Pedestal Ashtray Ground Fixing TABSTAND £177.62

This floor mounted unit has a lockable hinged cigarette end container which pivots 
forwards for ease of emptying into a suitable container. Manufactured from galvanised 
powder coated steel with a stainless steel stubbing area. The tabstand is pre-drilled for 
ground fixing (recommended) and is available in a range of standard colours.  
Comes complete with ‘Cigarette Ends’ white vinyl sticker to the front.

NS/M1 Square Metal Cigarette End Bin
Powder Coated Ground Fixing NS/M1 £196.63

The NS/M1 has a large 56 litre capacity which means that it is ideal for high footfall 
locations. The stainless steel stubber plate is fitted within the top aperture with the main 
bin body being from powder coated galvanised steel. The acrylic ‘No Smoking’ plate is 
fitted as standard and a galvanised steel liner is included.

We offer a variety of cigarette end bins and pedestals to suit 
all locations.

Units specially designed for the collection of chewing gum.

Cigarette BinsGum Collection

Large ashtray area 
& capacity

UR/1 Combined Cigarette & Gum Disposal Bin
Cigarette End Bin UR1 £POA

This two in one stainless steel cigarette and chewing gum disposal unit is ideal for 
smoking shelter areas and outdoor use. This unit is rust free, fire-proof and easy to clean.

There is a recessed stubber/cigarette disposal station located above the front aperture 
which is for disposal of gum. The full height, rear fixing bracket enables quick and easy 
wall or post installation. The ‘T-bar’ system enables ‘no-touch’ emptying. The unit also 
features a sloping lid which prevents items being left on top. Only available in stainless 
steel, no colour options available.

100mm

420m
m

Depth 304mm
Capacity 5.6 litres 
Weight  15kg 

304mm

900m
m

Depth 304mm
Capacity 56 litres 
Weight  15kg 

304mm

660m
mADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Bulls Eye Gum Disposal Bin
Powder Coated BULLSEYE £82.55  
Stainless Steel BULLSEYE/SS £POA

The Bulls Eye offers chewers a refreshing alternative to the normal disposing of chewing 
gum. With a similar design to the Wybone Tabtidy the Bulls Eye is ideal for use in school/
college environments as well as the high street. A lockable drop down front door is 
included as standard. The unit can be wall or post mounted and is available in a range of 
standard colours or in stainless steel for a stylish modern look. Includes a ‘Chewing Gum’ 
vinyl sticker to the front in black vinyl.

Stand STAND £79.39

Depth  102mm 
Capacity  2.8 litres 
Weight   3kg 

200mm

360m
m

Collects 
cigarettes and 
gum in one 

unit!
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LBV/XAT Hexagonal Shaped 
Cigarette End Pedestal Bin
Victoriana LBV/XATV £167.06  
Textured Finish LBV/XATT £145.52  
Smooth Finish LBV/XATS £156.29

The LBV/XAT is an attractive hexagon shaped glass fibre 
composite pedestal cigarette bin with a lockable, 
galvanised steel liner for easy emptying. It is available in 
GFC colours, and can be produced in either Victoriana, 
textured or smooth finishes to suit your needs. The unit 
comes pre-drilled for floor mounting.

Features a moulded ‘CIGARETTE ENDS’ plate as 
standard.

Glass Fibre Composite Cigarette End Bins

Durable Glass Fibre Composite cigarette & gum collection 
bins ideal for outdoor use.

LBV/FCB Cigarette End 
Pedestal Bin
Victoriana LBV/FCBV £229.68  
Textured Finish LBV/FCBT £204.70  
Smooth Finish LBV/FCBS £214.92

The LBV/FCB is a large capacity, heavy duty cigarette 
end pedestal bin and compliments Wybone’s LBV 
range of litter bins. This bin features a lockable powder 
coated, galvanised steel ashtray and liner module. 
Acrylic ‘No Smoking’ signs are fitted to two opposite 
faces of the bin. Pre-drilled base for ground fixing as 
standard.

EBYGUM Gum Disposal Pedestal
Victoriana EBYGUMV £240.90 (pictured)  
Textured Finish EBYGUMT £219.37  
Smooth Finish EBYGUMS £230.13

The E-BY-GUM bin is a glass fibre gum disposal pedestal. 
It features a non-stick funnel system and lockable drawer 
with disposable foil liner. Has a pre-drilled base for ground 
fixing as standard. Available in a range of standard 
colours.

Black V/CE/BLK  
White V/CE/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/CG/BLK  
White V/CG/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/CEG/BLK  
White V/CEG/WTE

Available in black or white.

Depth 298mm 
Capacity 9 litres 
Weight  15kg 

298mm

775m
m

400mm Depth 400mm
Capacity 14 litres 
Weight  15kg 895m

m

Depth  305mm 
Capacity  1.4 litres 
Weight   15kg 

305mm

901m
m

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose colour Choose any lettering 
(Optional)

Colour options

Vinyl Lettering Options

Steel Powder Coating Colours

G
lo

ss
Te

xt
ur

edTextured  
Black 
PCT9005

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour 
shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Black  
PC9005

Dark Green  
PC6005

Light Green  
PC6024

Dark Blue  
PC5013

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Red  
PC3020

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001
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GFC Cigarette and Gum Collection Units

Smooth GFC
A smooth pseudo-cast iron finish, available in any 
standard RAL colour. Self coloured beading where 
applicable.

Textured GFC
A very rough textured finish, designed to prevent 
unwanted graffiti and posters being applied. Available in 
any standard RAL colour. Self coloured beading where 
applicable.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please Select  
/FT Full Tray Ashtray Top or  
/HT Half Tray Ashtray Top

Additional Options  
Lockable Liner LKB/RH £19.79

CEB/22 Cigarette End/Litter Bin
55kg  
GFC Victoriana CEB/22V £278.60  
GFC Textured CEB/22T £256.43  
GFC Smooth CEB/22S £267.82

85kg  
GRC Textured CEB/22T £222.92  
GRC Smooth Finish CEB/22S £236.54

The CEB/22 open top, tapered design cigarette end/litter bin, specifically for high volume 
applications. It is available with either a full ashtray grid or a split litter/ashtray 
option - please specify on order. This bin features a lockable powder coated, galvanised 
steel ashtray and liner module. A perspex plate ‘No Smoking’ sign is fitted to the bin as 
standard, along with a weighted slab base.

LBV/FCG Combined Cigarette End & Gum Disposal Bin
Victoriana LBV/FCGV £424.40 (pictured)  
Textured Finish LBV/FCGT £410.97  
Smooth Finish LBV/FCGS £421.75

The LBV/FCG is a cigarette end and gum disposal bin offering the combined facilities of 
the LBV/FCB and E-BY-GUM bins. The unit is clearly labelled and includes a removable 
galvanised steel liner for easy emptying.

Cigarette and gum units manufactured from long lasting 
glass fibre composite.

Depth 635mm 
Capacity 2 litres Gum 
 14 litres Cigarette 
Weight  34kg 

305mm

895m
m

Depth  432mm
Capacity  56 litres  
Weight  See descriptions

584mm

610m
m

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother finish with only a slight texture 
and no roughness, with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. The body can be painted in 
standard smooth colours.

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose your GFC finish Choose your colour

GFC Finishes

Colour options

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour 
shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.  
*Black Hammerite may appear grey in certain lights.

Victoriana Beading Colours

H
am

m
er

iteGold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
at

t F
in

is
h

Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Cutting Kit  
Starret Hole Cutter 105mm diameter STARRET/CUTTER £18.60  
Hole cutting Arbour ARBOUR £14.52

Easyash DIY fitting instructions  
Stage 1 Fit the arbour and starret hole cutter to an electrical drill.

Stage 2 Cut out the circular hole and insert the ashtray.

Stage 3 Fit fixing screws or rivets via the ashtray fixing holes.

Stage 4 ...and the product is ready to use.

Our ashtrays work on a counterbalanced weight system so 
they empty themselves when they’re full!

Ashtrays Petal Ashtrays

Easyfit Ashtray Top
Gold RETRO/AT/GLD £59.00  
Silver RETRO/AT/SIL £59.00

Single Unit D.I.Y EASYASHDIY £35.00 Supplied individually, not fitted  
to product

Circular galvanised powder coated steel ashtray, available in gold or silver. Includes 
counter-balance emptying system so no keys are required. Available on all lid types on 
products where stated. Can also be retro-fitted.

Standard Ashtray Top
Gold AT/S/GLD £59.00  
Silver AT/S/SIL £59.00

Standard ashtray with counter balance emptying system with recessed drop area.  
The standard ashtray top, can be fitted to most of our closed top litter bins. This is a 
fantastic option to include in your Wybone bin for efficient collection of cigarette ends. 
Available on all lid types on products where stated. Cannot be retro-fitted.

Petal Ashtray
Pendulum Emptying 
Stainless Steel AT/PET/SS £POA  
Gold AT/PET/GLD £69.00  
Silver AT/PET/SIL £69.00

Door Assisted 
Stainless Steel AT/PET/DA/SS £POA  
Gold AT/PET/DA/GLD £86.40  
Silver AT/PET/DA/SIL £86.40

The self-emptying Petal ashtray is manufactured from either stainless steel or powder 
coated galvanised steel in gold or silver. Features stubber sections and large cigarette 
slots for easy cigarette disposal. Only available on a slight peaked lid on products where 
stated. Available with either a ‘Pendulum Emptying’ system or a ‘Door Assisted’ 
emptying system. The Door Assisted option empties the contents of the ashtray into  
the liner when the door is opened. Cannot be retro-fitted.

Full Size Petal Ashtray
Pendulum Emptying  
Stainless Steel FSAT/PET/SS £POA  
Gold FSAT/PET/GLD £79.00  
Silver FSAT/PET/SIL £79.00

Door Assisted  
Stainless Steel FSAT/PET/DA/SS £POA  
Gold FSAT/PET/DA/GLD £96.40  
Silver FSAT/PET/DA/SIL £96.40

This ashtray is a full size version of our Petal Ashtray. It is a large stainless steel 
self-emptying ashtray with stubber sections and large cigarette holes. It features either  
a pendulum self-emptying system or door assisted emptying system, ensuring the 
ashtray empties into the liner. The galvanised option is available in gold or silver. 
Available on standard or slight peaked lids only on products where stated. Cannot be 
retro-fitted.

The Petal Self-Emptying Ashtray is a contemporary addition 
to our litter bins, available in two sizes.

Large cigarette holes 
to capture cigarette 

ends!
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Flower 
planters
Add a splash 
of colour to 
any area with 
our flower 
planter range.

Flower planters

 Contemporary
 215 Wyatt Circular Wooden Flower Planters
 216 SP Square Steel Flower Planters
 217 Options

 Glass Fibre Composite Units
 218 VP/7 Rectangular Flower Planter
 218 VP Square Flower Planters
 219 VP Square Flower Planters With Plinths
 220 VP/11 Circular Flower Planter
 220 VP/12 Large Circular Flower Planter
 220 VP/14 Semi-Circular Flower Planter
 221 GFC Options
 222 Bespoke Flower Planters

The Brief: “Wales in bloom” 
for Wrexham. We have 
recently helped Wrexham 
County Borough Council win 
a silver gilt award and come 
first in the ‘City’ category of 
this years ‘Wales in Bloom’ 
competition. We sponsored 
the town centre and supplied 
some Glass Fibre Composite 
VP/5 flower planters.

“We have received a lot of praise from members 
of the public for the improved Town Centre 
and floral displays this year. With your support 
we have been able to make Wrexham a 
cleaner, greener place to live”

Alan Guest
Service Manager
Wrexham County Borough Council

SOME THOUGHTS
‘Wales in Bloom’ aims to make 
areas throughout Wales more 
environmentally friendly by eliminating 
graffiti, dog fouling, fly posting  
and promoting sustainable planting 
and floral displays to make them 
more beautiful places to live and 
visit. We are proud to be a part of 
this and help Wrexham win their 
silver gilt award!

THE STORY
The flower planters were delivered 
in plenty of time before the judging 
of the competition to ensure the 
council had enough time to get them 
planted up. These GFC planters are 
built to last so will hopefully play a 
part in Wrexham winning awards for 
years to come. We offer a wide range 
of planters, from traditional looking 
glass fibre composite planters, to 
contemporary steel planters, so there 
is sure to be the perfect planter to 
bring a splash of colour to any area.

Wrexham County Borough Council 
were so pleased with our sponsorship 
and donation they sent us a certificate 
of appreciation, which we now proudly 
display in our showroom.

WHAT HAPPENED

CASE STUDY 04
WREXHAM COUNTY 
BOROUGH COUNCIL

Construction 
14mm high impact strength 
glass fibre composite
construction using ‘class O’ fire 
retardant resin.

Appearance 
These large planters add colour 
and look fantastic in traditional 
looking city centres with their 
Victoriana gold beading.

We would like to wish Wrexham 
luck with next years ‘Wales in 

Bloom’ campaign!

214Call 01226 744010    www.wybone.co.uk
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Square Steel Flower Planters

These stylish square flower planters have optional Iroko 
hardwood seating around the edges

Circular flower planters, manufactured from Iroko hardwood 
available in a range of sizes, part of our Wyatt Range.

Wyatt Circular Wooden Flower Planter

Square Steel Flower Planters
Small SP/1 £900.00  
Medium SP/2£1250.00  
Large SP/3 £1500.00  
Stainless Steel SS POA

Square steel flower planters with Iroko hardwood 
surround and optional Iroko hardwood seating.  
The seating is modular allowing you to select from  
1 to 4 sections per planter, on any side(s) you require. 
This additional modular seating allows you to tailor the 
planter to its intended location, for example, if the planter 
will be against a wall, then you can just add seating to 
three sides! These planters are available in three sizes 
offering maximum flexibility. Fully glass fibre lined inside 
with drainage holes.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Wyatt Wooden Circular Flower 
Planters
Small WY/CWP/1 £194.21  
Medium WY/CWP/2 £375.29  
Large WY/CWP/3 £459.31

Circular flower planters with an internal galvanised steel 
frame and Iroko hardwood slats, available in three sizes. 
These planters are part of our Wyatt family of products 
and look fantastic placed next to the Wyatt Bench.

Available in natural, light or dark Iroko hardwood finish.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

680m
m

530m
m

380m
m

590mm
590mm 
25kg

590mm 
35kg 

590mm 
45kg

Diameter 
Weight

WY/CWP/3 /2 /1

WY/CWP/2 WY/CWP/3WY/CWP/1

900m
m

850m
m

650m
m

1200mm

850mm

650mm
650mm 
32.5kg

850mm 
52.5kg 

1200mm 
81.5kg

Depth 
Weight

SP/3

SP/3

SP/2

SP/1

SP/2 SP/1

SP/2 SP/3SP/1

Wooden Seat Section SPB/MED £89.00 per side,  
SPB/LRG £96.00 per side, select quantity up to 4. 
Depth 400mm
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VP Square Victoriana Flower Planters
VP/1 Textured Finish VP/1T £138.85  
 Smooth Finish VP/1S £149.62  
 Victoriana VP/1 £160.40

VP/2 Textured Finish VP/2T £165.55  
 Smooth Finish VP/2S £176.32  
 Victoriana VP/2 £187.08

VP/4 Textured Finish VP/4T £270.62 
 Smooth Finish VP/4S £281.40 
 Victoriana VP/4 £292.17

Our VP range of square flower planters are available in a variety of sizes and in either a 
smooth, textured or Victoriana finish (shown). A rosette or customised moulded plate 
can also be added, as shown, see options sheet for details.

VP GFC Flower Planters

Our Victoriana style flower planters come in a range of sizes 
and colours. You can add a customised logo, rosette or 
moulded plate to them too. Call us for more details!

VP/7 Rectangular Flower Planter
Textured Finish VP/7T £147.63  
Smooth Finish VP/7S £158.40                                                                        
Victoriana VP/7 £169.17  
Rectangular flower planter, shown here in our Victoriana finish which features gold 
coloured beading giving it a traditional appearance. It’s rectangular shape makes it ideal 
for fixing to railings in towns and city centres to add colour to any area. It’s strong glass 
fibre composite construction means it is built to last and withstand the elements of the 
Great British weather.

254m
m

1219mm

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

254mm 
14kg

Depth 
Weight

Universal Fixing Bracket UFB £20.00 All Optional Extras applicable

VP/4VP/1 VP/2

380m
m

430mm

610mm

915mm

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

All Optional Extras applicable

430mm 
10.5kg

610mm
25kg

915mm
39kg

Depth 
Weight

VP/2

VP/1

VP/4

Iroko Dark Oak Finish DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Iroko Light Oak Finish LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Dark Green  
PC6028

Black  
PC9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be 
used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour 
matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.

G
lo

ss

G
lo

ss

G
lo

ss

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose steel colour  
(if applicable)

Choose your wood

Wood Iroko Hardwood finishes

Steel colours
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These square flower planters with integrated plinths are 
available in a variety of sizes so you can add a splash of 
colour to any area.

Square Flower Planters with Plinths
VP/3  Textured Finish VP/3T £299.33  
 Smooth Finish VP/3S £310.09  
 Victoriana VP/3 £320.86 

VP/5 Textured Finish VP/5T £370.23  
 Smooth Finish VP/5S £381.01  
 Victoriana VP/5 £391.77

VP/6 Textured Finish VP/6T £439.65  
 Smooth Finish VP/6S £450.41 
 Victoriana VP/6 £460.18

Our range of square flower planters with integrated 
plinths. Available in three sizes and in a choice of smooth, 
textured or Victoriana finish, Victoriana (shown) includes 
highlighted gold beading as standard. The glass fibre 
composite construction ensures these flower planters will 
last for many years to come.

Square GFC Flower Planters with Plinths

VP/11 Circular Victoriana  
Flower Planter
Textured Finish VP/11T £308.53  
Smooth Finish VP/11S £319.30                      
Victoriana VP/11£330.07  
Glass Fibre Composite circular flower planter with plinth, 
shown in a Victoriana finish (includes gold highlighted 
beading around the rim). This unit is also available 
in smooth or textured finish, both of which exclude 
highlighted beading.(See options sheet for details.)

VP/12 Large Circular Victoriana 
Flower Planter
Textured Finish VP/12T £353.65  
Smooth Finish VP/12S £364.41                    
Victoriana VP/12 £385.19  
Large circular flower planter with plinth. Available in 
a wide range of colours with a Victoriana, smooth or 
textured finish. Victoriana includes gold highlighted 
beading, as shown above.

Circular GFC Flower Planters

Our Glass Fibre Composite flower planters are made from 
high impact resistant materials making them extremely 
vandal resistant.  

Diameter 914mm
Weight   48kg

914mm

610m
m

Diameter 705mm
Weight   40kg

705mm

533m
m

VP/14 Semi Circular Flower Planter
Textured Finish VP/14T £259.00  
Smooth Finish VP/14S £272.00                    
Victoriana VP/14 £278.00  
Semi-circular glass fibre composite flower planter ideal 
for rail fixing. Available in a choice of finishes including 
textured, smooth and Victoriana which features 
highlighted gold beading.

640mm

310m
m

Depth  350mm 
Weight   15kgADDITIONAL OPTIONS

All optional extras applicable

711m
m

527m
m

318m
m

838mm
VP/3 VP/5 VP/6

838mm 
36kg

838mm
38kg

838mm
42kg

Depth 
Weight

VP/6 VP/5 VP/3

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Universal Fixing Bracket UFB £20.00

FACTS
All our GFC products 
can be refurbished!
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Bespoke Moulded Plate
MP £POA

Moulded plates of text or logos can be added to GFC 
products, please call to discuss your requirements and for 
a quote. Excludes circular and semi-circular products as a 
moulded plate cannot be fixed to a curved surface.

Reservoir System
RES/SYS £POA

Wybone’s reservoir system is an easy way to keep soil 
moist in planters and to refill water levels. The simple 
system involves a false base inside the planter beneath 
which water is stored, this is topped up when needed 
using the filler tube. Holes punched through the false 
base have capillary matting, through which the uptake of 
water can occur into the soil. The reservoir only needs 
refilling once the lengths of matting no longer have 
anything to absorb, meaning planters can be left longer 
between waterings.

CAPILLARY
MATTING

FALSE
BASE

Bespoke Flower Planters

Alongside our wide range of Glass Fibre Composite (GFC) flower planters we 
also offer a unique service allowing you to create a bespoke flower planter 
specific to your requirements. We can manufacture our GFC planters to all 
shapes and sizes, the only limit is your imagination!

We have recently designed and produced large 
square flower planters with our internal reservoir 
system included and bespoke steel bars around 
the rim to discourage anti-social behaviour.

We have manufactured a variety of designs for 
our customers, from three tier planters to large 

scale rectangular planters that were so big we 
couldn’t fit them into our vans to deliver them!  
We can add rosettes and moulded plates onto  
our flower planters too helping you create the look 
you want for any town, city or rural area.

222Call 01226 744010    www.wybone.co.uk

Rosette
Gold ROSE/GLD £22.92 each  
Silver ROSE/SIL £22.92 each

Moulded rosette highlighted in gold can be added to 
most GFC flower planters. Excludes circular and 
semi-circular planters as this rosette cannot be fixed to a 
curved surface.

We can make any flower planter,  
in any size and in any colour!

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose your GFC  
Finish & Colour

Choose any optional 
extras

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness. Self coloured beading where applicable.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti 
and posters being applied. Self coloured beading where 
applicable.

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smooth finish with the addition of 
highlighted beading as standard.

Finishes & colours

Optional extras Bespoke three tier flower planter  with moulded plate

Large scale planters are not a problem!

Integrated reservoir system

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note 
that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be 
used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an 
exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour 
matches across different materials and some colour variation may 
occur. *Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Victoriana Beading Colours

H
am

m
er

iteGold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

Black Textured  
WPT9005

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
at

t F
in

is
h

Smooth & Victoriana ColoursTextured Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Green  
WPT124

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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Street 
furniture
seating to 
suit all areas, 
from quiet 
country 
parks to 
city centres

Street furniture
Seating
 224 Barnsley Case Study
 225 Rustic Wooden Bench
 226 HWB/6 Hardwood Bench
 227  Enviro Moulded Recycled Plastic  

Park Bench
 227  Enviro Sloping Recycled Plastic Bench
 228 Enviro Recycled Plastic Picnic Table
 229  RPB/5 Recycled Plastic & Steel Bench 

Seat
 229  RPS/5 Recycled Plastic & Steel Bench 

Seat With Backrest
 230  RPP/5 Recycled Plastic & Steel Picnic 

Table
 231 HWB Timber & Steel Seats
 231 HWP/5 Picnic Table
 232 Link Bench
 232 Cube Advertising Bench
 233 Torpedo Bench
 233 Wyatt Bench
 234 Omega Bench
 234 Omega Seat
 235 WMB/6 Wave Style Bench Seat
 235 WMS/6 Wave Style Bench
 236 WMP/6 Wave Style Picnic Bench
 237 VMB/6 Bench Seat
 237 VMB/6 Bench with Backrest
 238 VMP/6 Picnic Table
 241 Lute Bench
 242 Wheelchair Picnic Table
 243 Wheelchair Bench
 244 Seating Options

CASE STUDY 05
BARNSLEY MBC

Construction 
Manufactured from friendly 
farmed Iroko hardwood and 
galvanised steel to give a sleek, 
modern appearance.

Appearance 
The hardwood slats look 
fantastic in outdoor spaces 
and really compliment the 
surroundings of the benches.

Using a mixture of galvanised steel and Iroko 
hardwood the Wyatt Bench is stylish and attractive, 

fitting beautifully into any urban space.

“The time it’s taken from initial 
concept to final delivery is testament 
to Wybone’s manufacturing 
capabilities. I’ve had very good 
customer service - definitely a 
company I’ll deal with in the future.”
Jason Kilner
Town Centre Operations Manager

Wybone was in the process of 
developing a new range of products 
and had already produced a set of 
concept drawings - out of that process 
the Wyatt bench was born. Using a 
mixture of galvanised steel and Iroko 
hardwood it is a stylish and attractive 
bench which fits beautifully into any 
urban space. After seeing the concept 
Jason Kilner, Town Centre Operations 
Manager for Barnsley MBC, decided 
it was exactly what he was looking 
for to modernise the area. The clean, 
modern design, with its combination 
of steel and wood means the bench 
will sit perfectly in its intended 
destination.

The benches were installed and looked 
at home in the town, as if they had 
always been there. Sitting alongside 
our MLB/112 litter bins, the benches 
breathe new life into the space. 
They’re proving really popular with 
shoppers who need to take a seat 
to rest or wait for friends and we’ve 
already had lots of positive feedback.

SOME THOUGHTSTHE STORY WHAT HAPPENED

 Sitting alongside our 
MLB/112 litter bins, the 
Wyatt benches breathe new 

life into the space

The Brief: 
Barnsley MBC 
were looking 
to develop a 
busy gateway 
into the town 
to bring it 
in line with 
its vision for 
their public 
spaces.
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HWB/6 Hardwood BenchRustic Bench

HWB/6 Hardwood Bench
Hardwood Bench HWB/6 £539.15

Sturdy hardwood bench seat manufactured from 
environmentally friendly farmed hardwood. Beautifully 
constructed bench made with longevity in mind, this 
bench will really stand the test of time whilst also 
enhancing any location’s appearance.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Rustic Wooden Bench
Rustic Bench 3BEAM/BENCH £550.00

Manufactured from chunky green oak, this bench is solid 
and built to last. The simplistic style means this bench will 
suit outdoor modern environments and conservation 
areas, as well as contemporary interiors.

Three chunky beams make up the seat section which can 
comfortably seat up to five people.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Beautiful hardwood bench manufactured from hardwood; 
not just a pretty face, this bench is kind to the environment 
as we only use ‘friendly farmed’ timber.

This chunky wooden bench is constructed from Green Oak 
with a simplistic modern elegance. This solid structure 
ensures strength and durability.

Green Oak looks 
beautiful in open 

spaces!

Plaques available 
upon request.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 440mm
Weight 425kg 

2000mm

450m
m

FACTS
All of our timber is

FSC accredited. Depth 550mm
Weight 56kg 

1800mm

920m
m
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Enviro Moulded Park Bench - Recycled Plastic
Black RPBENCH/BLK £379.50  
Black & Brown Slats RPBENCH/BLK/BWN £412.00 (shown)

This stylish recycled plastic bench is ideal for parks and playgrounds. It is manufactured 
completely from recycled plastic, making it fantastic for the environment, whilst also 
looking great and fitting in with outdoor surroundings. The base is black with a choice of 
black or brown recycled plastic slats.

Enviro Sloping Bench - Recycled Plastic
Black RPSLOPE/BLK £429.00  
Black & Brown Slats RPSLOPE/BLK/BWN £462.00

Manufactured from environmentally friendly recycled plastic, this bench is an ideal 
choice for outdoor areas as it will not rot, and requires no maintenance. 
This bench has two arms as shown, a black frame and the recycled plastic slats 
are available in a choice of black or brown.

This wood effect recycled plastic picnic table not only  
looks great but is also kind to the environment and vandal 
resistant. Recycled plastic is a fantastic material that is 
maintenance free and will not rot or degrade.

This range of benches is made from recycled plastic, a great 
benefit for the environment! The recycled plastic frames are 
black as standard, with a choice of black or brown slats.

Enviro Recycled Plastic Picnic TableEnviro Recycled Plastic Seating

Enviro Recycled Plastic Picnic Table
Black RPPIC/BLK £544.50  
Black & Brown Slats RPPIC/BLK/BWN £651.75

This recycled plastic picnic table is a great choice for 
many locations, like picnic areas, playgrounds and coastal 
locations. This picnic table is manufactured completely 
from recycled plastic, making it vandal resistant, salt 
water resistant, and maintenance free! Features a black 
frame as standard with a choice of black or brown slats.

Depth 700mm
Weight  94kg

1720mm

880m
m

Depth  600mm
Weight   85kg

1525mm

790m
m Depth 1420mm

Weight  118kg 
1525mm

725m
m

10
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Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £29.50

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £29.50

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras
Wood grain effect 
100% recycled 

plastic!
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RPB/5 Recycled Plastic & Steel Bench Seat 
Bench Seat RPB/5 £165.40

This bench seat has a pre-galvanised fully welded box section steel frame that can be 
powder coated in a choice of colours. The slats are wood-effect recycled plastic as 
standard. The feet come pre-drilled ready for ground fixing.

RPS/5 Recycled Plastic & Steel Bench Seat
Bench RPS/5 £223.10

This bench seat has a pre-galvanised fully welded box section frame that can be powder 
coated in a choice of colours and brown recycled plastic slats. This unit comes with 
pre-drilled feet for ground fixing. 

Our wood effect recycled plastic not only looks great  
but is also vandal resistent and kind to the environment.  
With generous dimensions you can be assured of comfort 
whilst you eat your cucumber sandwiches!

These benches have pre-galvanised powder coated steel 
frames with environmentally friendly wood-effect recycled 
plastic slats. This makes these benches 100% recyclable!

Recycled Plastic & Steel Picnic TableRPB Range of Recycled Plastic & Steel Seating

RPP/5 Recycled Plastic Picnic Table
Picnic Table RPP/5 £485.10

This recycled plastic & steel picnic table is a great choice 
for many locations from parks to playgrounds. The 
pre-galvanised steel box section frame can be powder 
coated in the colour of your choice and the recycled 
plastic slats are brown as standard.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £24.00  
Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £24.00  
Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £24.00  
Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £50.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  320mm
Weight   24kg

1800mm

520m
m

1800mm

750m
m

Depth 550mm
Weight  30kg

Depth 1400mm
Weight  100kg 1800mm

730m
m

FACTS
Our recycled plastic 
slats are made of 

plastic milk bottles and 
carrier bags!
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Our range of wooden benches are made of Iroko, a wood 
chosen from PEFC* accredited managed forests for its 
strength and durability. Fully welded galvanised tubular 
supports ensure a place to sit for a long while.

HWB Range of Wood & Steel Seating Link & Cube Benches

HWB/5 Bench Seat
Slatted Bench HWB/5 £159.65

The HWB/5 is a 3 slatted Iroko bench that is ideal for 
public areas. The bench slats are PEFC accredited Iroko 
hardwood which is grown in managed forests. 
The frame is manufactured from pre-galvanised box 
section and the feet of the bench are pre-drilled for 
ground fixing.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

HWS/5 & 8 Bench
5 Slats HWS/5 £272.71  
8 Slats HWS/8 £342.30

This bench is available with 5 Iroko wooden slats 
(HWS/5) or with 8 Iroko wooden slats (HWS/8). Both sizes 
feature a backrest for extra support. The frame of the 
bench is constructed from pre-galvanised fully welded 
box section to ensure it is strong and durable.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Depth 430mm
Weight  30 kg / 5 Slats
  35 kg / 8 Slats

1800mm

750m
m

Depth  320mm
Weight   25 kg 

1800mm

520m
m

Available with 
stained or unstained 

slats

HWP/5 Picnic Table
Picnic Table HWP/5 £463.25

This picnic table features Iroko wooden slats and is 
available with an ashtray option and has pre-drilled feet 
for easy ground fixing. The frame is manufactured from 
pre-galvanised fully welded box section and can be 
powder coated in a range of colours. Bench shown with 
Iroko dark oak finish.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Depth  1400mm
Weight   120kg 

1800mm

730m
m

Rawl Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £24.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Rawl Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £24.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Rawl Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £24.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £50.00

Please see options sheet for details on all additional 
extras

Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

* PEFC is the world’s largest forest certification 
organisation

These benches are stylish and sturdy, comprising of  
a mixture of galvanised steel and Iroko hardwood timber  
for a contemporary look!

Link Bench Seat
Bench Seat LINK/BENCH/S £293.00

The Link Bench Seat is created from Iroko hardwood and galvanised steel. The bench 
seat design is constructed with an interlocking concept for the leg struts, which in turn 
creates slots for the hardwood slats to be inserted. The slats are bolted in place and 
create the secure core strength which the Link range is identifiable with. The bench 
features Iroko hardwood slats that can be stained or unstained. 

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Cube Bench
CUBE/BENCH £483.00

The Cube Bench is manufactured from a mixture of galvanised steel and Iroko 
hardwood, giving it a contemporary appearance, ideal for city centres. It features a large 
advertising panel in the backrest for maximum visibility, held in place by two budget 
locks. Includes 4 fixing holes as standard.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 375mm
Weight  23kg 

1800mm

450m
m

ADVERTISING SPACE

Depth 500mm
Advertising Space 1610mm x 390mm
Weight  36kg 

1750mm

900m
m

Large advertising 
panel in the 

backrest
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These contemporary steel and timber products are ideal for 
indoor or outdoor city centre locations.

The Omega range of seating includes a bench and a seat, 
both available in a single or double variation and both 
featuring stylish tubular frames with Iroko hardwood slats.

Torpedo Bench
TORPEDO/BENCH £538.90

The Torpedo Bench consists of two steel end units with Iroko hardwood slats inbetween. 
The bench has a chunky feel and looks great in contemporary locations. Compliments 
our Torpedo range of products.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Omega Bench
Single OMEGA/BENCH/S £289.00 Double OMEGA/BENCH/D £396.00

The Omega Bench features the characteristic tubular frame as featured throughout the 
Omega Range giving it its unique appearance. The bench is a curved ‘U’ shape design 
and is available as a single or double width unit. The bench features Iroko hardwood slats 
that can be stained or unstained.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Omega Seat
Single OMEGA/SEAT/S £432.00 Double OMEGA/SEAT/D £489.00

The Omega Seat also utilises the characteristic tubular frame in an elegant ‘S’ style 
design that has a weightless quality achieved by extended legs that are ground fixed for 
stability. The Omega Seat is available as a single or double width unit, both options 
incorporate Iroko hardwood slats.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Wyatt Bench
Wyatt Bench WYATT/BENCH £876.35  
Stainless Steel WYATT/BENCH/SS POA

The Wyatt Bench is a stylish modern bench perfect for urban environments, the sleek 
lines & subtle curves make it sit right at home amongst modern architecture. It features 
Iroko hardwood slats, sourced from PEFC accredited managed forests. Shown with 
optional arm rests.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Steel & Wood Benches Omega Seating Range

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81  
Arm Rests x4 A £51.29

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Rawl Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Depth 502mm
Weight  35kg 

1900mm

430m
m

Depth  670mm
Weight   65kg 

Depth  670mm
Weight  50kg 

1880mm

950mm

810m
m

810m
m

SEAT DOUBLE

SEAT SINGLE
1900mm

920m
m

Depth 620mm
Weight 45 kg 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 490mm
Weight  44kg 

Depth 490mm
Weight  55kg 

950mm

1880mm

440m
m

440m
m

BENCH SINGLE

BENCH DOUBLE

Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras

Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81

Please see options sheet for details on all additional extras
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WMB/6 Wave Style Bench Seat
Powder Coated WMB/6 £289.90  
Powder Coated Bariatric WMBB/6 £364.90  
Stainless Steel WMB/6SS £POA

The Wave Bench seat is manufactured from robust pre-galvanised fully welded box 
section in either powder coated or stainless steel. The wave shape of the bench makes  
it difficult for skateboarders to perform tricks using it, helping to prevent anti-social 
behaviour. Features plastic bungs to the ends of each slat to keep water/dirt out,  
but also available with optional welded ends.

WMS/6 Wave Style Bench
Powder Coated WMS/6 £414.65  
Powder Coated Bariatric WMSB/6 £489.65  
Stainless Steel WMS/6SS POA

The Wave Bench features a back rest and is manufactured from pre-galvanised fully 
welded box section in either stainless steel or powder coated steel available in a wide 
range of colours. The feet come pre-drilled for ground fixing. Shown with plastic bungs to 
the end of each slat, but also available with welded ends if required.

Our range of wave seating has been designed to not only 
look great, but also prevent the damage caused by 
skateboarders performing tricks.

The Wave picnic table is both stylish and practical, it looks 
fantastic but also discourages anti-social behaviour thanks 
to its unique shape.

Wave Range of Steel Seating Wave Style Steel Picnic Table

WMP/6 Wave Style Picnic Bench
Powder Coated WMP/6 £798.51  
Powder Coated Bariatric WMPB/6 £939.51  
Stainless Steel WMP/6SS POA

The Wave Picnic Bench with optional ashtray top is 
manufactured from pre-galvanised fully welded box 
section in either powder coated steel or stainless steel. 
The unique wave shape of the bench means it is difficult 
for skateboarders to perform tricks using it, helping to 
discourage anti-social behaviour. Also available  
with welded ends as an alternative to the standard  
plastic bungs.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £48.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81

See additional extras sheet for details

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £72.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81

See additional extras sheet for details

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81  
Ashtray Top AT £100.00  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £132.00  
BBQ Top BBQ £99.89  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £50.00

See additional extras sheet for details

Depth 320mm 
Weight  60kg

1950mm

520m
m

Depth 320mm 
Weight  110kg

1950mm

750m
m

Depth 1400mm
Weight  150kg 

1950mm

730m
m
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VMB/6 Bench Seat
Powder Coated VMB/6 £145.14  
Powder Coated Bariatric VMBB/6 £175.14  
Stainless Steel VMB/6SS POA

The VMB/6 is a vandal resistant pre-galvanised steel bench seat that is ideal for use in 
parks and school playgrounds. It is manufactured from powder coated pre-galvanised 
fully welded box section or stainless steel. Feet are pre-drilled for ground fixing and a 
choice of standard plastic bungs or welded ends to each slat.

VMS/6 Bench with Backrest
Powder Coated VMS/6 £228.87  
Powder Coated Bariatric VMSB/6 £268.87  
Stainless Steel VMS/6SS POA

This vandal resistant bench is manufactured from pre-galvanised fully welded box 
section powder coated steel or stainless steel. The bench has a backrest and the feet 
come pre-drilled for ground fixing. Standard plastic bungs are provided at the end of 
each slat, but welded ends can be provided as an alternative.

The Victoriana Metal seating range is vandal resistant and 
ideal for parks and playgrounds. Manufactured using 
powder coated galvanised steel box section and also 
available in stainless steel.

The VMP/6 picnic table is a great value vandal resistant 
picnic table with an optional ashtray. Available in a variety 
of powder coated colours ensuring this table suits any 
surroundings.

Victoriana Metal Range of Steel Seating Steel Picnic Table

VMP/6 Picnic Table
Powder Coated VMP/6 £609.70  
Powder Coated Bariatric VMPB/6 £689.70  
Stainless Steel VMP/6SS POA

The VMP/6 is a vandal resistant galvanised steel picnic 
table that is manufactured from pre-galvanised fully 
welded box section or stainless steel. Feet are pre-drilled 
for ground fixing and an option of welded ends instead 
of plastic bungs is available.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81  
Twin Ashtray TWINAT £174.99  
Umbrella Mid Section UMBST £POA  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £126.00  
BBQ Top BBQ £99.89  
Anti-Skate Nodules NOD £50.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £50.00

See additional extras sheet for details

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £48.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Anti-Skate Nodules NOD £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81

See additional extras sheet for details

Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £66.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £25.00  
Anti-Skate Nodules NOD £25.00  
Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81  
Arm Rests A £45.37

See additional extras sheet for details

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  320mm
Weight   43kg

1950mm

520m
m

Depth 320mm
Weight  55kg

1950mm

750m
m

Depth 1400mm
Weight  150kg 

1950mm

730m
m
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FROM TAKING  
YOUR CALL  
& DELIVERING  
TO YOUR DOOR

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS 1,2,3,4...

Our friendly sales team take your 
call, placing your order on our 
system.

1

We manufacture your order, making 
your products just for you, exactly 
how you want them in our state-
of-the-art factory, adhering to our  
ISO:9001:2008 quality standards.

3

Your order is then booked into our 
production schedule ready for us to 
make them.

2

Your products are then packaged up 
and then they’re on their way to you!4

240Call 01226 744010    www.wybone.co.uk

Delivered direct 
to you!

We manufacture to 
order, ensuring you 
get exaclty what you 

want!
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Contemporary curvaceous bench designed for modern 
environments both inside and out, available with optional 
arms if required.

Lute Bench
Lute Bench LUTE/BENCH £531.20  
Lute Bench Wooden Slats LUTE/W/BENCH 
£615.20

With Additional Arm Options

Lute Bench  
Arms x2 LUTE/A2 £582.84  
Central Arm LUTE/CENT £562.80  
Arms x3 LUTE/A3 £614.44 (shown)

Lute Bench Wooden Slats  
Arms x2 LUTE/A2 £666.84  
Central Arm LUTE/CENT £646.80  
Arms x3 LUTE/A3 £698.44

The Lute Bench is a stylish bench that can have either a 
steel seat or wooden slats, shown here with a powder 
coated steel seat section. Designed to fit into 
contemporary environments such as shopping centres 
and airports, both inside and out. Complete with ground 
fixing holes ready for siting. Available with or without arm 
rests, option of one central arm rest only, or one at each 
side, or a combination of the two, as shown. Seats up to 5 
people.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Lute Bench

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81  

Extended Legs not available

See additional extras sheet for details

Depth  500mm
Weight   Weight depends on type 

of slat 

2200mm

455m
m

Wheelchair Picnic Table
VMP/12/WA £1659.00

This large square picnic table has been designed with 
spaces in the seating around it allowing wheelchair users 
to access the table. This picnic table features a large 
square top manufactured from galvanised box section 
steel for strength and durability. Manufactured in two 
halves which can then be bolted together on site, for ease 
of transportation and manoeuvrability. 

Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81  
Ashtray Top AT £100  
BBQ Top BBQ £99.89  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £156.00  
Anti-Skate Nodules NOD £50.00  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £50.00

See additional extras sheet for details

Wheelchair Accessible Picnic Table

Large square picnic table designed with wheelchair access 
and seating for maximum flexibility.

Depth 2270mm
Weight  250kg

2270mm

785m
m
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This specially designed picnic bench has been designed for 
wheelchair users. The seat section has been reduced leaving 
a wheelchair access section, perfect for use in parks and 
picnic areas...

Wheelchair Bench
Steel VMP/6MOB £609.70  
Wooden Slats HWP/5MOB £463.25  
Recycled Plastic Slats RPP/5MOB £485.10

This picnic bench has been specially designed for 
wheelchair users. The table section extends beyond the 
two seating sections allowing easy wheelchair access in 
the space created. Shown with our optional BBQ top for 
use with disposable BBQ’s.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require 
routine maintenance typically after one years service.

Wheelchair Accessible Seating

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Rawl Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81  
Ashtray Top AT £100 on steel option only  
BBQ Top BBQ £99.89 on steel option only  
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP £126.00  
Anti-Skate Nodules NOD £50.00 on steel option only  
Extended Legs EXT/LEGS £50.00

See additional extras sheet for details

Depth 1400mm
Weight 150kg VMP/6MOB 
 120kg HWP/5MOB 
 100kg RPP/5MOB

2000mm

730m
m

Iroko Dark Oak Finish DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Brown Recycled Plastic RPBWN
Wood effect recycled plastic in brown.

Black Recycled Plastic RPBLK
Wood effect recycled plastic in black. Available on the 
Enviro range only.

Iroko Light Oak Finish LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Textured Dark 
Green 
PCT6005

Textured Black 
PCT9005

Textured Light 
Grey 
PCT00A05

Textured 
Gentian Blue 
PCT5010

10
0%

 R E C YC
L

E
D

 PLASTIC

10
0%

 R E C YC
L

E
D

 PLASTIC

Textured Paint Powder Coating Colours

Te
xt

ur
ed

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for 
guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact 
colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some 
colour variation may occur.

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose any  
optional extras

Choose your colour  
or wood finish

Choose fixing options 
(Optional)

Colours & wood finishes

Wood Finishes

Recycled Plastic Finishes
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Anti-Skate Nodules
Bench NOD/B £25.00 
Picnic Table NOD/P £50.00

Anti-skate nodules can be added to our steel benches.  
The nodules are added to the sides of the seats to prevent 
skateboarders using the benches to perform tricks.  
Not necessary on the Wave range.

Ashtray for Picnic Tables
Ashtray Top AT £100.00  
Twin Ashtray TWINAT £174.99

Picnic table stainless steel ashtray top, available only 
where stated in the additional extras.

RAWL Bolts
BTGRL25 £14.81

Set of 4 bolts for ground fixings for use with a pre-drilled 
base.

Extended Legs
EXT/LEGS £25.00

Legs extended by 300mm to allow for ground fixing, with 
spikes to secure into concrete. Available where stated.

BTGRL25

A
B

Welded Ends
Welded Box Section Ends END-CAP  
Prices specific to each product.

Welded box section ends (B) are an alternative to the 
standard plastic bungs (A). Available where stated.

BBQ Top BBQ £99.89
Modification for picnic tables for use with disposable 
BBQ’s. BBQ sits on stainless steel bracket. Steel picnic 
tables only, where stated.

Bariatric Bench Option B
We can modify our steel benches for bariatric use by 
adding an extra slat to increase the seat depth and 
therefore strength, for larger users. Prices listed with 
product where available.

Bespoke Engraved Plaque EP £POA
Powder coated galvanised or stainless steel engraved 
plaques can be added to any of our benches. 

Cycle racks 
create a 
secure bicycle 
storage area 
with our 
range of  
cycle racks.

Street furniture
Cycle racks
 247 Omega Cycle Hoop
 248 Lute Cycle
 248 Wyatt Cycle
 249 BR/1 Cycle Rack
 250 BR/2 Cycle Rack
 250 BR/4 Quad Cycle Rack
 251 BR/6 Cycle Rack
 251 BR/12 Cycle Rack
 251 BR/5 Cycle Rack
 252 Cycle Rack Options

Optional extras

Fixing options
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Omega Cycle Hoop

This stylish cycle hoop can be manufactured from powder 
coated galvanised steel or stainless steel. The perfect choice 
for modern exteriors.

Omega Cycle Hoop
Single Hoop 
Galvanised Steel OM/CY £50.00  
Stainless Steel OM/CY/SS £POA  
Select either spike fixed (SF) or ground fixed (GF) 
on your order

Toast Rack Options 
TR/2 Two hoops for 4 bikes £160  
TR/3 Three hoops for 6 bikes £270  
TR/4 Four hoops for 8 bikes £380  
TR/5 Five hoops for 10 bikes £490

Constructed from either grade 316 stainless steel tube or 
powder coated galvanised steel, this cycle hoop is robust 
and weather proof. The ‘hoop’ is anchored in concrete to 
provide excellent security when used with a suitable/
approved bike lock. The simple design can accommodate 
any size bike. Shown here in stainless steel.

Available as a toast rack option to accommodate up to 
10 bikes for £490.

Cycle Racks

These contemporary cycle racks are part of our Lute and 
Wyatt ranges, see our ‘Product Suites’ section for the full 
range of products.

Lute Cycle
Ground Fixed LU/CY/GF £89.50  
Spike Fixed LU/CY/SF £89.50

The Lute Cycle features a galvanised steel flat bar hoop with a cross bar that can be 
powder coated in a range of different colours to create an eye catching unique look.  
This stylish cycle rack is ideal for use in city centres, university or college campuses and 
other contemporary locations. The coloured cross bars can add a vibrant splash to areas 
and emphasise branding too. Price shown includes powder coating in all one colour.

Wyatt Cycle
Single Ground Fixed WY/CY/S/GF £90.58  
 Spike Fixed WY/CY/S/SF £90.58

Double Ground Fixed WY/CY/D/GF £144.05  
 Spike Fixed WY/CY/D/SF £144.05

Triple Ground Fixed WY/CY/T/GF £197.50  
 Spike Fixed WY/CY/T/SF £197.50

This stylish cycle rack is part of our Wyatt range of products and utilises both Iroko 
timber and galvanised steel to give it a contemporary appearance. Available in three 
sizes, from a single unit to a triple, this cycle rack is very versatile. Featuring tube and flat 
bar combined with a wooden cross bar, the Wyatt Cycle has a very striking look.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Coloured Cross Bar CCB £23.00

Depth 
Weight

Depth 
Weight

Depth 
Weight

50mm 
19kg

50mm 
34kg

1130mm 
53kg

800mm 1600mm 1365mm

94
0m

m

SINGLE DOUBLE TRIPLE

Depth 49mm 
Weight 17kg

800mm

940m
m

Depth 60mm 
Weight 19kg

800mm

940m
m

TRIPLE
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Cycle Racks

Our wall mounted and ground anchored cycle racks are 
manufactured from galvanised steel and can be supplied 
with a powder coated finish to suit your environment.

We have a range of cycle racks available so you can choose 
the product to suit the number of bikes you need to secure.

BR/1WF Wall Mountable Single Cycle Rack
Wall Mounted BR/1WF £66.74

The BR/1 is a single station cycle rack, manufactured from galvanised steel. The unit is 
fixed to a suitable wall using two rawl bolts. The unit can also be mounted to a range of 
Wybone litter bins. Please ask for details. The unit comes powder coated as standard.

BR/1GF Single Ground Fixing Cycle Rack
Ground Fixing BR/1GF £82.28  
Spike Fixing BR/1SF £82.28

The BR/1 is a single station cycle rack, manufactured from galvanised steel. The unit is 
designed to anchor to a concrete or other suitable hard standing, using four rawl bolts. 
Alternatively a ground spike fixing can be used if setting into concrete.

The unit comes powder coated as standard.

BR/2 Twin Cycle Station
Ground Fixed BR/2GF £93.56  
Spike Fixed BR/2SF £93.56

The BR/2 is a twin station cycle rack, manufactured from galvanised steel, that 
accommodates up to two cycles. The unit is designed to anchor to a concrete or other 
suitable hard standing, using four rawl bolts. Alternatively a ground spike fixing can be 
used if setting into concrete. The unit comes powder coated as standard.

BR/4 Quad Station Cycle Rack
Ground Fixed BR/4GF £131.93  
Spike Fixed BR/4SF £131.93

The BR/4 is a four station cycle rack, manufactured from galvanised steel, that 
accommodates up to four cycles. The unit is designed to anchor to a concrete or other 
suitable hard standing, using four rawl bolts. Alternatively a ground spike fixing can be 
used if setting into concrete. The unit comes powder coated as standard.

Securely stores 4 bikes 
in one unit!

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONSRAWL Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81

RAWL Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81 RAWL Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.81 RAWL Bolts x 4 BTGRL25 £14.8145mm

400m
m

Weight 3kg

325mm

490m
m

Depth 370mm 
Weight 3.5kg

Depth 370mm 
Weight 9kg

370mm

490m
m

Depth 370mm 
Weight 12kg

370mm

490m
m
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Spike Fixing SF
The Cycle Rack is extended by 300mm to allow for 
ground fixing, with spikes to secure into concrete. 
Available where stated.

Ground Fixing GF
The Cycle Rack has a ground fixing plate, pre-drilled with 
4 fixing holes for securing to the ground.

These cycle racks can hold from 5 to 12 bikes and we even 
offer the modular BR/5 that allows you to expand and buy 
more units when required.

BR/6 Six Station Cycle Rack
Ground Fixed BR/6GF £117.23  
Spike Fixed BR/6SF £117.23

The BR/6 cycle rack accommodates up to six cycles  
and is manufactured from heavy duty tubular and box 
section steel.

The unit comes powder coated as standard.  
The reflective band increases the unit’s visibility during 
the hours of darkness.

BR/12 Twelve Station Cycle Rack
Ground Fixed BR/12GF £182.99  
Spike Fixed BR/12SF £182.99

The BR/12 accommodates up to twelve bikes and is 
manufactured from heavy duty tubular and box section 
steel.

The unit comes powder coated as standard.  
The reflective band increases the unit’s visibility during 
the hours of darkness.

BR/5 Five Station Cycle Rack
Ground Fixed BR/5GF £196.39  
Spike Fixed BR/5SF £196.39

The BR/5 can accommodate five cycles and has been 
specifically designed for the school/college environment. 
Constructed from galvanised steel, the unit is pre-drilled 
for ground fixing and comes powder coated as standard.

This staggered cycle rack design is modular, allowing you 
to buy multiple units and bolt them together to create 
larger cycle storage areas.

Cycle Racks

RAWL Bolts BTGRL25 £14.81
Set of 4 bolts for ground fixings for use with a pre-drilled 
base.

BTGRL

Powder Coating Colours

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

RAWL Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81 RAWL Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81
RAWL Bolts x4 BTGRL25 £14.81

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Black  
PC9005

Depth 375mm 
Weight  40kg 

750mm

900m
m

Diameter 750mm 
Weight  65kg 

750mm

900m
m

Depth 600mm 
Weight   35kg 

2750mm

780m
m

Although every care has been taken 
for an exact match, please note that 
brochure colour shades are for 
guidance only and should not be used 
for colour matching purposes.  
Please request a sample where an 
exact colour match is required. We 
cannot guarantee exact colour 
matches across different materials 
and some colour variation may occur.

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose your steel colour 
& wood (if applicable) Choose fixings if 

required

Colour & wood options

Iroko Dark Oak Finish DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Iroko Light Oak Finish LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.

Iroko Hardwood Finishes

Fixing options
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Bollards 
designed 
to suit any 
location.

Luna Illuminated Stainless Steel Bollards

Luna Illuminated Bollards
500 LUNA500 £40.00  
500 Photocell LUNA500PC £50.00  
800 LUNA800 £50.00  
800 Photocell LUNA800PC £62.50

This stylish stainless steel illuminated bollard is fitted  
with an energy saving 15w bulb and adds a touch of 
contemporary design to any outdoor location.  
The integrated lamp and clear tubular lens provide 
impressive lighting to the surrounding area. The IP44* 
rating means that the lamp will withstand outdoor 
environments. 

The optional photocell system automatically switches  
the lamp on at dusk and off again at dawn for further 
energy saving.

Available in two sizes, 500 and 800.

Available in stainless steel only - no colour options 
available.

* Classification for resistance to water and dust.

Contemporary stainless steel illuminated bollard range,  
ideal for city centre locations. Adds a touch of class to any 
street location.

Energy saving 
bulbs can last up to 

10 times longer than 
traditional bulbs!

Street furniture
 Bollards
 254  Luna Stainless Steel  

Illuminated Bollard
 255  BT/39 Fluted Glass Fibre  

Composite Bollard
 255  BD/38 Cannon Style Glass  

Fibre Composite Bollard
 256  BM/36 Glass Fibre Composite  

Bollard
 256  BY/36 Fluted Glass Fibre  

Composite Bollard
 257 Bollard Options
 258 Lute Bollard
 258 Omega Bollard
 259 Wyatt Bollard
 259 Link Bollard
 260 Options

Weight    1.5kg 
240V, Max 15w Energy Saving Bulb
Lamp fitting ES/E27
Rated IP44

Weight    2.1kg 
240V, Max 15w Energy Saving Bulb
Lamp fitting ES/E27
Rated IP44

110mm

110mm

500m
m

800m
m

500 800
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

BT/39 Fluted Bollard
Textured BT/39T £220.75  
Smooth BT/39S £239.90 (shown above)

Fluted bollard manufactured from aluminium and glass fibre composite. Lightweight  
but also strong, durable and extremely robust. Available with optional permanent ground 
fixing kit or ground fixing socket.

Permanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  
Socket GS/1 £69.45  
Bollard Socket Pin BSP £FOC

If you will be using the bollard with a ‘Bollard Socket’ please note you will 
require a ‘Bollard Socket Pin’, please state BSP on your order.

Permanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  
Socket GS/1 £69.45  
Bollard Socket Pin BSP £FOC

If you will be using the bollard with a ‘Bollard Socket’ please note you will 
require a ‘Bollard Socket Pin’, please state BSP on your order.

Permanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  
Socket GS/1 £69.45  
Bollard Socket Pin BSP £FOC

If you will be using the bollard with a ‘Bollard Socket’ please note you will 
require a ‘Bollard Socket Pin’, please state BSP on your order.

BD/38 Cannon Style Bollard
Textured BD/38T £194.90  
Smooth BD/38S £219.60 (shown above)

Cannon style bollard manufactured from aluminium and glass fibre composite. 
Lightweight but also strong, durable and extremely robust. Available with optional 
permanent ground fixing kit or ground fixing socket.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Glass Fibre Composite Bollards

These Aluminium and Glass Fibre Composite bollards are 
not only light weight, but also extremely durable and robust. 
This makes them easy to handle during installation and 
long lasting.

BM/36 Smooth Bollard
Victoriana BM/36V £198.85 (shown above)  
Textured BM/36T £170.81  
Smooth BM/36S £185.47

Smooth bollard made from an aluminium and glass fibre composite making it strong  
but also lightweight. Available with optional permanent ground fixing kit or ground 
fixing socket.

BY/36 Fluted Bollard
Textured BY/36T £211.80  
Smooth BY/36S £221.75 (shown above)

Fluted aluminium and glass fibre composite bollard. Available in a choice of finishes. 
Available with optional permanent ground fixing kit or ground fixing socket.

Weight 5kg 188mm

902m
m

These bollards are perfect for enhancing traditional town 
centres and heritage areas.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Don’t forget to 
add a bollard 

socket!

193mm

1003m
m

Weight 5kg 158mm

1003m
m

Weight 5kg

Weight 5kg 190mm

914m
m
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Bollard Socket
GS/1 £69.45

Socket is submerged in the ground allowing the bollard  
to drop in place. Bollard is secured with a padlock (not 
included). A bollard socket pin is required if you intend to 
use a Bollard Socket, please add BSP to your order.

Permanent Ground Fixing
TB/1 £4.67 per set

Omega Bollard
Iroko Hardwood Centre OM/BOL £143.48  
Recycled Plastic Centre OM/BOL/RP £143.48

This contemporary bollard is part of our Omega range, manufactured from galvanised 
steel and either hard-wearing Iroko hardwood or recycled plastic, it is built to last!

The steel section can be powder coated in a colour of your choice (Shown here in Silver 
PCM30001) please see the colour options page for details.

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically after one 
years service.

Contemporary Steel & Timber Bollards

These contemporary bollards are manufactured from  
steel and Iroko timber designed to compliment any  
city centre area.

Lute Bollard
LU/BOL £102.72

The Lute Bollard has been designed to compliment the Lute range and is a stylish 
alternative to traditional bollards. Constructed from galvanised steel in two sections to 
allow the bollard to be powder coated in two colours, as shown, if required.

Add a splash of colour to any area with this unique bollard! Price shown includes powder 
coating in one colour.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Victoriana Beading ColoursSmooth & Victoriana Colours

H
am

m
er

ite

H
am

m
er

ite

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Permanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  
Socket GS/1 £69.45  
Coloured Insert CI £20.00 Permanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  

Socket GS/1 £69.45

British Racing Green 
Hammerite  
HAMBRG

Silver Beading  
Hammerite  
HAMSIL

G
lo

ssDark Blue 
WP20C40

Black*  
Hammerite  
HAMBLK

Gold Beading 
Hammerite  
HAMGLD

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure  
colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes. 
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur. 
*Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Textured Colours

M
at

tBlack Textured

WPT9005
Dark Green 
WPT14C39

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother finish with only a slight texture 
and no roughness with the addition of highlighted 
beading as standard. Only available on the BM/36.

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti  
and posters being applied. 

200mm

940m
m

Depth 200mm 
Weight 25kg 108mm

970m
m

Depth 100mm 
Weight 13.5kg

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Finishes for GFC Bollards
Victoriana finish 
available on the 

BM/36

Choose your GFC Finish  
& Colour

Choose your fixing 
options

Fixing options
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Wyatt Bollard
WY/BOLL £212.19

Part of our Wyatt range, the Wyatt Bollard is constructed from galvanised steel and Iroko 
hardwood to compliment its counterparts. Its sleek design affords it to any outdoor 
location, especially where a touch of class is required. 

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.

Link Bollard
Link Bollard LINK/BOLL £188.50  
Recycled Plastic LINK/BOLL/RP £188.50

The Link Bollard is manufactured from Iroko hardwood and galvanised steel. The design 
is simple and robust with an interlocking concept for core strength. The height as 
standard is 847mm but this can be made to order to a specific height. This minimalist 
bollard is also part of a range which includes a bench seat and picnic table. 

Please note wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance typically 
after one years service.ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONSPermanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  
Socket GS/1 £69.45

Permanent Ground Fixing TB/1 £4.67 per set  
Socket GS/1 £69.45

Contemporary Steel & Timber Bollards

These contemporary bollards combine steel and Iroko 
timber to create sleek designs ideal for modern settings.

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Black  
PC9005

Nickel Silver  
PCM30001

Black  
PC9005

Light Blue  
PC18E53

Pure Orange  
PC2004

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour 
shades are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching purposes.  
Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee 
exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Steel Colours (Outer)

G
lo

ss
G

lo
ss

Steel Colours (Insert - Lute Bollard Only)

116mm

970m
m

Depth 116mm 
Weight 25kg

125mm

847m
m

Depth 125mm 
Weight 13kg

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Iroko Dark Oak Finish DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Iroko Light Oak Finish LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Due to the nature of natural seasoned timber it may fade or warp over time. Wood is a natural product and will require routine maintenance 
typically after one years service. All our timber is sourced from PEFC accredited suppliers and is fully FSC accredited.

Wood finish

Bollard Socket
GS/1 £69.45

Socket is submerged in the ground allowing the bollard  
to drop in place. Bollard is secured with a padlock (not 
included). A bollard socket pin is required if you intend to 
use a Bollard Socket, please add BSP to your order.

Permanent Ground Fixing
TB/1 £4.67 per set

Fixing options

Choose your steel 
colour

Choose your wood 
finish

Choose your fixing 
options

Steel colours
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Grit bins
We have the 
largest range 
of grit bins! 

Our range of plastic snow shovels, available in a variety  
of sizes from large to compact ideal for keeping in the  
car boot!

Shovels

A

D

C

B

Take the weight 
out of shifting snow 

with our plastic 
snow shovels

Grit bins
 262 Shovel Range
 263 Grit Bin Bundle Offers
 265 SFG/VGB Grit Bins
 267 WSG/VSG Stackable Grit Bins
 267 Stackable Polythene Grit Bins
 268 RG/6 GRP Grit Bin
 268 RG/11 GRP Grit Bin
 268 RG/36 GRP Grit Bin
 269 PTB/6 Polythene Grit Bin
 269 PTB/12 Polythene Grit Bin
 270  EX/200 & REX/200 200 Litre  

Plastic Grit Bins
 270  EX/400 & REX/400 400 Litre  

Plastic Grit Bins
 270 Mini Grit Bin Bundle
 271 Grit Bin Options

 S/2
S/2 £17.28  
Weight 0.8kg

Lightweight snow shovel.

 S/1
S/1 £15.03  
Weight 1kg

T-handle lightweight shovel.

 S/3
S/3 £21.79  
Weight 4.5kg

T-handle square shovel.

 S/8
S/8 £26.99  
Weight 5kg

T-handle rounded shovel.

DCBA
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Grit Bin Bundles

Our grit bin bundles are fantastic value for money  
and include everything you need to get ready for winter  
in one bundle!

Grit Bin

BUNDLE 1
GRIT1/PTB6CF £170.00

Grit bin bundle one includes everything you need to tackle the snow this winter,  
a closed front PTB/6 polythene grit bin, 11 x 15kg bags of grit to fill it up and  
a S/1 shovel! 

Grit Bin

BUNDLE 2
GRIT2/RG/6 £236.00

This grit bin bundle contains an RG/6 glass reinforced plastic (GRP) grit bin,  
11 x 15kg bags of grit and an S/1 shovel, everything you need in one bundle!

Grit Bin

BUNDLE 3
GRIT3/SFG/8T/CF £286.00

Grit bin bundle three contains a textured, closed front SFG/8 glass fibre composite (GFC) 
grit bin, 15 x 15kg bags of grit and an S/1 shovel, everything you need ready for winter!

Grit Bin

BUNDLE 4
GRIT4/SFG/11T/CF £344.00

Bundle four contains everything you need for battling the snow, a textured, closed front 
SFG/11 GFC grit bin, 20 x 15kg bags of grit to fill it up and an S/1 shovel.

Bundle One Includes:
PTB/6CF Closed Front Grit Bin
S/1 Shovel*
11 x 15kg Bags of Grit
Total weight of bundle 178.5kg
* Alternative shovel may be provided if out of stock

Bundle Two Includes:
RG/6 GRP Grit Bin
S/1 Shovel*
11 x 15kg Bags of Grit
Total weight of bundle 181kg
* Alternative shovel may be provided if out of stock

Bundle Three Includes:
SFG/8T/CF Textured Closed Front Grit Bin
S/1 Shovel*
15 x 15kg Bags of Grit
Total weight of bundle 258kg
* Alternative shovel may be provided if out of stock

Bundle Four Includes:
SFG/11T/CF Textured Closed Front Grit Bin
S/1 Shovel*
20 x 15kg Bags of Grit
Total weight of bundle 341kg
* Alternative shovel may be provided if out of stock

Grit Bin

BUNDLE 1

£170!
Grit Bin

BUNDLE 2

£236!
Grit Bin

BUNDLE 3

£286!
Grit Bin

BUNDLE 4

£344!

Grit bin 
bundle offers...
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The SFG & VGB Grit Bin Ranges

These GFC grit and salt bins are manufactured from  
heavy duty glass fibre composite, making them impervious 
to salt corrosion. A wide range of sizes are available,  
from 8 to 36 cubic feet!

SFG/VGB/8
Closed Front Smooth Finish SFG/8S/CF £206.61  
 Textured Finish SFG/8T/CF £192.16  
 Victoriana Finish VGB/8/CF £211.28

Open Front Smooth Finish SFG/8S/OF £230.26  
 Textured Finish SFG/8T/OF £215.81  
 Victoriana Finish VGB/8/OF £234.94

This 224 litre/8 cubic foot grit bin is the smallest in the SFG and VGB ranges.  
It is manufactured from 20mm high impact strength glass fibre composite, making it 
extremely strong and durable so it can be left in position all year round. Available with an 
open or closed front in a smooth, textured or Victoriana finish. ‘GRIT’ or ‘SALT plate to 
front as standard.

Model shown features a ‘Closed Front’.

SFG/VGB/11
Closed Front Smooth Finish SFG/11S/CF £265.36  
 Textured Finish SFG/11T/CF £247.02 
 Victoriana Finish VGB/11/CF £278.58

Open Front Smooth Finish SFG/11S/OF £289.01  
 Textured Finish SFG/11T/OF £270.67 
 Victoriana Finish VGB/11/OF £302.23

The next size up in the SFG and VGB ranges is the ‘11’ with 308 litres capacity. Available 
with an open or closed front with either a smooth, textured or Victoriana Glass Fibre 
Composite finish. ‘GRIT SALT’ plate to lid as standard.

Model shown features an ‘Open Front’.

SFG/VGB/12
Closed Front Smooth Finish SFG/12S/CF £247.53  
 Textured Finish SFG/12T/CF £255.66 
 Victoriana Finish VGB/12/CF £278.80

Open Front Smooth Finish SFG/12S/OF £298.18  
 Textured Finish SFG/12T/OF £279.86 
 Victoriana Finish VGB/12/OF £311.44

The SFG or VGB/12 has a slightly bigger capacity of 336 litres. Any of our grit bins can be 
personalised to your requirements, with moulded or Perspex plates being added, just call 
us to discuss your needs. Available with an open or closed front with a smooth, textured 
or Victoriana finish. ‘GRIT SALT’ plate to lid as standard.

Model shown features an ‘Open Front’.

SFG/VGB/17
Closed Front Smooth Finish SFG/17S/CF £297.35  
 Textured Finish SFG/17T/CF £276.65  
 Victoriana Finish VGB/17/CF £312.25

Open Front Smooth Finish SFG/17S/OF £321.00  
 Textured Finish SFG/17T/OF £300.30  
 Victoriana Finish VGB/17/OF £335.87

A large capacity 476 litre grit bin available with an open or closed front in a smooth, 
textured or Victoriana finish. We also offer larger capacity grit bins, up to 1008 litres, 
please see below for details. ‘GRIT SALT’ plate to lid as standard. 

Model shown features an ‘Open Front’.

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE

SFG/28 Prices from £337.56  
Capacity 784 litres Height 914mm  
Width 1219mm Depth 838mm

SFG/36 Prices from £397.01  
Capacity 1008 litres Height 991mm 
Width 1219mm Depth 940mm

Depth  635mm
Capacity  476 litres
 17 cubic feet 
Weight   49.5kg 

1219mm

762m
m

Holds 31 x 15 kilo bags of grit

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  610mm
Capacity  336 litres
 12 cubic feet
Weight   45kg 

864mm

762m
m

Holds 22 x 15 kilo bags of grit

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  483mm
Capacity  308 litres
 11 cubic feet 
Weight   40kg 

1086mm

711m
m

Holds 20 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61  
Budget Lock Lid LKB/LH £21.77  
Forklift Runners FLR £66.00

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61  
Budget Lock Lid LKB/LH £21.77  
Forklift Runners FLR £66.00

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61  
Budget Lock Lid LKB/LH £21.77  
Forklift Runners FLR £66.00

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  635mm
Capacity  224 litres
 8 cubic feet 
Weight   32kg 

610mm

762m
m

Holds 15 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61  
Budget Lock Lid LKB/LH £21.77  
Forklift Runners FLR £66.00

SFG/8 SFG/11 SFG/12 SFG/17

The strongest grit 
bins on the market

VGB/17VGB/12VGB/11VGB/8
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Stackable Grit & Salt Bins

This range of stackable grit bins are made from heavy duty 
Glass Fibre Composite and are available with either a 
smooth or Victoriana finish. The plastic bins are made from 
UV stabilised polythene so they will keep their colour and 
stay looking great! 

WSG/VSG/8/12 Stackable Grit & Salt Bins
WSG/8 Smooth Finish Closed Front WSG/8/CF £211.48  
 Smooth Finish Open Front WSG/8/OF £235.13

VSG/8 Victoriana Finish Closed Front VSG/8/CF £232.63  
 Victoriana Finish Open Front VSG/8/OF £256.28

WSG/12 Smooth Finish Closed Front WSG/12/CF £284.14  
 Smooth Finish Open Front WSG/12/OF £307.80

VSG/12 Victoriana Finish Closed Front VSG/12/CF £312.59  
 Victoriana Finish Open Front VSG/12/OF £337.38

These stackable grit bins are available with either a smooth finish or a Victoriana finish 
with gold beading and have a choice of an open or closed front. 

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61  
Budget Lock Lid LKB/LH £21.77

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

WSG/8

Stackable
for easy storage!

Stackable Polythene Grit Bins
EX350 Stackable Polythene Grit Bin EX350 £121.00  
PGB/12 Stackable Polythene Grit Bin PGB/12 £128.96

350 litre capacity ultra-tough stackable grit bins with hinged lids. Stacks 9 to a pallet for 
easy transportation and storage when not in use. Comes complete with moulded ‘GRIT’ 
text to lid and forklift runners are moulded in to the base as standard.

2x Hasp & Staple Set UH/SL2 £16.5 (EX350 only)  
Please specify yellow, green or black on your order

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  385mm
Capacity  336 litres
 12 cubic feet 
Weight   15kg 

1156mm

775m
m

Holds 22 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Depth  725mm
Capacity  350 litres
 12 cubic feet 
Weight   20.5kg 

1200mm

750m
m

Holds 23 x 15 kilo bags of grit

EX350

PGB/12

Depth  559mm
Capacity  224 litres
 8 cubic feet 
Weight   29kg 

749mm

762m
m

Holds 15 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Depth  559mm
Capacity  336 litres
 12 cubic feet 
Weight   43kg 

940mm

813m
m

Holds 22 x 15 kilo bags of grit

WSG/VSG/8 WSG/VSG/12

PGB/12

We keep grit 
in stock!

The RG Grit Bin Range

This range of glass reinforced plastic (GRP) grit & salt bins 
have a super smooth surface finish, making them really easy 
to wipe clean.

RG/6 GRP Grit & Salt Bin
RG/6 £187.46

Single skin Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) grit bin with  
a smooth easy clean finish, suitable for sand, grit or salt. 
The RG/6 is yellow as standard but is also available in  
a range of alternative colours. See additional extras sheet 
for details.

RG/11 GRP Grit & Salt Bin
RG/11 £244.53

Smooth easy clean grit bin manufactured from single skin 
Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP), suitable for sand, grit or 
salt. The RG/11 is yellow as standard but is also available 
in a range of other colours. See additional extras sheet  
for details.

RG/36 GRP Grit & Salt Bin
RG/36 £330.90

Extra large single skin Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) grit 
bin with smooth easy clean finish. Features ‘GRIT’ text  
to lid as standard, but more text can be added if required, 
as shown. 

Depth  540mm
Capacity  308 litres
 11 cubic feet 
Weight   20kg 

1300mm

840m
m

Holds 20 x 15 kilo bags 
of grit

Depth  1016mm
Capacity  1008 litres
 36 cubic feet 
Weight   29kg 

1270mm

876m
m

Holds 66 x 15 kilo bags 
of grit

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  540mm
Capacity  168 litres
 6 cubic feet 
Weight   15kg 

990mm

840m
m

Holds 11 x 15 kilo bags 
of grit

Budget Lock Lid LKB/RH £21.77  
Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61

Budget Lock Lid LKB/RH £21.77  
Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61

Budget Lock Lid LKB/RH £21.77  
Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61

Slim footprint 
means they are 

ideal for footpaths.

FACTS
 Our RG Grit Bins were 
first produced in 1969!

VSG/12 EX350
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The PTB Grit Bin Range

Open or closed front lightweight but durable polythene  
grit bins...

PTB/12 Polythene Grit & Salt Bin
Open Front PTB/12OF £179.60  
Closed Front PTB/12CF £183.13

336 litre capacity polythene grit & salt bin yellow coloured as standard but also available 
in green. Available with either an open or closed front.

PTB/6 Polythene Grit & Salt Bin
Open Front PTB/6OF £153.25  
Closed Front PTB/6CF £140.99

168 litre capacity polythene grit & salt bin. Ideal for outdoor areas like playgrounds, 
driveways and paths. Available in yellow as standard but also available in green if 
required. Available with either an open or closed front.

Depth  450mm
Capacity  168 litres
 6 cubic feet 
Weight   12.5kg 

720mm

780m
m

Holds 11 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61

Please specify yellow or green on your order.

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.61

Please specify yellow or green on your order.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth  520mm
Capacity  336 litres
 12 cubic feet 
Weight   35kg 

890mm

1000m
m Holds 22 x 15 kilo bags of grit

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

400 Litre Plastic Grit Bin
400L EX400 £148.50  
400L Recycled REX400 £136.40

400 litre polyethylene grit bin, manufactured from tough, 
medium density, UV stabilised plastic so it will not 
discolour. Two hasp and staples fitted to the lid allowing 
it to be locked. Supplied with moulded ‘GRIT’ text on the 
lid and available in yellow as standard but also available 
in green. Forklift runners are moulded into the base as 
standard to make moving easy. The REX400 is 
manufatcured from black recycled plastic only, no other 
colours are available.

200 Litre Plastic Grit Bin
200L EX200 £98.99  
200L Recycled REX200 £86.99

200 litre polyethylene UV stabilised ultra-tough grit bin 
that will not discolour or deteriorate through long term 
exposure to the elements. Supplied with moulded ‘GRIT’ 
text and the lid is fitted with a hasp and staple as 
standard. The EX200 is supplied in yellow as standard but 
is also available in green.

The REX200 is manufactured from recycled plastic and is 
only available in black.

Depth  750mm
Capacity  200 litres
 7 cubic feet 
Weight   14kg 

720mm

710m
m

Holds 13 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Depth  750mm
Capacity  400 litres
 14 cubic feet 
Weight   22kg 

1260mm

710m
m

Holds 26 x 15 kilo bags of grit

Mini Grit Bin Bundle
REXMINI £43.99

Mini grit bin bundle, includes mini 30 litre grit bin,  
bag of grit and mini scoop. Grit bin is manufactured  
from recycled polyethylene and is available in black as 
standard. Features of this water tight mini grit bin include 
a moulded tread plate to the lid. This mini bundle is 
perfect for use at home for gritting driveways and can 
also be used as a storage unit.

Depth  383mm
Capacity  30 litres 
Weight   5kg Bin Only
Weight  30kg - Bundle

475mm

305m
m

The EX/REX Plastic Grit Bin Range

Closed front plastic grit bins available in two sizes,  
perfect for use by the roadside as they will not deteriorate! 
The recycled polyethylene bins are a great choice for the 
environment!

Closed Front Closed Front EX200 EX400

Includes forklift 
runners!

Open Front Open Front

REX400REX200
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Yellow YEL Green GRN

Black RP/BLK REX Grit Bins Only

Black BLK

 

Bespoke Moulded Plate
MP £POA

Bespoke moulded plates of text or logos can be added to 
GFC products, please call to discuss your requirements 
and for a quote.

Only available on Glass Fibre Composite grit bins, not 
plastic or Glass Reinforced Plastic.

Bespoke Perspex Plate
MP £POA

Bespoke perspec plates of text or logos can  
be added to GFC products, please call to discuss  
your requirements and for a quote.

Only available on Glass Fibre Composite grit bins,  
not plastic or Glass Reinforced Plastic.

Hasp & Staple
UH/SL £5.61

Electro plated hasp and staple for use with padlock 
(padlock not supplied)

15kg Bag of Grit
GRIT/SALT £5.99

Bags of grit for use with our grit bins. Each product states 
the number of bags required to fill it.

Fork Lift Runners
FLR See products for pricing

Available on certain models wherever it is shown as an 
option. The bin is manufactured to include forklift runners 
for ease of movement.

GFC Colours GRP Colours Plastic/Polythene 
Colours

Golden Yellow  
WP08E51

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur. * Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Smooth & Victoriana Colours Polythene/Plastic Colours

Recycled Plastic Colours

Glass Reinforced Plastic Colours

Victoriana Beading Colours

G
lo

ss

Victoriana GFC
Victoriana is the smoother finish with only a slight  
texture and no roughness, with the addition of 
highlighted beading as standard. The body can be 
painted in standard smooth colours.

Smooth GFC
A smoother finish with only a slight texture and no 
roughness.

Textured GFC
PTX textured paint gives a very rough ‘sandpaper’ like 
textured finish, designed to prevent unwanted graffiti  
and posters being applied. 

We always keep 
grit in stock ready 
for bad weather!

You’ve chosen your bin, now you need to...

Finishes & colours

Optional extras

Choose your colour  
& finish

Choose any other 
optional extras

H
am

m
er

iteBlack* 
Hammerite 
HAMBLK

British Racing 
Green Hammerite 
HAMBRG

H
am

m
er

iteGold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

Silver Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMSIL

Textured Colours

M
at

t

Golden Yellow 
WPT2010

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Green  
WPT124

Yellow 
GC3754

Green 
GC6373

Black  
GC3602

Signal Red 
GC3756

Smoke Grey  
GC00A05
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Storage units
 274 RSA/15 & RSA/20 Storage Unit
 274 RSA/25 Storage Unit
 275 RSA/30 Storage Unit
 275 RSA/35 Storage Unit
 277 RSA/35G Garden Storage Unit
 278 RSF/6 Fire Sand Storage Container
 278 RC/6 Clay Storage Container
 279 Storage Options
 281 PSB Steel Storage Range
 282 Waste Pod Mobile Storage Unit
 282 SB/FO Mobile Storage Container
 283 Steel Storage Options
 284 ST/1 Storage Trolley

These durable storage containers are ideal for storing 
almost anything. Colour coded lids are available to aid 
waste segregation and help prevent cross contamination.

RSA/15 & RSA/20
Smooth Finish RSA/15S £305.79
Textured Finish RSA/15T £276.40
Smooth Finish RSA/20S £349.40
Textured Finish RSA/20T £315.61

Strong and durable glass fibre storage containers ideal for storing one stream of waste. 
Many additional options available to tailor your bin to your needs.

RSA/25
Smooth Finish RSA/25S £379.40  
Textured Finish RSA/25T £345.61

The RSA/25 storage unit was specially designed for a large supermarket chain.  
It is manufactured from durable glass fibre composite with a GRP smooth lid.

Shown with a hasp and staple for use with a padlock (Padlock not supplied)  
and bespoke vinyl stickers.

Capacity 420 litres 
Depth 762mm 
Weight 45kg

Capacity 560 litres 
Depth 762mm 
Weight 55kg

762mm 762mm

762m
m

914m
m

RSA/15 RSA/20
Capacity 685 litres 
Depth 743mm 
Weight 65kg

1220mm

755m
m

Glass Fibre Composite Storage Units

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10  
Gas Strut GSLF £30.21  
Handle RSA/H £5.99  

Castors RSA/CB £59.99  
Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10  
Gas Strut GSLF £30.21  
Handle RSA/H £5.99  

Castors RSA/CB £59.99  
Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79

Storage units
To securely 
store anything 
from clinical 
waste to clay!
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Our Glass Fibre Composite range of storage units are 
manufactured to last and have smooth wipe clean lids.

RSA/30
Smooth Finish RSA/30S £444.11  
Textured Finish RSA/30T £385.48  
Smooth Double Lids RSA/30SLD2 £539.07  
Textured Double Lids RSA/30TLD2 £480.44

This storage unit is available with either a smooth or textured finish to the body.  
The smooth, wipe-clean lid comes as standard. Available in single or two compartment 
versions with single or twin lids.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS PER LID ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

1524mm

765m
m

Capacity 840 litres 
Depth 762mm 
Weight 80kg

RSA/35
Smooth Finish RSA/35S £510.71  
Textured Finish RSA/35T £443.30  
Smooth Double Lids RSA/35SLD2 £619.93  
Textured Double Lids RSA/35TLD2 £552.57

This large capacity storage container is available with a smooth or textured finish with a 
smooth, wipe-clean lid as standard. Available in single or two compartment versions with 
single or twin lids. The two compartment version is ideal for storing items separately 
whilst in the same location. They are manufactured from durable, vandal resistant glass 
fibre composite.

Capacity 980 litres 
Depth 762mm 
Weight 85kg

1524mm

914m
m

Large Capacity GFC Storage Units

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10  
Gas Strut GSLF £30.21  
Handle RSA/H £5.99

Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79  
Castors RSA/CB £59.99

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS PER LID ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10  
Gas Strut GSLF £30.21  
Handle RSA/H £5.99

Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79  
Castors RSA/CB £59.99

Storage Range Features

We adapted our existing RSA/35 storage solution especially for a large 
supermarket chain, creating the new RSA/25 model.
The unit was designed to house a specific number 
of diesel canisters of a particular size. The design 
brief also required ventilation holes around the rim 
of the unit to be included to prevent the potential 
build up of gases. Gas struts were added for ease 
of lid operation and a hasp and staple for security.

The unit is finished in the familiar Supermarket’s 
orange. Vinyl artwork is added to the lid providing 
a clear warning of the hazardous contents.

Over a three month period we manufactured and 
delivered over 300 of these fantastic looking units 
to supermarket stores nationwide. 

Large vinyl stickers to the lids of the units provided visual warnings of their potentially dangerous contents!
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Garden storage unit complete with rubber seal and gas strut 
for the waterproof storage of garden equipment, the perfect 
solution to Great British weather all year round!

Garden Storage Unit

RSA/35G Garden Storage Unit
Smooth Finish RSA/35SG £631.33  
Textured Finish RSA/35TG £563.92

Robust glass fibre composite storage unit, specially 
designed for garden storage. Features include a water 
proof rubber seal, two gas struts for ease of opening/
closing and two hasp and staples for security.

This unit features a smooth finish green lid, and a dove 
grey body as standard.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Handle RSA/H £5.99  
Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79 

Depth 762mm
Capacity 980 litres
Weight 85kg

1524mm

914m
m

These GRP (Glass Reinforced Plastic) storage containers 
have an easy clean super smooth finish and come complete 
with vinyl lettering.

Fire Sand Storage Container
Smooth Finish RFS/6 £187.46

Single skin glass reinforced plastic fire sand storage container. Features heavy duty 
hinges and FIRE SAND white vinyl text and is painted red as standard.

Clay Storage Container
Smooth Finish RC/6 £187.46

Grey clay storage unit, manufactured from single skin glass reinforced plastic.  
Features CLAY black vinyl text, heavy duty hinges and is painted grey as standard.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Glass Reinforced Plastic Storage Units

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10 Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79 Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10 Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79

990mm

840m
m

Depth 540mm
Capacity 168 litres
Weight 15kg

990mm

840m
m

Depth 540mm
Capacity 168 litres
Weight 15kg
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You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

GFC Body Colours GRP Colours

Gas Strut
GSLF £30.21

Optional gas strut to make opening and closing the lid(s) 
light and easy. 1 per lid required.

Handle
RSA/H £5.99

Optional handle for opening and closing the lid.

Hasp & Staple
UH/SL £5.10

Electro plated hasp and staple for use with padlock 
(Padlock not supplied)

Castors
RSA/CB £59.99

Set of 4 braked nylon castors for use with storage units  
to aid manoeuvrability.

Smooth Internal Finish
FLO/C £60.00

An internal flo-coat smooth finish can be added to the 
inside of our storage containers. This makes them easier 
to clean, ideal for clinical waste only containers.

Black V/CW/BLK  
White V/CW/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/REC/BLK  
White V/REC/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/FS/BLK  
White V/FS/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/DW/BLK  
White V/DW/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/CLAY/BLK  
White V/CLAY/WTE

Available in black or white.

Add a gas strut and 

handle to make opening and 

closing your storage unit a 

breeze!
Black  
GC3602

Smoke Grey  
GC00A05

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) has a smooth gloss 
finish and is available in a choice of colours.

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note 
that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be 
used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an 
exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour 
matches across different materials and some colour variation may 
occur. *Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Choose any lettering 
(Optional)

Choose colour(s) Choose any optional 
extras

Colours

Optional Extras

Vinyl lettering Extra £9 ea.

White  
GC4777

Green  
GC6028

Signal Red  
GC3756

Aircraft Blue  
GC12456

Orange  
GC2004

Yellow  
GC3754

Textured Colours

Smooth & Victoriana Colours

Black 
Hammerite  
HAMBLK*

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG H

am
m

er
ite

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Green  
WP225

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

Dove Grey  
WP12B21

G
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ss

Black Textured  
WPT9005

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13 M

at
t F

in
is

h
Green  
WPT124

Dove Grey  
WPT112

Dark Green  
WPT14C39
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The PSB galvanised steel storage units are heavy duty  
and vandal proof, ideal for storing everything, from clinical 
waste to flammable liquids!

Steel Storage Units

PSB Storage Range
PSB/24 £256.69  
PSB/36 £440.04  
PSB/42 £474.83  
PSB/48 £503.44

Heavy duty steel storage units with sloping lids, ideal for 
storing any sort of item, from clinical waste to petroleum! 
Locks can be added for security if required.

See the options sheet for colour choices and extras.

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10  
Gas Strut GSLF £30.21  
Handle RSA/H £5.99  
Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

762mm 
280 litres 
39kg

762mm 
472.5 litres 
70kg

762mm 
551 litres 
78kg 

762mm 
630 litres 
86.5kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

1219mm

1067mm

914mm

610mm

749m
m

PSB/42 PSB/48PSB/36PSB/24PSB/24

PSB/36

PSB/42

PSB/48

SB/FO Mobile Storage Container
SB/FO £695.00

Front opening storage unit with heavy duty braked castors and a gas strut for easy 
opening. The front section of the lid is held open by the strut which enables the hinged 
front door to be released downwards for greater access to the bin interior.

Includes heavy duty magnets to secure the lid and door plus handles to aid opening  
and manoeuvrability. Rubber stoppers prevent excessive noise when the front door is 
opened. Additional stoppers to the rear of the unit prevent damage to walls.

These steel storage units have been designed specifically  
for use within hospitals. The large capacity storage units 
have heavy duty braked castors for ease of movement.

Waste Pod Mobile Storage Unit
WASTE/POD £625.00

Storage container for storing and moving waste. Features braked castors for ease of 
movement, 2 lockable front opening doors, handles, rubber wall-protection bumpers and 
a completely removable base for easy deep cleaning. Perfect for clinical environments. 
Designed for storing waste until it can be moved at a later time if required.

Steel Hospital Storage Units

Hasp & Staple UH/SL £5.10 Security Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79 

Budget Lock LKB/RH £19.79

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
680mm Depth 680mm

Capacity 767 litres
Weight  59kg

1660m
m

1400mm

1275m
m

Depth 800mm
Capacity 1400 litres
Weight 68kg  
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This galvanised steel trolley is ideal for the storage and 
removal of rubbish and recyclables such as bulky cardboard.

Storage Trolley

ST/1 Storage Trolley
ST/1 £186.44

This storage trolley is made from galvanised steel and is  
a perfect transportable storage solution. The ST/1 storage 
trolley has a 550 litre capacity and can hold bulky items. 
The castors and handle make this trolley easy to 
manoeuvre even with a heavy load.

Available in red or black.

655mm 
366 litres 
42kg

Depth 
Capacity 
Weight

985mm

1000m
m

ST/1

PSB/48

Red  
PC3020

Black  
PC9005

Gas Strut
GSLF £30.21

Optional gas strut to make opening and 
closing the lid(s) light and easy. 1 per lid 
required. Not available on the Waste Pod.

Handle
RSA/H £5.99

Optional handle for opening and closing 
the lid.

Hasp & Staple
UH/SL £5.10

Electro plated hasp and staple for use with 
padlock (Padlock not supplied)

Castors
RSA/CB £59.99

Set of 4 braked castors for use with 
storage units to aid manoeuvrability. 
Already included on the Waste Pod and 
SB/FO units so you don’t need to add 
them on.

Dark Blue  
PC5013

Red  
PC3020

Black  
PC9005

Light Blue  
PC18E53

Turquoise  
PC16D45

Dark Green  
PC6005

Pure Orange  
PC2004

Light Green  
PC6024

Yellow  
PC1007

Steel Powder Coating Colours

G
lo

ss

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur.

Steel Powder Coating Colours

You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...

Choose any lettering 
(Optional)

Choose colour(s)

Choose any optional 
extras

Steel colours

Black V/CW/BLK  
White V/CW/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/REC/BLK  
White V/REC/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/FS/BLK  
White V/FS/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/DW/BLK  
White V/DW/WTE

Available in black or white.

Black V/CLAY/BLK  
White V/CLAY/WTE

Available in black or white.

Vinyl lettering Extra £9 ea.

Optional extras
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Street litter 
collection
Everything 
you need 
to keep the 
streets clean!

Street litter collection
 286 Litter Pickers
 287 Kids Litter Picking Kit
 287 Handy Bag Hoop
 288 Sharps Pouch
 288 SB/3 Sweep Bin
 289  DC/1 & SC/1 Street Orderly Barrows
 290 SC/AE Street Orderly Barrows
 291 DC/AE Street Orderly Barrows
 292 Street Orderly Barrow Options

These products are designed to make the collection of 
street litter easy. There are various different types of litter 
pickers available to help keep the streets clean and tidy.

Litter Picker Range

A

LPC/32 
Litterpicker Pro
Metal litter picker 
LPC/32 £16.29

Litter picker ideal for all 
litter picking duties, 
durable and built to last. 
Features a comfortable 
handle and reflective 
strips to increase user 
visibility in poor light.

Weight  0.5kg  
Length  850mm

LT/32 Ranger
Litter Tongs  
LT/32 £23.33

Metal litter tongs with 
reflective strips for 
increased visibility and 
flexible traction grip jaws. 
Designed to be 
comfortable and work 
with the ergonomics of 
your arm.

Weight  0.8kg  
Length  870mm

LEG/32 
Streetmaster
Easy Grip Litter Picker 
LEG/32 £17.42

Easy grip litter picker,  
with rotating mechanism, 
plastic ends and handle, 
perfectly shaped for  
larger items such as 
bottles and cans.

Weight  0.5kg  
Length  820mm

GRAP Graptor 
Kidz Litterpicker
Kids Litter Picker  
GRAP £15.42

Specially designed for 
children, this litter picker 
has a funky reptile design 
and is just the right size for 
use. Also available as part 
of the Kids Kit!

Weight  0.4kg  
Length  680mm

HS Handi Scoop 
Handi Scoop  
HS £24.74

Dog waste pooper 
scooper, designed to 
prevent the need for 
bending when picking up 
dog waste. Easy to clean, 
lightweight and portable. 

Weight  0.5kg  
Length  850mm

A B C D E

B

C

D

E

Available in 
the kids kit. 
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Litter Picking Items

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

HH Handi Hoop, holds a 35” bag

SHARPS/P Sharps Pouch
Sharps Pouch SHARPS/P £31.03

Compact, convenient, and highly portable, the Sharps Pouch is the most effective way to 
equip the user with all that they need fto dispose of sharps.

It is a replenishable kit enabling you to collect sharps on the spot and to leave an area 
safe and tidy. Contains a pair of disposable gloves, stainless steel forceps, sharps bin, 
clinical waste bag and disinfectant wipes all in a handy pouch.

SB/3 Sweep Bin
Sweep Bin SB/3 £58.55

Polythene sweep bin with a heavy duty handle.  
The stainless steel strip on the front edge prevents  
wear and tear.

These products are designed to make the collection of 
street litter quick, easy and safe.

Handy items designed to make keeping your streets free 
from litter easy!

Depth   355mm
Weight   4.5kg
Capacity   84 litres

457mm

483m
m

Anti-wear 
Stainless Steel 
strip on front 

edge!

KIDSKIT Kidz Litter Picking Kit
Kids Litter Picking Kit KIDSKIT £28.10

The Kidz Kit is a litter picking kit designed for kids and contains everything they need  
for the safe collection of litter. Contains a GRAP Graptor Kidz Litterpicker, childs size high 
visibility vest, and child sized rigger gloves all packed in a handy bag! Suggested age 
range  
5-11 years.

Kids litter 

picking kits!  

£28.10

Handi Hoop
Handi Hoop Bag HH £10.79  

The Handy Bag Hoop is a litter pickers best friend! It holds open a litter sack whilst litter 
picking and is lightweight and comfortable to carry. It features 5 robust clips to hold the 
bag open and in place. 
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Street Orderly Barrows

These Street orderly barrows are manufactured from robust 
tubular galvanised steel box section, making them 
lightweight but also strong and durable. The frames can be 
powder coated in green, red or black.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

DC & SC Street Orderly Barrows
Single Collector SC/1 £308.85  
Double Collector DC/1 £425.99

These robust street orderly barrows are made from 
tubular galvanised steel box section. The features of 
these units include heavy duty pneumatic tyres with  
roller bearing wheels, twin front jockey wheels for kerb 
mounting, lockable equipment box, brush and shovel 
holders and either one or two collection boxes.  
Available powder coated in green, red or black. 

The SC/1 has a single collection box and the DC/1 has 
two collection boxes.

Wheelie bins/storage containers shown in the images  
are included. All wheelie bins are Grey/Black and storage 
containers are Grey.

See options sheet for extras and colour choices

See options sheet for extras and colour choices.

Depth  610mm
Capacity  190 litres 
Weight   51kg 

Depth  596mm
Capacity  95 litres 
Weight   35kg

DC/1SC/1 1664mm

1168m
m

1270mm

990m
m

Street Orderly Barrows

Street orderly barrows to carry wheelie bins, from 120  
to 240 litres and they also have room for storing brushes, 
litter pickers and shovels!

SC/AE Street Orderly Barrows
120L Wheelie bin version SC/1AE £327.17  
240L Wheelie bin version SC/2AE £403.08

These Street Orderly Barrows are designed to hold 
1 x wheelie bin, either 120 or 240 litres. Manufactured 
from robust galvanised tubular box section with heavy 
duty pneumatic tyres, twin front jockey wheels,  
a lockable equipment box, brush and shovel holders  
and a wheelie bin. The frame can be powder coated  
in black, green or red.

Wheelie bins/storage containers shown in the images  
are included. All wheelie bins are Grey/Black and storage 
containers are Grey.

Depth  596mm
Capacity  120 litres 
Weight   35kg 

Depth  766mm
Capacity  240 litres 
Weight   41kg 

1270mm

990m
m

1365mm

990m
m

SC/2AESC/1AE

DC/1 SC/1AEDC/1

SC/1
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You’ve chosen your product, now you need to...The DC/AE Street Orderly Barrow

This barrow can carry 2x 120 or 240 litre wheeled bins  
with ease, allowing for maximum litter collection.

DC/AE Street Orderly Barrows
2x 120L DC/1AE £428.87  
2x 240L DC/2AE £504.78

These Street Orderly Barrows are designed to hold 
2x wheelie bins, either 120 or 240 litres. Manufactured 
from robust galvanised tubular box section with heavy 
duty pneumatic tyres, twin front jockey wheels,  
a lockable equipment box, brush and shovel holders and 
a wheelie bin. The frame can be powder coated in black, 
green or red.

Double wheelie bin barrow designed to carry two wheelie 
bins, either 120 or 240 litres for maximum litter collection.

Wheelie bins/storage containers shown in the images are 
included. All wheelie bins are Grey/Black and storage 
containers are Grey.

Carries two 
wheelie bins!

Solid Heavy Duty Wheels (Spare Set)
S/WHEELSL £86.00

Spare set of heavy duty wheels.

Twin-Point Brake
SC/BK £32.69  
DC/BK £32.69

Brake system to secure the barrow in place and does not 
move.

Inflatable 4-Ply Tyre (Spare Set)
S/WHEELL £72.18

Spare set of inflatable tyres. Fixed valve to attach pump 
(pump not included) to inflate tyres. 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Depth 705mm Capacity 2x240 litres Weight 62kg Depth 610mm Capacity 2x120 litres Weight 51kg 

1664mm 2004mm

1168m
m

1168m
m

DC/2AEDC/1AE

See options sheet for extras and colour choices.

Select the powder coating colour you require for the frame

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only  
and should not be used for colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required.  
We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across different materials and some colour variation may occur.

DC/1AE DC/2AE

Black  
PC9005

Dark Green  
PC6028

Red  
PC3020 G

lo
ss

Steel Powder Coating Colours

All our Street Orderly Barrows include the wheelie bins/
storage containers shown in the images. All wheelie bins 
are Grey/Black and storage containers are Grey.

Choose your frame  
colour

Choose any optional 
extras

Frame colour options

Optional extras
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Our services
going that 
extra mile 
for our 
customers

Our services
 294 Refurbishment
 295 Stop & Drop Siting Service
 296 Factory Visits
 297 Bespoke Design Service

 Extras & Spares
 299 Liners
 304 Spares
 305 Colours
 306 Wood Finishes
 307 Fixing Options
 312 Glossary

Refurbishment

We can refurbish any of our steel or glass fibre 
composite (GFC) products, increasing their 
lifespan dramatically.

The process is very thorough and leaves  
the bins looking brand new, so new in fact 
that we’ve had to photograph the process for 
some customers, as they just couldn’t believe 
the end result was the same bin!

Refurbishing your existing bins not only saves 
you money but also benefits the environment, 

as it saves waste from going to landfill and 
also saves material, as we don’t have to start 
from scratch and make completely new bins.

The process for our glass fibre bins involves 
steam cleaning the bins, grinding the surface, 
re-bonding and filling any cracks, re-spraying 
with glass fibres, smoothing down, adding new 
moulded plates and finally re-spraying and 

hand finishing any gold detailing  
and the transformation is complete.

Refurbishing our steel products follows  
the same kind of thorough process but  
the units are sandblasted and re-sprayed  
to look brand new!

SAVES
50%
of the cost of new bins!

Refurbishment

New liners are added 
and the bin is now 
finished, and looks 

brand new!
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Wybone’s Stop & Drop Service - let us do 
all the hard work for you…

Wybone’s unique ‘Stop & Drop Service’ not 
only delivers, but also sites your bins all at the 
same time. We offer this new service to site 
our litter & recycling bins with concrete plinths. 
The plinths eliminate the need to ground fix 
the bins because they are simply too heavy 
to move – ideal for areas where ground fixing 
is not an option, and also for bins that may 
need to be re-sited at a later date. City centres 
benefit from this service as the bins can be 
sited quickly and easily with no disruption to 
walkways.

Having a concrete plinth makes the bins 
much easier to site as no drilling or bolting is 
required, we just simply drop them into place 
exactly where you want them when we deliver 
and they’re ready to use.

There are many benefits of using this service, 
including not having to store your order of 
bins in-between delivery and siting, the bins 
can be placed exactly where they are needed 
on street, we use all our own equipment 
& manpower to lift, drop and site the bins 
- basically we do all the hard work for you 
leaving your bins sited and ready for use.

Stop and drop service

A City Council in the 
north has recently used 
this service for the siting 

of 21 bins within the 
city centre area.

STOP
DROP

STOP&DROP

Factory visits, wish you were here…

A tour of our factory offers a unique insight 
into the world of Wybone and the products 
and services we offer. 

A typical trip to Wybone involves a tour of our 
three manufacturing departments: metalwork, 
glass fibre and sackholders so you can 
see the processes involved in producing our 
bins. Our staff will demonstrate the variety of 
production methods involved, from laminating 
to spraying and everything in between.

We love to put on a spread here at Wybone, 
so you can expect a delicious Yorkshire lunch, 
typically award-winning locally produced pie 
and peas. The day usually ends with a chance 
to explore our showroom, packed full of our 
newest, most exciting products!

We can even arrange accommodation if 
required, so why not plan your visit now!

Twitter feedback from our last visit...

7:32 AM 24 Jan 13

Gary Thirkell (@pollygary)
Thank you from IPS. Looks like Wybone really went out 
of their way. Working together the way forward for all.

9:35 AM 24 Jan 13

Carole Hallam (@HallamCarole)
Great hospitality and a true Yorkshire lunch.

10:29 AM 24 Jan 13

Sheena Kelly (@sheenakelly27)
Thank you for your hospitality, it was an excellent day.

Meet the team
Come along to our site and you can meet the 
whole Wybone team, from the sales team who 
take your order, right through to our workers in 
the factory who fabricate your products. If you 
time it right you could even see your actual 
order being made!
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We are passionate about what we do.  
Our design team has an imaginative way 
of working, coupled with a desire to meet 
customer requirements.

We work with our clients and offer a flexibility 
rarely seen in our industry, enabling us to 
create something unique. We quite literately 
break the mould and start from scratch.  
We listen to what you want, take your 
problems and solve them.

We’d love to create a brand new product 
for you, or to personalise one of our existing 
products - we relish new challenges so please 
send us your requirements and our bespoke 
design service can create something just  
for you!

Graphic Design Service
We can create custom graphics to be used  
on our products, including vinyl stickers  
and wraps, perspex plates and moulded plates 
for our GFC products. Our team of in-house 
designers can create unique graphics to 
match your branding or company style,  
or even modify our aperture plates/lid stickers 
to suit any waste stream.

Here at Wybone we offer a fully bespoke design service.  
We understand that every customer is different so we tailor  
our products and services to meet your needs. From concept  
to completion your requirements are paramount.

WYBONE
D E S I G N  S T U D I O

Bespoke Design Service
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Galvanised Steel Liners cont...Galvanised Steel Liners

Image Liner code Dimensions Description Bins this liner fits Price

L1***
Height 634mm
Width 414mm
Depth 415mm

Square galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior
- Also available as a wired transparent bag holder for use with 
transparent bins. Add ‘WF’ to the end of the liner code

LBV/8, LBV/20, LBV/20/TRIPLE, MM/112, 
MM/112D, COMP/20, MLB/112 
MC/1, MCD/1 (2 required), NR/1, 
NR/2 (2 required), STS/2AV, MLB/224 
(2required), MLB/336 (3 required), 
MLB/448 (4 required), WTS/8, WTS/8D 
(2 required), BMB/40, BMB2/40

£59.93 
each

L1/INT***
Height 634mm
Width 414mm
Depth 415mm

Square galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the interior STS/2, VFB/2, GFP/SC4 £59.93

L2
Height 640mm
Width 465mm 
Depth 199mm

Rectangular galvanised steel liner with handles to the exterior MLB/90 £67.93

L3
Height 650mm
Width 340mm
Depth 340mm

Square galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior
MLB/160 (2 required), BMB/160 (2 
required)

£67.93  
each

L4*
Height 630
Width 260mm
Depth 365mm

Galvanised steel liner for left & right sides, with handle to 
exterior
- Also available as a wired transparent bag holder for use with 
transparent bins. Add ‘WF’ to the end of the liner code

TORPEDO/D (2 required), TORPEDO/T (2 
required + 1 x L5)

£67.93 
each

L5***
Height 630mm
Width 295mm
Depth 365mm

Galvanised steel liner for centre of Torpedo Triple, with 2 handles 
to the exterior
- Also available as a wired transparent bag holder for use with 
transparent bins. Add ‘WF’ to the end of the liner code

TORPEDO/T (1 required + 2 x L4),
CONSOLE/240 (3 required) 

 £59.93 
each

L6***
Height 780mm
Width 295mm 
Depth 465mm

Galvanised steel liner for central compartment of Torpedo Triple 
XL, with 2 handles to the exterior  
-Also available as a wired transparent bag holder for use with 
transparent bins. Add ‘WF’ to the end of the liner code

TORPEDO/T/XL (1 required + 2 x L7),  
TORPEDO/T/ORB (1 required + 2 x L7, 
CONSOLE/XL (3 required)  

£64.99 
each

L7***
Height 780mm
Width 260mm 
Depth 465mm

Galvanised steel liner for the left and right sides, with 2 handles 
to the exterior 
-Also available as a wired transparent bag holder for use with 
transparent bins. Add ‘WF’ to the end of the liner code

TORPEDO/T/XL (2 required + 1 x L6) 
TORPEDO/T/ORB (2 required + 1 L6)

£64.99 
each

L8/INT
Height 605mm
Width 340mm
Depth 340mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the interior LBV/2 £67.93

L9
Height 630mm
Width 315mm 
Depth 315mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior LBV/9, WDB/112, LBV/3 £67.93

L10
Height 612mm
Width 294mm 
Depth 291mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior RLA/1 (2 required), LBV/5 (2 required)
£67.93 
each

L11
Height 636mm
Width 506mm
Depth 278mm

Rectangular galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior LBV/6 £67.93

L12**
Height 704m
Width 415mm
Depth 330mm

Galvanised steel liner with shiplap, Iroko shiplap or recycled 
plastic cladded front in choice of colours**

RLA/6 (2 required), RLA/7 (3 required), 
RLA/5, WDB/6DL (2 required), WDB/7D

For prices 
see P303

Image Liner code Dimensions Description Bins this liner fits Price

L13/INT***
Height 580mm
Diameter 385mm

Circular steel liner with 2 handles on the interior
WGP/3, WGP/FACEBINS, WPD/3, COT/3, 
LVC/3TP, CWB

£62.25

L14/INT***
Height 664mm
Depth 400mm

Hexagonal galvanised steel liner with handles on the interior LBV/14, VFB/14, MV/35/OCT £72.93

L15/INT***
Height 629mm 
Diameter 325mm

Circular steel liner with 1 handle on the interior WTS/2, WYATT50 £62.25

L16
Height 550mm
 Width 535mm 
Depth 290mm

Rectangular galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior RD/1, RD/2 (2 required),
£67.93 
each

L17
Height 650mm 
Width 390mm 
Depth 390mm

Cut corner galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior LBV/7, LBV/17, MV/40 £72.93

L18
Height 580mm 
Width 500mm
Depth 326mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior CEB/22 £81.25

L19***
Height 490mm 
Width 270mm 
Depth 270mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior WSP/D £39.82

L20*
Height 625mm 
Width 292mm
Depth 416mm

Galvanised steel liner with a handle to the back exterior
LUTE/STREAM/D (2 required), 
LUTE/STREAM/T (2 required + 1 x L21)

£67.93 
each

L21***
Height 625mm 
Width 292mm
Depth 416mm

Galvanised steel liner with handles to the exterior

LUTE/STREAM/T (1 required + 2 x L20)
MM/160 (2 required), 
MM/240 (3 required)
MM/300 (4 required)

£64.99
each

L22
Height 503mm 
Width 408mm
Depth 240mm

Galvanised steel liner with a handle to the exterior TL/SO £67.93

L23*
Height 802mm 
Width 380mm
Depth 307mm

Galvanised steel liner with handles to the exterior
STROBE/DLX (1 required + 2 x LP4),
STROBE/STN (1 required + 2 x LP4),
STROBE/ECO (1 required + 2 x L24)

£67.93

L24*
Height 801mm 
Width 406mm
Depth 311mm

Galvanised steel rectangular liner with handles to the exterior STROBE/ECO (2 required + 1 x L23)
£67.93
each

L25/INT***
L26/INT***
L27/INT***

25=Height 282mm 
26=Height 497mm
27=Height 597mm
Dia. 297mm

Galvanised steel circukar with a handle to the interior
RPG 25
RPG 40
RPG 50

£42.86
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Galvanised Steel Liners cont...

Image Liner code Dimensions Description Bins this liner fits Price

L28
L29
L30

28=Height 519mm 
29=Height 700mm
30=Height 870mm
Width 445mm
Depth 220mm

Rectangular galvanised steel liner with handle to the exterior
MDB/60
MDB/90
MDB/112

£67.93

L31/INT***
Height 550mm
Width 350mm
Depth 260mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with a handle to the interior CA/1, CH/1 £67.93

L32/INT***
L33/INT***
L34/INT***

32=Height 653mm 
33=Height 754mm
34=Height 851mm
Dia. 297mm

Circular galvanised steel liner with a handle to the interior
TOREPEDO/S/SWING
TOREPEDO/M/SWING
TOREPEDO/L/SWING

£62.25

L35/INT
Height 255mm
Depth 185mm

Hexagonal galvanised steel liner with a handle to the interior LBV/XAT £54.82

L36
Height 640mm
Width 410mm
Depth 315mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior
RLA/4/SP
LBV/24 (2 required)

£67.93 
each

L38
Height 630mm
Width 412mm 
Depth 217mm

Slimline galvanised steel liner with a handle to the exterior
WTS/8/S
WTS/8DS (2 required)

£67.93 
each

L39/INT

Height 552mm
Width 295mm
AT BASE
Depth 175mm
AT BASE

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the interior LBV/1 £67.93

L40
Height 505mm
Width 362mm 
Depth 197mm

Galvanised steel liner with a handle to the exterior WDB/LUFO, WDB/CHFO £41.03

L41
Height 535mm
Width 230mm
Depth 200mm

Galvanised steel liner with 1 handle to the front MLB/70 £56.91

L42

Height 535mm
Width 270mm
AT BASE
Depth 635mm
AT BASE

Tapered galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the interior RLA/3 (2 required)
£72.99
each

L43*
Height 841mm
Width 291mm 
Depth 595mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior RPB/120 (2 required)
£72.99
each

L45
Height 717mm
Width 457mm
Depth 327mm

Rectangular galvanised steel liner with handle to the exterior AP/TRAY £67.93

Image Liner code Dimensions Description Bins this liner fits Price

L46
Height 450mm
Width 275mm
Depth 255mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with a handle to the exterior TL/FO £54.82

L47*
Height 835mm
Width 340mm
Depth 315mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the front for easy 
emptying

TORPEDO/S/OS/70 £67.93

L48/INT
Height 400mm
Width 380mm
Depth 200mm

Semi-circular galvanised steel liner with a handle to the inside. RWF/1, PWF/1 £59.93

L49/INT
Height 650mm
Width 380mm
Depth 200mm

Semi-circular galvanised steel liner with a handle to the inside. RWF/2 £63.21

L50*
Height 675mm
Dia. 420mm

Galvanised steel circular liner with two built in handles MV/35C £63.21

L51
Height 800mm
Width 322mm
Depth 495mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior RPB/120R (2 required)
£72.99
each

L52*
Height 633mm
Width 296mm
Depth 407mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior LUTE/STREM/S £67.93

L53
Height 182mm
Width 258mm
Depth 75mm

Galvanised steel liner with 1 handle to the exterior TABTIDYMETRO (3 required)
£45.82
each

L54
Height 530mm
Width 305mm
Depth 250mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior WDB/42 £63.25

L55
Height 580mm
Width 305mm
Depth 325mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior WDB/60 £63.25

L56
Height 640mm
Width 245mm
Depth 245mm

Galvanised steel ashtray liner NS/M1 £53.25

L57
Height 740mm
Width 365mm
Depth 367mm

Galvanised steel liner with 1 handle to the exterior LBV/WBH20 (2 required)
£72.99
each

Galvanised Steel Liners cont...
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Image Liner code Dimensions Description Bins this liner fits Price

L58
Height 610mm
Width 762mm
Depth 762mm

Galvanised steel wire basket LBV/WBH20 £120.88

L59
Height 372mm
Width 372mm
Depth 720mm

Galvanised steel liner with 2 handles to the exterior WDB/70 £67.93

L60
Height 665mm
Dia 385mm

Circular galvanised steel liner with 2 handles built in VFB/3 £63.21

L61/INT
Height 721mm
Width 425mm
Depth 425mm

Tapered galvanised steel liner with a handle to the interior LBV/2CS £67.93

L62
Height 245mm
Width 230mm
Depth 4230mm

Galvanised steel ashtray liner with handle to the exterior LBV/FCB, LBV-FCG £48.36

RATMOD
Add ‘RATMOD’ to your code if you require a liner to fit into a bin that has a ‘Rat Modification’ fitted. These liners are shorter to allow 
space for the rat baiting box. Only available on steel liners.   

*LINER/SC Swivel castors can be added as an additional extra to the liner to aid manoeuvrability
£15.00 per 
liner (set of 
4 castors)

***WE We can manufacture our liners with a rolled, wired hem if you prefer them like that, just add ‘WE’ to the end of the liner code
£8.00 extra 
per liner

Galvanised Steel Liners cont...

All liners for external bins have drainage holes as standard. Liners for internal bins do not have drainage holes.  
Please specify if you require anything different.

Polythene Liners

Image Liner code Dimensions Description Bins this liner fits Price

LP1
Height 640mm 
Width 475mm 
Depth 225mm

Tapered slimline polythene liner MLB/90 £63.25

LP2
Height 650mm 
Width 390mm
Depth 350mm

Tapered polythene liner WDB/112 £63.25

LP3
Height 680mm
Width 420mm
Depth 460mm

Square tapered polythene liner

MM/112, MM/112D, COMP/20, 
MLB/112,  MLB/224 (2required), 
MLB/336 (3 required), MLB/448 (4 
required), BMB/40, BMB2/40, FWB/112

£63.25

LP4
Height 801mm 
Width 406mm
Depth 311mm

LEXAN 3MM polythene liner with handle to the exterior
STROBE/DLX (2 required + 1 x L23)
STROBE/STN (2 required + 1 x L23)

£63.25

LP5
Height 628mm 
Width 339mm
Depth 185mm

Polythene equipment box with lid Fits Street Orderly Barrows £63.25

LP6
Height 760mm 
Width 320mm
Depth 320mm

Polythene equipment box with lid Fits Street Orderly Barrows £63.25

LP7
Height 505mm 
Width 362mm
Depth 197mm

LEXAN 3MM polythene liner FWB/60 £52.21

LP8
Height 657mm 
Width 420mm
Depth 460mm

Square tapered polythene liner LBV/20, LBV/20/TRIPLE £63.25

LP9
Height 400mm 
Width 313mm
Depth 353mm

Square tapered polythene liner MLB/160R/DD (4 required)
£63.25
each

LP10
Height 625mm 
Width 350mm
Depth 395mm

Square tapered polythene liner NR/1, NR/2 (2 required)
£63.25
each

LP11
Height  612mm 
Width 300mm
Depth  400mm

Tapered rectangular polythene liner MLB/160 (2 required) £19.95

Our most popular liners are listed, but if the liner you require is not listed, please call our sales 
team for details on 01226 744010
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** L12 Liner Finishes & Prices

Shiplap Recycled Plastic Front
L12/SHP/RP £129.00

Recycled plastic shiplap in a wood-effect finish.
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Iroko Shiplap Dark Oak Front
L12/IRK/SHP/DK £145.00

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap to the front of 
the liner in a dark oak finish.

Iroko Shiplap Light Oak Front
L12/IRK/SHP/LT £145.00

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap to the front of 
the liner in a light oak finish.

Iroko Shiplap Natural Oak Front
L12/IRK/SHP/N £145.00

Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap to the front of 
the liner in a natural oak finish.

Shiplap Dark Oak
L12/SHP/DKOAK £129.00

Shiplap to the front of the liner in a dark oak finish.

Shiplap Light Oak Front
L12/SHP/LTOAK £129.00

Shiplap to the front of the liner in a light oak finish.

Shiplap Natural Oak Front
L12/SHP/NOAK £129.00

Shiplap to the front of the liner in a natural oak finish.

Recycled Plastic Shiplap Fronts

Iroko Hardwood Shiplap Fronts

Extended Hinge
H/L £9.37 per pair

Galvanised back flap hinge, to use on 
larger GFC products.

Hasp & Staple
UH/SL £5.10

Electro plated hasp and staple for use with 
padlock (Padlock not supplied)

Handle
H £5.99

Optional handle for opening and closing 
the lid.

Left-Hand Budget Lock
LKBL/LH £3.68

Left-hand budget lock for use with 
standard locking doors.

Right-Hand Budget Lock
LKBL/RH £3.68

Right-hand budget lock for use with 
standard locking doors.

Budget Lock Key
LKB/K £2.61

Spare Budget Lock key for use with 
Budget Locks.

Left-Hand Slam Lock
LKS/LH £16.45

Left-hand slam lock for use with 
self-locking doors.

Right-Hand Slam Lock
LKS/RH £16.45

Right-hand slam lock for use with 
self-locking doors.

Cam Lock
LKCL £3.00

Spare Cam lock for use with ‘Tabtidy’, 
‘MAILBOX’ and ‘MAILBOX/S’.  
Complete with keys.

Cam Lock Keys
LKC/K £1.68 for set of 2

Spare set of Cam Lock keys for use with 
Cam Locks.

Push Lock
LKPL £11.57

Chrome plated push lock.

Push Lock Key
LKBL/K £2.61

Push lock key for use with push locks.

Triangular Lock
LKTL £3.68

Triangular lock with brass body and nylon 
tongue.

Stainless Steel Triangular 
Lock
LKT/SSL £7.34

Triangular lock with stainless steel body 
and die-cast tongue.

Triangular Lock Key
LKT/K £2.61

Triangular lock key for use with triangular 
locks.

Tumbler Lock
LKTU4L £17.18

High security lock complete with keys.

Tumbler Lock Keys
LKTU4/K £5.60 for set of 2

Spare set of Tumbler Lock keys for use 
with Tumbler Locks.

Castors
DC/1/C £8.42 for set of 2

Set of two spare castors to suit both our 
DC/1 and SC/1 Street Orderly Barrows.

Screw Steel Strapping
S/SEAL £16.75

Set includes 2 x 4ft Stainless Steel 
Strapping as standard for post/rail 
mounting.

Plastic Strapping
P/STRAPPING £2.67 per set

Plastic strapping for post/rail mounting.

Large Gas Strut
GSLL £25.56

Spare gas strut for storage containers. 
Aids safe opening and closing of  
container lids.

RAWL Bolts
BTGRP £14.81 set of 4

Set of 4 RAWL bolts for ground fixing.

Back Flap Hinge
HI/L £7.60 per pair

Pair of galvanised steel back flap hinges. 
100mm long for use on standard GFC 
products.

Spares

Our range of spare parts for our products
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Colours

Although every care has been taken for an exact match, please note that brochure colour shades are for guidance only and should not be used for 
colour matching purposes. Please request a sample where an exact colour match is required. We cannot guarantee exact colour matches across 
different materials and some colour variation may occur. *Black Hammerite may appear dark grey in certain lights.

Plastic Colours

Our full range of colours for all materials. Each product 
group has an options sheet that details the colours available 
throughout the brochure.

Wood Finishes

Iroko Hardwood

Recycled Plastic

Iroko Shiplap Dark Oak Finish  
IRK/SHP/DK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a dark oak 
finish.

Iroko Shiplap Light Oak Finish  
IRK/SHP/LT
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a light oak 
finish.

Iroko Shiplap Natural Oak Finish  
IRK/SHP/N
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood shiplap in a natural oak 
finish.

Shiplap Dark Oak SHP/DKOAK
Shiplap in a dark oak finish.

Shiplap Light Oak SHP/LTOAK
Shiplap in a light oak finish.

Shiplap Natural Oak SHP/NOAK
Shiplap in a natural oak finish.

Shiplap

Iroko Hardwood Shiplap Finishes

Black Recycled Plastic RPBLK
Wood effect recycled plastic in black.

Iroko Dark Oak Finish DKOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a dark oak finish.

Iroko Light Oak Finish LTOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a light oak finish.

Iroko Natural Oak Finish NOAK
Friendly farmed Iroko hardwood in a natural oak finish.

Shiplap Recycled Plastic SHP/RP
Recycled plastic shiplap in a wood-effect finish.

Brown Recycled Plastic RPBWN
Wood effect recycled plastic in brown

Black Recycled Plastic RPBLK
Wood effect recycled plastic in black. Available on the 
Enviro range only.
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Steel Powder Coating Colours
Gloss Colours Textured Colours

Red  
PC3020

Black  
PC9005

Turquoise  
PC16D45

Dark Blue 
PC5013

Silver  
PCM30001

Yellow Green  
PC6018

Light Blue  
PC18E53

Titanium  
PCMW112F

Green  
PC6005

White  
PC9016

Grey  
PC7016

Pure Orange  
PC2004

Magenta 
PC4010

Textured Black 
PCT9005

Textured Gentian 
Blue PCT5010

Textured Light 
Grey PCT00A05

Textured Dark 
Green PCT6005

Plastic Colours Recycled Plastic Colours

White  
WTE

Light Green  
LTGRN

Light Blue  
LTBLE

Yellow  
YEL

Green  
GRN

Grey  
GRY

Orange  
ONG

Dark Green  
DKGRN

Red  
RED

Black  
BLK

Dark Blue  
DKBLE

Black  
RP/BLK

REX Recycled Plastic 
Grit Bins Only

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) Colours
Black  
GC3602

Green  
GC6373

Smoke Grey  
GC00A05

White  
GC4777

Green  
GC6018

Signal Red 
GC3756

Aircraft Blue 
GC12456

Glass Fibre Composite (GFC) Colours

Silver Beading 
Hammerite  
HAMSIL

Black*  
Hammerite 
HAMBLK

Gold Beading 
Hammerite 
HAMGLD

British Racing 
Green 
Hammerite 
HAMBRG

Signal Red 
WPT537

Golden Yellow 
WPT2010

Black Textured 
WPT9005

Dark Blue  
WPT20C40

Dark Green  
WPT14C40

Slate Grey  
WPT00A13

M
at

t F
in

is
h

Smooth & Victoriana Colours Victoriana Beading ColoursTextured Colours

Green  
WPT124

Smoke Grey  
WPT126

Dove Grey  
WPT112

Dark Blue  
WP20C40

Slate Grey  
WP00A13

G
lo

ss

Signal Red 
WP537

Golden Yellow  
WP08E51

Smoke Grey  
WP00A05

Green  
WP225
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Dove Grey  
WP12B21

Yellow  
GC3754

Light Green  
PC6024
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Posts

BTGRL

Free Standing Bin Fixings
Removable

Ground Anchor Feet
GAFL Loose per pair £25.00 / WT 1.2KG

Ground Anchor Feet enable a bin to be sited into freshly 
laid concrete. The Feet bolt to the bottom of a bin.  
The bin is secured in place once the concrete cures.  
The feet are supplied loose with the bin.

Ground Anchor
GA200MM £72.59

The GA200MM ground anchor is a larger anchor 
designed for use with free standing bins and features a 
200mm square adaptor plate. It works in the same way 
as the GA100MM. It is driven into the ground and 
secured allowing the bin to be fixed to it. The bin is then 
simply bolted to this plate.

RAWL Bolts
BTGRL25 £14.81

Set of 4 bolts for ground fixings for use with a pre-drilled 
base. The ground is drilled in the same arrangement as 
the fixing holes in the base of the bin. Bolts are placed in 
position and tightened to secure in the ground.

Concrete Filled Plinth
PLINTH £POA

Concrete filled plinth eliminates the need to ground fix, 
perfect for use in conjunction with our Stop & Drop 
Service.

Concrete Base
Internal SLAB/F  
External SLAB/L

Price depends on model of bin. A concrete slab is either 
bolted to the base of the bin or fitted inside. This concrete 
slab weights the unit down, ideal for areas where ground 
fixing is not an option.

Bolt Bolt

Cement

Fixing options for our products, from posts to ground 
anchors and everything in between!

Tie Bar Grouting Post
Chute CH/SPP £41.19 /WT 8.5kg  
Lift Up LU/SPP £41.19 /WT 8.5kg

The Tie Bar Grouting Post is for use when siting into wet 
concrete – the spikes hold the post firmly in place securing 
it into the ground.

Fixing Options

Please select either a CH or LU style post to match the dog bin you are using the post with.

Screw Seal Strapping
S/SEAL £12.35

Set includes 2 x 4ft lengths of stainless steel strapping,  
for securing one post mountable bin.

Post Mountable Fixings

Ground
Fixing
Post

Grouting
Post

Ground
Anchor
Post

Ground
Anchor

Ground
Anchor
Post

Ground
Anchor

Ground Fixing Post
Chute CH/GFP £41.19 / WT 5.9kg  
Lift Up LU/GFP £41.19 / WT 5.9kg

Ground Fixing Posts are for use when fixing directly to 
solid, hard standing or concrete. The post needs to be 
secured in place with RAWL bolts (Not included).

Anchor Tool Kit
GATK £73.77

The Ground Anchor can be sited in place using our Anchor 
Tool Kit (GATK), which can be bought or hired (please call 
for details about hiring). Drive the ground anchor into soil 
using the fixing tool, wind out to fix into place then bolt 
the post to the plate. Please check for hidden cables and 
pipes before using this product.

Ground Anchor Post
GAP £41.19 / WT 5.5kg

Ground Anchor Posts are designed for use with a Ground 
Anchor when siting a bin into soil or soft ground.  
The Ground Anchor GA100MM (sold separately) is driven 
into the ground then the Ground Anchor Post can be 
bolted directly into the anchor.

Ground Anchor
GA100MM £69.63 / WT 3.6kg

The GA100MM Ground Anchor is for use with Ground 
Anchor Posts and features a 100mm square adaptor 
plate. The Ground Anchor is driven into the ground where 
it is then secured via extendable fixings. The Ground 
Anchor Post bolts directly to the anchor plate.

Fixing 
Tool

Winding 
Tool

Plastic Strapping
P/STRAPPING £2.67 per set

Plastic strapping for use with all post mounting litter bins.

Essential 
tool kit! Buy me 

with a ground 
anchor!
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Glossary

Galvanised Steel  
All our steel products are manufactured from galvanised steel. Galvanised steel is superior 
to standard, untreated mild steel as it offers excellent long-term corrosion resistance.

Stainless Steel  
Ashtrays and other selected products can be manufactured from stainless steel grade 
316. This high quality steel is ideal for the manufacture of street furniture due to its high 
wear and corrosion resistance.

Glass Fibre Composite (GFC)  
A wooden core is encapsulated in glass fibres with a fire retardant resin. GFC is totally 
unaffected by salt water and therefore will never rust so it is ideal for coastal and roadside 
environments. GFC is long lasting, requires little maintenance and has excellent impact 
resistance and strength making it ideal for areas prone to vandalism.

Smooth Finish GFC  
A smoother finish than ‘textured’ with only a slight texture and no roughness.

Textured Finish GFC  
PTX textured paint is used to achieve a rough ‘sandpaper’ like finish and has been 
developed to deter unwanted graffiti and the application of fly posters. 

Victoriana Finish GFC  
Victoriana is a smoother finish with only a slight texture and no roughness, with the 
addition of highlighted beading as standard. The body can be painted in standard 
smooth colours.

Beading  
Beading on GFC products is achieved by adding a shaped wooden profile to the product 
which is encapsulated in glass fibres and hand-highlighted in gold or silver to give a 
tradtional look.

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP)  
Coloured resin and glass fibre matting is layered in a polished mould to achieve a product 
with an extremely smooth finish. This process is used to make various items such as lids 
and doors with a tough, easy clean surface.

Glass Reinforced Cement (GRC)  
Concrete and chopped glass fibre is moulded and cured to produce a reinforced, high 
strength product. The resulting products offer outstanding alkaline, corrosion and fire 
resistance and are ideal for areas prone to vandalism.

Box Section Steel  
Used in the manufacture of steel seating and other street furniture, this rectangular, 
galvanised steel tube is corrosion resistant and offers high strength and bend resistance.

Laser Cut  
We offer laser cut text and bespoke logos on our metal products. The laser cutting 
machine can directly translate most customer supplied logos (in specified formats, EPS or 
vector**) or designs from soft copy to physical product *. A backing plate is fitted behind 
the design or text to create a contrast and highlight the area.

Vinyl Stickers  
We produce adhesive vinyl designs and lettering that can be added to any smooth finish 
products. Customer supplied logos or designs are translated to our vinyl-cutting machine 
to create attractive and informative features. Vinyl stickers are created from artwork 
supplied by the customer in specified formats, vectors or EPS files**. Adhesive vinyl is not 
available on GFC or GRC products as the surface is not suitable.

Powder Coating  
Polyester powder is applied to the metallic surface of a product via an electrostatic spray 
system. The product is then placed in an oven to complete the curing cycle resulting in a 
high quality finish.

Hammerite  
A specific type of paint that has a ‘hammered’ metallic quality and is reflective in certain 
light. Hammerite paint is used for gold or silver beading on GFC products, but is also 
available in black and green in smooth and victoriana finishes.

Moulded Plate  
Customer supplied logos or designs (in specified formats, EPS or vector**) are used to 
produce a pattern to create mould from which GRP decorative plates are produced. The 
plates are then fitted to products as required and hand painted to achieve the required 
finish. The bespoke mould is stored and maintained by Wybone for any future orders 
from the same customer. 

Perspex Plate  
Complex or intricate logos or designs, supplied by the customer (in specified formats, EPS 
or vector**) are reverse screen printed onto Perspex plates to achieve very the fine detail 
required. These plates are then riveted, screwed or bolted to the product during the final 
assembly/finishing process.

Plastisol  
A pre-finished (PVC) galvanised steel, available in a variety of colours with a leather grain 
finish.

Recycled Plastic  
Our wood-effect recycled plastic is made from plastic milk bottles and carrier bags, a 
truely green choice for the environment.

Bariatric  
We offer a ‘Bariatric’ option on many of our benches and seating. We increase the 
strength and seat depth byadding an extra slat to the seating, making it suitable for 
larger users. 

Shiplap  
Slats of wood overlap to give a tongue and groove effect as seen on the RLA range of 
products.
*Subject to degree of complexity. Certain modifications may be required to make cutting feasible. 

**Please note, supplying artwork in any other format can affect lead times.
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Environmental Policy

As a major manufacturer of environmental products, Wybone are fully aware 
of the impacts which industry, commerce and other sectors have upon the 
environment at local, national and international level.

As part of its commitment to enhancing and protecting the environment, 
Wybone has in place an environmental policy that reflects these beliefs  
and values.

Our policy outlines the ways in which we try to achieve our environmental 
goals. As a company, we shall:

Clearly understand our environmental impacts and where we can 
influence them.

Comply with relevant national legislation as required. Where no regulation 
exists, we shall set the standards in line with good environmental practice.

Reduce energy and water consumption. Increase recycling and re-use 
schemes. Buy from suppliers who have sound environmental policies.

Buy products whose environmental impacts are low (commensurate with 
acceptable performance).

Product Manufacture: Due to our policy of manufacturing the majority  
of products in house, emissions generated by the importation of products  
is therefore minimised.

Product Design: Our products are designed with longevity in mind and 
therefore reduce the impact upon the environment by having to constantly 
replace. We also offer a full refurbishment service and spare parts in a bid  
to keep our products performing in line with their design criteria.

Manufacturing Process: Raw materials are used for renewable sources 
from suppliers located as near as possible to our Head Office. All decisions 
regarding machinery include their carbon footprint which will be reduced 
wherever possible. 

Transport & Distribution: Wybone ensure the most efficient forms of 
transport is used, using piggyback loading wherever possible. Wybone’s  
own vehicles are all Euro 3 compliant. 

Procurement: Company stationery and consumables are used which have 
a high recycled content. Wybone bulk-buy to reduce excessive packaging 
waste and purchase refilled, remanufactured or re-inked printers and ribbon 
consumables where possible.

Administration: Stationery and consumables are recycled through 
recognised routes. Computers and electronic equipment used has a “power 
down” feature to reduce energy demands. Low energy light fittings and 
lamps are used wherever possible. Rechargeable batteries are used in 
preference to non-rechargeable.

Waste Management: Raw materials and secondary packaging are reused 
and recycled wherever possible. Post manufactured material is recycled into 
new products or in other applications.

Staff Effects: As a company, we are also conscious of the effect that our 
staff have on the environment, so encourage schemes such as employee car 
sharing, as well as the installation of cycle facilities to allow employees to 
cycle to and from work.

Tree Planting Policy: With a view to conservation and bio-diversity, 
Wybone have planted 72 acres of woodland to assist with carbon emissions 
and therefore helping towards our aim of becoming carbon neutral, reducing 
the environmental impact of our business.

Social Policy: Wybone Limited recognises the organisational advantages from 
behaving ethically, with humanity, compassion and with consideration for the 
external environment. The best staff want to work for truly responsible and 
ethical employers, and Wybone is striving to ensure that it operates within an 
ethically responsible framework. We know that good staff make Wybone a good 
company.

The company is committed to investing in the local community, and this is the 
backdrop in every action taken, from recruitment and selection, to the charity 
events that are held on a regular basis. The companies stakeholders are at the 
heart of everything we do, and the company has a growing reputation for inward 
investing in the local area and community.

Training: When a member of staff joins the Wybone team, they are put 
through a rigorous induction programme, and given a good understanding of the 
company structure, the products that we make and the beliefs and philosophy 
behind the manufacture of the products. Having employed people from 
neighbouring villages in Barnsley, South Yorkshire for over 35 years, all positions 
are advertised in the local press, and the vast majority of staff live within a 3 
mile radius of the factory. To date, the majority of factory staff are trained to at 
least NVQ Level 2 standard, or equivalent, and are given regular opportunities to 
develop their skills and knowledge in manufacturing industry specific areas. In 
addition, statutory training on subjects such as fork lift truck driving and first aid 
training are held on a quarterly basis, and all staff are given the opportunity to 
undertake further development.

Education: Within the office, the company encourages staff to undertake 
professional qualifications, with individuals working towards HND in Business 
Studies, CIMA qualifications and Master Degrees in Manufacturing. Staff are 
encouraged to cascade the knowledge they acquire internally to other staff once 
they return back to the workplace. 

Communication: Communication is key within the business, and staff are kept 
informed of developments through regular team meetings and employee briefs. 
Training and development reviews are held on a regular basis, and staff are 
encouraged to develop themselves, therefore not only enhancing their interest  
in the role, but also continuing to build the skill base in the local community. 

Local Community: We also have strong connections with the local educational 
establishments. We actively encourage student placements, helping students in 
the area to build a portfolio of skills to ensure they are “work ready”, and this year 
to date Wybone have worked closely with the University of Huddersfield and 
Sheffield Hallam University. 
 
Health and safety is crucial within a manufacturing environment, and we pride 
ourselves on ensuring that Wybone is a safe and hazard-free place to work. Our 
health and safety policy is a clear guideline to staff on how to operate safely 
within the factory and offices, and refresher training ensures staff remain 
knowledgeable and aware.

Fund Raising: Wybone’s chosen charity is Weston Park Cancer Appeal in 
Sheffield, South Yorkshire. The most recent event held was the “Wear It Pink” 
day, where £1265 was raised by staff. Other events where money is raised are 
“Dress Down Fridays” and a Dragon Boat Race day, where staff work as part of a 
team rowing a boat in competition with other local firms. The Company’s chosen 
charity is reviewed on an annual basis, and staff are given the opportunity to 
support a charity which is personally important to them.

Transparency: Before making decisions, managers within the company give 
consideration to transparency, and whether they would be happy to justify the 
decision publicly, the effect the decision will have on others and whether the 
decision would be deemed as fair, taking into consideration stakeholders. If the 
answer is yes, then it is likely that the decision made within the business  
is deemed as an ethical decision.

Environmental and Social Policy

Unless otherwise agreed, all sales made by Wybone Ltd are made on 
these conditions of sale. No variation of these conditions of sale or 
any terms supplied with any order form or other document provided 
by you will be binding on Wybone Ltd unless confirmed in writing 
by a director of Wybone Ltd. Wybone Ltd is referred to as “the 
company”. (The headings are for the purpose of convenience and 
not interpretation.)

1. Terms of Trading: It is company policy that all customers 
(except government financed local, educational and health 
authorities) will be subject to payment on a Pro-Forma basis,  
which requires payment of goods up front before the order can  
be put into production.

Credit accounts are opened on the basis that all invoices must be 
paid within 28 days of the invoice date. Payments received for  
Pro-Forma invoices require 5 working days for payment to clear 
before despatch (although standard lead times will apply to all 
orders upon receipt of payment). However, the policy states that 
after 6 months of business on a Pro-Forma basis, any customer 
has the right to apply for a credit account (subject to trade 
references and a company credit check). Credit card facilities are 
an alternative option, enabling prompt process of payment by 
eliminating the 5 working days clearance required otherwise.

2. Goods: All goods are manufactured to order. As a result of 
continuing product development, the specification or design of 
goods may vary from that shown. You are responsible for deciding 
on the suitability of the goods offered for any particular purpose 
and for the consequences arising from any work we undertake on 
the goods at your request. Colours shown in the illustrations may 
vary slightly from the finished product due to the limitations of the 
four-colour printing used.

3. Prices: All prices in our catalogue and leaflets are in pound 
sterling, exclude VAT and delivery and were correct when published. 
Wybone Ltd reserves the right to change the advertised price before 
you place an order.

4. Settlement Terms: Strict 28 days from invoice date. Please note 
payment delays may result in your credit facility being withdrawn 
and action being taken under the Late Payment of Commercial 
Debts (Interest) Act 1998 at the rate that is relevant at the time. 
Notification will be given prior to action being taken. All invoice 
queries must be addressed in writing within 7 days of the invoice 
date.

5. Value Added Tax: List prices shown throughout our catalogue 
are exclusive of VAT. VAT is added to the invoice total including 
carriage charges, at rate current at date of invoicing.

6. Placing/Canceling Orders: Credit card orders can be accepted 
over the telephone but must be confirmed in writing within 5 days. 
If confirmation is not received we will assume that the order has 
been cancelled and cease production. All other orders must be 
made in writing (by post, fax or email). Confirmations should be 
clearly marked so that the duplication of orders does not take place. 
Cancellations cannot be accepted over the telephone, this must be 
instructed in writing. Where goods differ from standard products 
and are manufactured to suit your particular requirements, Wybone 
Ltd cannot accept cancellation of your order and will only accept 
return of the goods if they are defective and returned within three 
days of delivery to you.

7. Export Orders: Pro-forma and Ex-Works basis.

8. Title of Goods: The seller has a responsibility for insuring the 
goods until the time when title passes to the purchaser. Wybone 
Ltd accept orders on the basis that for so long as any amount to be 
paid for the goods remains owing to Wybone Ltd title to the goods 
will remain with Wybone Ltd and will not pass to you until Wybone 
Ltd has received payment in full including any interest  
due in accordance with paragraph 4.

9. Delivery: Delivery dates are given in good faith based on 
information available at the time an order is received. We cannot 
be held liable for any costs arising from late delivery. Goods shall 
be deemed to be delivered when handed to the carriers. Special 
deliveries can be arranged: i.e. AM delivery, Saturday deliveries, 
booking-in etc (please ask for details).

10. Damages: Risk of loss and damage to the goods shall pass to 
you upon delivery. All goods should be unpacked and checked upon 
receipt. Claims for damage to goods/short delivery must be noted 
at the time of delivery and notified to Wybone Ltd within three 
days of delivery to you. Claims for non-delivery of goods must be 
notified within seven days of the invoice date.

11. Return of Goods: Faulty goods will be accepted for return 
within three days of delivery to you if they are returned 
undamaged. Non-faulty goods will be accepted, entirely at Wybone 
Ltd’s discretion, within one month of delivery to you provided that 
they are returned in perfect condition and have not been used 
(especially in hospitals due to the risk of cross infection). Non-faulty 
returns include those returned as faulty when no fault is found. 
Where we accept a non-faulty return you will be credited at the 
selling price less a handling charge of 15% of that price (to cover 
inspection and repackaging) plus inwards and outwards carriage. 
Any goods returned to Wybone Ltd which are not in the condition 
set out above will be rejected and returned to you at your cost. See 
paragraph 6 for information regarding special products.

12. Disputes: English law shall determine any disputes arising under 
these terms and conditions.

13. Quality Assurance: Wybone Ltd operate their own assurance 
system where systematic checks are carried out on all products at 
various stages of production and all goods thoroughly inspected 
prior to despatch.

14. Force Majeure: Should despatch or delivery of these products  
or part of them be delayed or prevented from any cause 
whatsoever beyond the Company’s control or for a reason 
attributable to the customer or its customers or agents then at 
the Company’s option, either the contract or any unfulfilled part 
thereof shall be terminated or the Company may extend the time 
for delivery until a reasonable period after such cause shall have 
ceased, in which event the customer shall be responsible for all 
storage and other costs incurred by the Company in connection 
therewith. Any such termination shall not prejudice the rights and 
obligations of either party, which have already then arisen or in 
respect of any part of the contract already completed.

15. Design: We reserve the right to change any of our designs at 
any time.

IMPORTANT NOTE
All of the information contained in this catalogue is presented in 
good faith.

It should be appreciated that the information is, to the best of 
Wybone’s knowledge and belief, true and accurate.

There is no guarantee as to its accuracy and no responsibility or 
liability, express or implied, can be accepted by Wybone Ltd for any 
problems which may arise as a result of any actions or decisions 
that may be taken, or by any other party that may be involved with 
specifying or using the product.

Since the conditions under which our materials and equipment 
may be used are beyond our control, recommendations are made 
without any form of warranty or guarantee.

It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the material is  
fit for the purpose for which it has been selected.

This disclaimer does not affect your statutory rights.

Terms and Conditions
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Socialise with us...

Communication is the heart 
of our business, so we want  
to make it as easy as possible 
for you to get in touch with us. 
Along with all the traditional 
methods, such as telephone, 
email and fax you can now 
reach us via all forms of social 
media!

We’re always updating our 
website and social media pages 
with exciting news stories, 
case studies and events.  
Our Facebook and Twitter 
pages are also the first place 
we promote any special 
offers, so to be the first in  
the know subscribe to our 
social media pages now!

We have a YouTube channel 
full of product videos, like our 
famous ‘Hammer Test’, 
showing the strength and 
vandal resistance of our GFC 
material!

We also have a profile on 
LinkedIn and Pintrest and 
we’re always looking for  
the next big thing to get 
involved in, so keep an eye 
out for us. We even have a 
LiveChat service on our 
website so you can speak  
to us whilst looking through 
our website.

We really do love talking to 
you about our products  
and no enquiry is too big or 
small so join in and socialise 
with us!

Get social 
with us!
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Visiting Wybone
We actively encourage our 
customers to come and visit us 
at Hoyland, Barnsley and see 
for themselves how our skilled 
craftsmen produce our quality 
products from start to finish.

If you would like a tour of our 
extensive factory, please give 
our sales team a call to make an 
appointment on 01226 744010

Wybone Ltd, Mason Way, 
Platts Common Ind Est, 
Hoyland, Barnsley,  
South Yorks, S74 9TF


